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PROJECT FIREFLY 1960 - A SUMMARY REPORT

N. W. Rosenberg

Headquarters, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Air Force Research Division (ARDC), Geophysics Research
Directorate, L. G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

Project Firefly 1960, the upper atmosphere chemical release program of the
Geophysics Research Directorate, in cooperation with other participting agencies,
has provided a systematic study of several types of upper atmosphere perturbations.
Reports on reduced and interpreted data from a number of optical and radio-fre-
quency stations have been prepared by participants, and published as a ORD special
report. A preliminary crosscorrelation of that information is presented in this
summary. The summary consists of an introduction, special sections on missile
trails and weapons effects, and sections on groups of releases:

night point electron high explosive cobalt particles
sunlit point electron hydrocarbon
cesium trail electron removal alumina particles

The summary section for each group of releases includes a statement ofobjectives,
observations, conclusions, recommended further data analysis, and recommended
further experiments.
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1. SCOPE AND OBECTIV OV PAROM

Upper atmosphere studies, prior to the availability of rockets, were ac-

coniplished largely through ground-based observations of natural perturbations, by

radio frequency sensors which detect electron Inhomogeneltils, and optical sensors

which detect light scattered and/or emitted by atoms, molecules, ions, and perti-

culate matter. With rockets and satellites available, the upper atmosphere is now

being studie4 with vehicle-borne sensors. An alternate approach to upper atmos-

phere studies has also been made possible by such vehicles. This is the artificial

perturbation of the upper atmosphere by release of vehicle-borne chemicals. Ex-

periments of increased versatility are therefore possible since the study is no longer

restricted to unpredictable natural perturbations. Chemical release studies of

composition (e. g. by release of nitric oxide or ethylene), of temperature (e. g. by

sodium spectral resonance broadening), of electron processes (e.g. by cesium re-

leases), of diffusion and winds (e. g. by solar-illuminated sodium and potassium

releases) have been previously reported by this and other laboratories.

Controlled chemical releases provide a unique technique for analysis of

those upper atmosphere processes which have a physical scale larger than can be

measured by point sampling of vehicle-borne sensors. Natural perturbations such

as sporadic E and artificial perturbations such as missile trails inherently involve

this large physical scale. The chemical release program of the Geophysics Re-

search Directorate (Project Firefly) has provided a systematic determination of

some of the basic variables of such perturbations, so that they can be controlled

or simulated as required.

=8



The Projeet Firely 1960 exeriments wetre carrlled OMa to wuy: the

physical and chemical properties of electrons, ions, gases and paiicUlase meter

following their release at high velocity and at high altitude. The releases were

designed to evaluate (a) the early explosive expansion of these spsciea prior Io

pressure equilibrium, (b) the later expansion when molecular ditusion or tu.-

bulent processes are important, (c) the processes leadin; to 4lssipatlon of the

perturbed region through interaction with the ambient, (W models describing

the nature of electron inhomogeneities, (e) mechanisms for light emission under

sunlit and under dark conditions, and (f) communication capabilities of artificially

created high electron densities.

The field program included two basic areas: (1) the observation of

missile targets on the Atlantic Missile Range (AMR), and (2) the controlled re-

lease of selected chemicals into the upper atmosphere. Both of theme efforts

have been integrated with theoretical and laboratory experimental jtudies (both

by GRD and by other agencies) in order to provide the fullest interpretation of

the observed phenomena. Volumes I and II of this report cover the chemical re-

lease program conducted in 1960, which consisted of a series of 33 chemical

releases (listed in Table I) from verticle probe rockets at Eglin AFB during

July and August 1960; and Volume III covers missile trail observations on the

Atlantic Missile Range.

The chemical release experiment consists of the release itself, and

observation, data reduction and data interpretation by participating groups. The

participants (uamedin the Table of Contents of this report) included many groups

making simultaneous observations, each studying the aspects of most pertinence

S



to its own interests. The resulting large pool of, informaon Mas permitted cross-

correlation in a number of ways both for basic peophysics data and for specific

miity applications. Optical equipment Included (a) cameras with framing rates

from 500 frames per second1 0 0 7 to one frame per 10 seconds. 200(some equipped

with narrow band interference filters), 3 0 0 1(b) television light amplifiers 1 0 55in the

visible and near I. R., and (c) spectrometers and photometers In the visible3 0 0 1 '

1007 3027 5001.5087
and infrared. Radiofrequency equipment included 5 (a) 2 - 20 mc

ionosondes and (b) multiple fixed frequency sounders recording forward and back-

scatter above 6 mc.. including Doppler and phase shift displays, 5099. 5129

and (c) modulated forward scatter radiofrequency transmissions at 00 .3 7- 0 5 9 '
5139. The program was carried out in a single field trip so that the equipment was

set up only once for al thirty-three releases.

The present report is in fact a collection of individual reports made by

each of the groups of observers on the entire test series; and the main purpose of

this summary section is a preliminary cross correlation of their observations for

each type of release (or missile phenomenon). Panel discussions held during a

symposium on Project Firefly (31 Jan amd I Feb 1961) at AFCRL are also Included

In the report. Over the next months, further cross correlafoms of the existing data

will be made by several of the participating groups to provide more detailed models

of upper atmosphere perturbations.

NOTE: Superscript numbers are references to pertinent page numbers in Volumes

I, U, and Ml.
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S. AIPA SKOMD STUDWE OF MOM~l PHENOME1NA

2.1 Introduction

All existing or proposed ICBM vehicles are launched by, engines which z'e-

lease large quantities of chemicals - electrons, ions, gases, and particulate mat-

ter - at high velocities and over a wide range of altitudes (up to 150 km for the

Minuteman, 300 km for the Atlas). It is improbable that the 1000 - 100,000 cubic

kilometers occupied by these exhaust species with their radically different com-

position from the ambient atmosphere can be hidden from an adequate surveillance

system.

2.2 Objectives

The Geophysics Research Directorate has carried out a program under

ARPA Order 42 directed towards answering the following six questions:

(1) What atmospheric characteristics are modified and what phenomena

are produced by the passage of a missile through the upper atmosphere?

(2) What are the chemical and physical mechanisms responsible for the

modification of atmospheric characteristics and for the phenomena

produced?

(3) Which of these are general to all vehicles, times, and/or places and

which are specific to specific vehicle types, specific times of obser-

vation, and/or specific observer-vehicle positions?

(4) Which of these effects are subject to control (enhancement or atten-

uation) by missile designers or~launchers, by means of additives,

changes in engine design, time of launch, decays, or masks?

r12



(5) Which phenomena can be effectively used," and in wht mar*., in:

(a) urveillance, detection, track, and dLscriminStAn

(b) prevebtion of survellance, detection. track, Od Mnd

by an AICBM system

(a) design of decoys and false alarms

3. DBA SPOD OF CHNMICAL nULP S

Nuclear detonations in the upper atmosphere produce aritficial

upper atmosphere pertugbations, It has been suggested that some of

these effects can be studied by releasing suitable materials in the unper atmos-

phere. DASA MIPR 528-61, dated 11 August 1960, initiateda, program:

(1) to evaluate which nuclear effects can be appropriately studied by

chemical relearns

(2) to analyze existing data on chemical releasna where apl0eable

(3) to design and exepute specific experiments

a!



4. monTa sues LOUD&

rive pint electron clauda were released at nigbt: Cathy, Amy,

Btsy, Rut and Gerta, ranging in altitude from 00 to 140 km, each with an

identical not payload of 20 kilograms of cesium-containln mixture.

4.10bpctivee

The objectives of this group of releases were (1) to create a region of

local high electron density for over-horizon communication; (2) to study

mass transport, chemiluminescence and thermal emission from gases and

solids ejected at high velocity in the absence of sunlight and (3) to determine

the rate of decay of electron density in the absence of ionizing sunlight.

4.2 Discussion

Exl rlmental ground studies were conducted on a CENO 3 /AI mixture

with an organic chemical binder to maximize the initial ionization achieved in

the rolease, since in the absence of solar photolonization this initial ionization

represents the only source of electrons for the night releases. The ground

studies led to a composition 4090 of lower sensitivity40 8 8 than the charges

of the previous 1959 series. Furthermore, the higher mass density led to

a faster reaction rate. 4090 Whether this was translated into increased

yields has not yet been fully assessed.

The composition 408of each of the point releases produced, at altitude,

a 3500 OK plasma mixture of 10 kg of finely divided aluminum oxide, 300 moles

of inert gases (including carbon monoxide and hydrogen), 30 moles of cesium

and sodium vapors, and a small fraction of cesium ions and free electrons.



It visua obser~vwatin fowing relsibse, the chemical 0101* euanwe

to form a circle of light which grew in the first two seconds to about 006 do-

gre. in diameter (2 kin) with an orange tint due to 56893A radiation from the

small sodium content. The tint disappeared after about ten seconds, leaving

a low-intensity but clearly visible white circle, which slowly developed a

hole in its center and faded over 30-300 seconds while growing to a diameter

of 3 (6 kin). The hole in the center suggests that the luminescence occurs at

the surface of a diffusing sphere of gaseous products. The highest-altitada

cloud (140 km) failed to develop the central hole, suggesting that rapid diffu-

sion at this altitude prevented formation of a defined surface.

The optical observations in the first seconds showed in three cases

a single expanding sphere of gas reaching 200-500 meters radius at 0.2 sec-

onds, and 400-1000 meters in 1 second, gradually fading over 10-30 seconds.

1055 In the other two cases, a double expanding sphere, one at higher velocity,

the other matching those above, was recorded in the first second. 1055 A

photometer aimed at a point 5 km away from one of the doubt qphere bursts 3 0 0 1

showed a transient light wave at 1.2 seconds, suggesting a 4 km/sec average

velocity for the outer wave. The outer sphere, possibly radiating solids, dis-

appeared at about the one second mark at a radius of I - 2 km. Black body

radiation from solid Al 203 would result in a temperature liven by 290

(D/t)1 / 3 where D is the particle diameter in microns and t the time in seconds.

The temperature of a I micron particle will drop from I1000 K at 0.01 sec to

5000K at 0. 1 sec; so that black body radiation will be negligible at 0.1 sec.

On the other hand, a 10 micron particle will still have a temperature of 11000a,



IC at 0.1 macnd and black body radiaton Will be significat for such sdis

No adequate spectral data n the peristent luminous cloud was ob-

taied because of the low intensity, estimated as 10-0 watt/cm 2 rter. How-

ever, the continued emission over 500 seconds at low intensity totalled 2 x 1013

13erp of luminous energy. Since the entire payload contained only 10 x 10

ergs, and conversion efficiencies for chemical energy to light emission rarely

exceed a fraction of one per cent, it is probable that a source of ambient

energy was tapped, possibly oxygen atom recombination. The luminescence

probably was not line emission, since it was not recorded by the sensitive

spectrograph. 
3 0 19

The r.f. observations showed Initial radial growth of the electron

front approximately 10 4 3matching the optical growth, but sufficiently trans-

parent so that both the near and far electron gradients could be separately

recorded; i.e., both increasing and decreasing Doppler shifts were simult-

aneously recorded, tapering off afterabout one or two seconds at diameters of
1043

I - 3 ki, depending on altitude. There was a consistent pattern of more

rapid electron density decay at the highest altitude (140 km) than at the lowest

altitude studied (94 km). 5049

The electron drift could be followed by ionosondes for about 1000

seconds, 5050typically as a westerly drift at about 50 meter/sec. Optical

data confirmed the initial ionosonde popition, but was not available for times

sufficient to record drift in these night releases.

,: 16
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4.3 Concluaions ars as follows:

(1) Sufficient electron yields can be achieved in the abeene.p -0 6ft-

6013
light for over-horizon r. f. reflections.

(2) Visible luminescence from the surface of a reacting gas mass

is present for some minutes

(3) Radial expansions of electrons and gs front are at similar

velocities, the gas reaching ambient pressure within I - 8

seconds. 1059, 1043

(4) Electron decay to ambient densities is slower than would be ex-

pected in the absence of ionizing sunlight. 5109

4.4 Further data anaslysi is required to answer the following:

(1) How closely do optical and r. f. growths match?

(2) How closely do r. f. cross sections measured by different equip-

ment agree?

(3) Is a consistent model possible for all observations?

(4) Is the model of ionization suggested by observed internal cloud

motions sufficiently accurate to define an electron yield?

(5) What are the controlling processes and rates for electron demnsit

decay?,

4.5 Further experiments are required to answer the following:

(1) Would a multiple point release be4 0 0 5 more effective than a

single point release as an r. f. reflector?

Ji?



(2) What Is the cause of a single sphere versus a double sphere from

otherwise identical releases?

(3) What is the chemiluminescent spectrum and the mechanism?

(4) Can higher altitude persistence of high electron densities be In-

creased by magnetic field entrapment?

(5) What is the lower altitude limit for effective reflections?

(6) What processes involving reactions with ambient are important?

5. SUNLIT POINT NLXCTRON CLOUDS

Nine sunlit point electron clouds were released, ranging in altitude

from 74-115 km. Five of these releases, Marie, Peggy, Olive, Jeannie and

Dolly, had identical payloads of 20 kilograms of a cesium-containing mixture,

three, Margie, Lola, and Zelda, had the same composition but larger pay-

loads of 50 - 80 kilograms; and one, Susan, utilized the same composition

but at a 33% lower mass density, which had been used in the previous year.

5. 1 Objectives

The objectives of this group of releases were: (1) to create a region

of local high electron density for r. f. communication; (2) to study mass trans-

port, and solar scatter and resonance radiation from solids and gases in the

presence of sunlight and (3) to determine the rate of decay of electron density

in the presence of ionizing sunlight.

5.2 Discussion

Laboratory data gives a time constant for solar photolonization

18



of cesium vapor ot the order of two thousand seconds. Thus. Oe Pe

S"ionization may be expected in approximately twenty seconds. fthe 1em4004

achieved in the Initial release, before photoionization, was one percent. thin

reflectivity of the cloud at times much shorter than twenty seconds wouN not

be affected by photoionisation and would be similar in night ai 5'stlit rele4ass.

If the initial ionization was less, then night and sunlit clouds should. of

course, be similar In behavior for shorter times. Therefore, the time at

similarity between night and sunlit releases should allow an estimate of th

ionization achieved in the initial release, 'which cannot be measured in gropnd

tests. At longer times the daylight releases are expected to enter a second

phase of ionization due to the presence of sunlight.

The composition of 409Othese releases was identical to the night point

electron clouds.

Visual observations following release indicate a rapidly growing

seriea of two concentric circles of light, the innermost of which showed the

sodium orange resonance radiation. Rapid radial growth of the outer circle

was to 50 (10 kn) in three seconds, the inner circle to 10 (2 kn) in the same

time. The low altitude releases (70-90 kin) rapidly lost, any orange tint, and

became brilliant white (due to chemical reaction with ambient?) deveopag

a ragged outer edge. In the high altitude releases (above 90 kn) the outer

circle developed into a fussy white portion (solids) which separated from the

inner sharper edged portion (game) which usually retained the sodium color.

Optical observations of the early time growth ae too complex tO be

adequately summarised, but they generally show an asymmetric outer (solids),

i1



F,.

wav at 2-10 km per second10 l 7,nlaOn O a1 05 9symmetric inner (pa) cloud

*ieh becomes separate from the outer wave at 0.3 kilometers and then grows

more slowly to perhaps 1 km at 1 second. 1003 An early time upward drift

totals about 6 km in 50 seconds and then stops, whether or not the vehicle

had an upward velocity component at relese. 2023 It Is therefore believd

that the upward motion is due to temperature difference and/or bydc

forces, slowing as the cloud mixes with a substantial amount of ambient gas.

R. f. observations of the eErl time Doppler growth 1 0 4 1 , are5 1 5

essentially the sane as in the nighttime releases, and match reasonably the

calculated gaseous radial growth. R. f. cross sections at early times Also

are similar to the nighttime release cross sections. 5134

Optical observations at longer times show that the cloud as a whole

moved in a direction determined by the ambient winds and wind shears. Be-

cause of the cloud rise its material was distributed at a series of altitudes,

each with a different horisontal motion, which resulted In twisting and shear-

Ing of the released gases. Eddy formation was noted at altitudes below about

115 km as a very significant feature of the cloud structure. 2027. At altitudes

below about 100 km the fuzzy portion of the cloud mentioned above was con-

siderably brighter than above these altitudes, undoubtedly due to formation

of substantial quantities of solid oxides of the alkali metals. 2 0 0 8 300

drift of the clou4 after the first minute, showed each part of the cloud.

moved essentially in a mingle horizontal direction determined by shears at

different altitudes50 7 2but slowly rising and falling by two or three kilo ers.
Radio frequency ionosonse position d at longer tmso in general

5046
agreed with the optical position data. The optical data were available

tOS



for 5 - 20 minutes while r. f. positiala data were availebe for **h k now

periods,, up to on* or t*6 hours. 5 4 At such later time. thedt clft4 Vso

W9503%at It ls Imtpossiblie to assign & singe position from slant

range given ,by lonosondes. In placing four icoscuabs In, the, A*el it "as

planned to use the disagreement In position triangulation to give an ipdIcai.

cation of the physical cloud sizi, since each lonosonde; would measure SO*
5081slant range to the neuat reflection -portion of the cloud.

The r.f. reftectivit ot the released clouds was In general found to

be high and to depend very strongly oni altiude.

Other notes on apecim cases include one release Of particular In-

terest, "Betsy". in this came. the initial release was nmbd aPProximatlY

five minutes before visible sunrise at the release altitude and approximnately

ten minutes before Ionizing sunrise at the release altitude. As expected the

luminosity of the cloud resembled that of night releases in the first nute*.

1027 The cloud then disappeared until sunlight reached the cloud five min-

utes after release. 2010 The initial ionization decay was followed by a rise

after ionizing radiation reached the cloud roughly ten minutes following re-

lease. 50 9 1

in the high payload experiments the vehicles failed to rea~ch the

desired altitude of 100 km. At. the 75 km to 85 km reached, In the first two

of these releases ver rapid chemical cnu tonwas seen to occur wt*

the formation of a very brilliant white cloud thought to be cesium didde. 4

The third of these releases at 102 km was cqrrIed out Well after sunrise,

and did not have as high r. f. reflectivity as a dawn shot at this allitude.



It was the only release carried out under them conditions akid it to qutet

possible that the daylight ambient pressure corresponded to that of a lower

altitude at dawn.

5. 3 Conclusions

(1) A localized area of high electron density can be achieved for

r. f. communication.

(2) The r. f. scatter croos sections are not particularly geograph-
5129, 6001

ically uelective

(3) An outer wave of small particulate matter, 10-aeon b~y solar

scatter. moves with the velocity of the initial contact surface

(7 km/see) to distances of several kilometersl0 0 5 outrunning

the gaseous front after about 0. 2 seconds. It in much brighter

and larger in iforward scatter than in side scatter. 1004-6

Aluminum oxide gas (A 0o acts as a significant resonance.

scatterer. 3 0 2 6

(4 The gases expand to ambient pressure in a non-reversible

near-adiabatic expansion, working against an effective pressure

(due to shock wave generation) substantially higher than the

ambient pressure in reaching their final state.

(5) The ionosondag 50 0 9 and sweep sounders show much loe differ-

ence than expected between night and dawn releases, i e.
in the absence and presence of solar Ionization.



5.4 Further dat analysis in required to ansifer the follOwifig:

(1) Can densitoinetry dilloush between solids s"d Ooa

motions. at early times?

(2) Can a clear measure of diffusion processes show the dlfhwet

levels of inhomogeneity as suftested from r. f. phase patterad I

(3) Can a study of optical vs ionosonde drift show which cloud

regions are the best reflectors?

5117
(4) is the model of ionisation suggeste by observed internal

cloud motions sufficiently accurate to define an electron jiiId?

(5) Now closely do op~cal and r. f. growths match?

(6) Ifow closely do r. f. cross sections measured by different

equipment agree?

(7) Is a consistent model possible for all obeervations?

5.5 Further expriments are required to determine

(a) What is the time of day dependence?

(b) What is the latitude and the seasonal dependence?

(c) What payload design is most effective in inaximisn

reflection?

0S



6. CAN=u TRALJAAM

Two su,-it trail electron clouds were released, Janet and Hilda,

at al!ttudes of 104 and 129 kn, with Identical payloads of 20 kilograms of a

composition designed to release cesium vapor plus Inert gase over a 30

second period.

6.1 Objectives

The objectives of this group of releases were: (1) to create a region

of local high electron tensity for r. f. communication; (2) to study solar

scatter from gases and solids in the presence of sunlight and (3) to deter-

mine the rate of decay of electron density in the presence of ioniuig sunlight.

One distinction between the trail releases and the point releass

previously described was that the trail releases were to be released with

a minimum disturbance of the ambient. The net gas velocity with respect

to the ambient is, negligible If the rearward velocity of the gases is closely

matched to the forward velocity of the vehicle. An additional reason for trail

release of cesium in the upper atmosphere is that the electron yield from the

low pressure trail release might be higher than the electron yield from the

high pressure point release, discussed in a theoretical report. 4004

846



Another factor was thn desirability at creating a trail Over a range

of altitudes so that the altitude sensitivity ot the point releases mbight be.

minimlned, since the gas would be contdnuousl deposited over a range of

altitude.

The grund experimentatio 4 1 0 3prior to the launches of this type of

failure was nota hnia " moWaelcrclcrutpbe.Tw

further releases were. -mad*; each gave a small cloud of ceualum-coun~n.

gas but. did not give a long fMlment trdil. The remaining payloads ofthis

type were therefore returned to the laboratory for evaluation where It was-

found that ignition of the full-sise package was difficult, and that nosale

plugging. probably resulted in cutoff before complete release was achieved.

418However, optidal observations and r. f. observations were made, an

these two clouds. Because of the small payload fraction released (probably

1%) neither cloud gave good r. f. returns, but both ware useful clouds for

optical observations of wind shear and turbulence, and ame being studied for

this data. 2009'

6. 3 Further studies of trail releases first In the laboratory and thena at

altitude qre desired to answer the following questions:

1 (1) Can a suitable payload be fabricated having the high electron

yield calculated to be obtainable?



2)Will f&the atm-llk& filament offer advacsps in refectivity?

(8) Will tim minimum disturbimoes at the amibient a release result

in a smoother contour, 5 1 0 bwnce a more coherent renectivity?

7. MOH UXPLOIIVE RNLKAMS

Two high explosive clouds were released, Arlene and Carry, at

altitudes of 104 and 129 kin, with identical payloads of 18 kilograms of IX

a commercial high explosive.

7.1 Objectives

The objectives of these releases were (1) to determine the r. f.

reflectivity of a high velocity gaseous expansion without cesium, (2) the

luminescence of the explosion products, primarily carbon monoxide and

water, (3) the effect of an ionized vs un-ionized ambient on, the density

gradient established by an explosion.

7.3 Discussion

The first of these releases, Carrie, was made at dawn when the

solar horizon was 114 km. The payload was' released at 129 km, in a region

which was sunlit by visible light but had seen no UV light for 12 hours.

Because of ozone screening, ionizing radiation did not reach the region

until three minutes after the release. A typical particle wave was seen to

expand at several kilometers per second velocity for perhaps two seconds,

leaving a residual whitish glow which persisted In the sky for a period of

ten minutes. There were no r. f. returns, and so there was no evidence in

36



this release that any ionization or electra nty was czekd.

The second of the two high exploive rleoamesp Aile, was re-

leased At 104 kum after sunset, when the mol horien had al*ea* reachd

260 km. The cloud release was therefore made in the dark; hoever,

residual ionisation from the daytime was stil present in the release region.

In this release a brief flash was observed with no particle wave of any Wgni-

flicance and a very low level of residual glow, not sufficient to reeordlo the

equipment used. However a trnsziet r. f. sigal for 0. 6 seconds following

release was very significant. 1050 It indicated a Doppler growth quite

similar to that of the cesium releases, which have much higher total lou-

isation. R. f. returns were not received from Firefly Arlene after one sec-

5107

The interesting distinction between Carrie and Arlen Is that a

transient r. f. return was obtained in the non-sunlit release made under con-

ditions where there was ambient ionination while no return was obtained

from the sunlit release in a non-ionized ambient condition. It is also the

case that a rapidly moving outer wave was observed in the sunlit relN1 but

not in the ionizing release. This is one of the reasons for Inferring that the

rapidly moving radial wave is indeed a particle wave rather than an ionizing

shock wave. It also suggests that the ionization may well be a pile-up

effect which occurs at the front edge of a non-visible non-ionizing shock wave,

2 3?



Which erodtes a density gradient, both ct neutral species and of eleetronso

permitting r. f. redaections which will presumably be strong during Oloylight,

or under early nighttime conditions when ambient Ionization remains from

the earlier sunlight.

A visible glow lasted for ten minutes in the sunlit case, Carrie,

in a relatively small volume which did not grow as much as the cesium gas

releases. This glow is probably caused by solids since the night high ex-

plosivt release did not show chemiluminescences remaning such as were

observed after the point electron cloud releases. The further study of this

phenomena with adequate spectral sensitivity Is desirable.

It is noted that the two high explosive releases were similar in

effects to those of the 1959 series, where a night release showed no evidence

of an outer wave or of a residual cloud whereas a dawn release showed both

the rapidly moving particle wave and the residual light emitting phenomena.

In further experiments higher altitude releases are also desired since there

appears to be a significant variation in luminescence with altitude. A recent

French release of 80 kilograms of high explosive at dunk at 160 km resulted

in excitation of the 6300A oxygen line at the outer rim of a spherical lumin-

escence.

An attempt to define the mechanism for this energy deposition and

continued emission of the forbidden oxygen line is important. The 6300 A

line was also present in three of the point electron clouds. 3026

7.3 Conclusions are as follows:

(1) The high explosive release can create a transient electron
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gradiet by creating a density gradlent at a us v t withsatr

actually ionizing the ambient.

(2) The cantinued l emission ubr daWn coufiditas but nWt -

the dark ,is probably solar scatter from par tculate i*Wr ex-

plosive residues.

7. 4 turther data analysis is required to compare r. f. transient with iObck

wave calculations of increased ambient density.

7. 5, Further experiments are required

(1) to study further the light emission or scatter persistent after

release, with better spectral recorders.

(2) to study altitude effect, particularly at high altitudes where the

oxygen line Is activited.

8. ZLUCTRON REMOVAL FROM THE X-RIMM

One electron removal trail, Rena, released a payload ot 14 kMIs-

grams of sulfur hexafluoride over a 30 second period covering an alttude

from 105 to 120 kilometers.

S. , Objectives

The objectives of this experiment were (1) to create a region ot

local low electron density In the U-region, (2) to study the r. f. effects of

this electron-depleted region in scatter reflection or transmission, and (a)

to determine the rate of return of the region to normal by photoionisation or

by diffusion from outside the region.

!,p
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*. 2 Discussion

It was necessary that the N-region release be carried out under

daylight conditions since the ionosondes were unable to record the presence

of any significant N-region ionisation at night. In such a daylight release,

of course, solar photolonisation and photodetachment compete with the

electron removal mechanisma. The payload was equipped with a telemetry

unit to indicate when the pressure In the canister of sulphur hexafluoride

dropped by 90%, thereby confirming that release had occurred.

The release was confirmed in this way, and the ionosonde directly

under the release region recorded a perturbation at the time of the release.

5063 It ti not certain that this perturbation was due to the release. How-

ever, it is described as a region of turbulence imbedded in the normal E-

region, with persistence of several minutes beginning at the time of release

itself. "66 It reflected up to frequencies of several megacycles and appeared
5067

similar to a sporadic E. The time and the slant range suggest that a

real effect was observed. At least one additional experiment of this type

must be carried out to eliminate the possibility that a coincidental sporadic

B is the source of the r. f. reflection.

It is also our intention to attempt F region removal, where the

continued electron density throughout the nighttime permits observation in

the absence of competing sunlight. It has been postulated that recombination

In the F region is controlled by the depletion of oxygen molecules, through

the charge exchange between oxygen molecules and oxygen ions, 0 , followed

by recombination of the molecular Ion 0 with free electrons giving disso-

202
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ciated oxygen atoms in an excited state. 'This could be coft rM d Ib*, ruile

of molecular ozygen into the F region at night 085where the remohve1pro-

cesq normally limited by lack of molecular oxygen, can be accelerated. It

the gradients are reasonably sharp, r. f. reflections may be expected from

O electron depleted, region. Furthermore, emission from the excited.

oxygen atoms following recombination may be observed optically.

It is noted In this type of experiment that the quantity o renva

agent required for electron removal from very large regions of space can

be carried on a relatively small vehicle. For example, a 10 61/cm3

electron density which is the maximum formed in the F region, represents

1021 electrons per cubic kilometer. A three kilogram payload of molecular

oxygen should suffice to remove all of the electrons from about 50, 000 cubic

kilometers if properly distributed through that large region. In fact the

problem of electron removal is more a problem of distribution of the removal

agent than one of carrying an adequate payload to the desired altitude.

*. 3 Conclusions

(1) E-region electron removal was probably accomplished by BF 6

release.

(2) The r. f. effects of the electron-depleted region were similar

to those seen from an electron-rich sporadic -- region, pro-

bably because of scatter from electron density gradients.

(3) The region returned to normal in about 500 seconds following

the release.

I,
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.4 kSZLtbr data !ans in suggested to determIne

(1) optimum observer equipme it for determising model of electro-

depleted region.

(2) optimum time and altitude for removal experiments.

S. 5 Further experiments are suggested

(1) To confirm that the observation was not a coincidence due to

appearance of sporadic E.

(2) To make F region releases to confirm proposed geophysical

mechanism for F region persistence.

(3) To obtain further r. f. signatures of electrorn-depleted region#,

for comparison with r. f. returns following missile passageI

through the ionosphere.

9. COBALT METAL POWDER,

One cloud, Linda, of cobalt powder of about one micron particle size was

released at night at an altitude of 135 km. The net payload of 22 kilograma

was sufficient to provide 108 cm 2 surface.

9. 1 ObJectives

The objectives of this experiment were: (1) to observe r. f. re-

flectivity of dispersed finely divided metal particles, and (2) to study pos-

sible chemiluminescence at the surface of metal due to the presence of

nitrogen end oxygen active species.

32



Laboratory studies an the efficiency of cobalt powder as aca tlyt

for N atom - 0 atom reactions suggested that one collision In104 *oW be

effective, and this wouldnot result in an observable emission. If SeE
laboratory data were not applicable, i.e., if every collision was effectV,

and if all nitrogen present In the altitude region was in the atomic form,

the release would be observed. No optical effects were observed.

The r. f. return expected from a metal powder due to ftyleigb

scattering decreases as the fourth power of the ratio of the wavelength used

to the particle diameter, so a very low r. f. cross section for 1 -1000 me

radars would be expected from the micron-sized metal in the missile ox-

haust. A weak return at 3 mc on the lonosonde was noted from the release

time, signalled by a telemeter sensing canister pressure, for a six minute

period, at the correct slant range. However the higher frequencies of a

battery of equipment ranging up to several thousand mc failed to detect the

release; their sensitivity was to ten square meters of effective scatter sur-

face.

9.3 Conclusions

(1) The presence of an active catalyst surface of 108 am failed to

produce amW luminescence in the 130 km region. Velocity offec

were not evaluated.

(2) The metal surface of 106 cm, present as one micron particles

had a negligible scatter cross section for sensitive radars to

several thousand' megacycles.

P6 . . H3,



(3) The weak 3 mc return for six minutes is unexplained. A fur-

ther experiment auggested is release of metal powder at, lower

altitudes where confinement by ambient pressures might.

give:.an.effective denser scatter surface.

10 KBROSENZ

One cloud, Ida, of 10 kg ofsynthetic kerosene was released under

dusk conditions at an altitude of 130 km.

10. 1 Objectives

The objectives of this experiment were,(1) to determine if any

fluorescence or chemiluminescence would be observed from release of

hydrocarbons under sunlit conditions at high altitudes, and

(2) to determine what persistence would occur by solar scatter from a

vaporizing liquid

10.7 Discussion

Laboratory studies suggested a synthetic mixture containing

equal quantities of single paraffin, cycloparaffin, and aromatic com-

pounds. Toluene, cyclohexane, andn-hexane were selected. The

synthetic "kerosene" was heated to Z00oF and pressurized with nitrogen

to 1Z00 psi, then at altitude, was vented through an orifice over a thirty

second period.

Visual observation following ejection showed a large spiral with a

10 km radius caused by jetting of the fuel into the low pressure ambient,

while the vehicle spun at about 1 rps, over the thirty second release period.

34
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* 1~~~ersiitance of a given position of relesued mteril ev ab de S - |

seconds, and following the ejection, tae vism.Ie structure disappeared V-

in 10 seconds.
Optical beerveuons 10showed te mom sir4l boisty w

too low to obtain any spectral resolution z No zigzzfftwn residual es,

from the vaporised gas wa evident on swy records after ten soonds t0lIW-

lag the emptying of the payload.

NQ r. f. reflectiens were observed.

10. 3 Conclusios

(1) No persistent chemiluminescence or fiuorescen, a was obtained

by release of hydroc arbon fuel components at altitude.

(z) Vaporization or dispersion of the liquid droplets weS so rapid

that residual solar scatter did not exceed 10 seconds.

10.4 Suggested further data analysis

(1) Computation of effective optical scatter surface.

11. SOLAR SCATTER FROM SMALL-PARTICLE SOLID

Four clouds of micron size inert solids, Frances, LAly, Mavis,

and Hedy. were released at altitudes from 69 - 150 kin, with payloads of

3 - 18 kg, under sunlit conditions.

11, 1 Objectives

The objectives of this group of experiments were



II i

1) to determine the optical. scatter-cross section of micron

particles at wavelengths longer and shorter than the particle

esie, viewed from various scatter angles between the sun, ohe

solids cloud, and the observer.

(2) to determine the rate of dissipation of a mass of small particles

released into a low-pressure ambient.

(3) to determine experimentally the drag on very small particles

by a gas; first the expanding release gas, then the ambient gas.

and to relate this to expected theoretical drag.

11. 2 Discussion

The payloads consisted473 of particles of meastired size. distribu-

tion loosely packed in a cylinder pressurized with nitrogen to about 8 atmos-

phere; release Mavis contained 3 kg of 0.03 micron aluminum oxide, with a

8 2calculated cross section of 3 x 10 cm ; release Frances contained 8 kg of

0.35 micron aluminum oxide with a cross section of 7 x 107 cm2: release

Lily contained 8 kg of 0. 2 - 2 micron aluminum oxide with a cross section

of 3 x 107 cm 2 and release Hedy contained 18 kg of 0.5 - 5 micron specially

7 2prepared fluorescent cadmium sulfide with a cross section of 3 x 10. cm,

The gas was calculated to expand to 100 meters diameter on relaue at

altitude. The gas and solids were keleased by a cutting charge placed



around the cylinder near one end. The total piesst-voAwwoMft rly ot

gas, It transferred to the solid as translational energy on release, WOWdd

impart a velocity of about 50 m/sec to the mass of the solids.

Optical observation showed a surprisingly rapid growth of the re-

leased solids into an umbrella-shaped cloud. The maximum radial growth

of 0. 8 km in 0. 25 see, 10or 3 km/sec, is about fifty times the rate (50 m/

ec) expected from uniform energy transfer from gas to solid. This an

only be the case if a relatively small amount of material is given a very high

velocity, and a large bulk of the material a much lower average velocity.

The observed parabolic shape did not point along the vehicle trajectory, and

this is believed due to the aspect angle of the canister on release. At the

instant the cutting charge opens the canister, a Jet of gas pushes out radially

through the cut, carrying solids with it, before the two plfts of the canister

can separate. As the parts of the canister separate, the gas stream is de-

flected, causing the umbrella (parabolic) shape.

The release Mavis occurred at 69 km, because of poor vehicle

performance. At the time of release the solar horizon was at 100 kn, or

thirty km above the release point. The released solids, 3 kg of inert 0.03

micron aluminum oxide, were observed by light scatter for approximately

one minute after release. This experiment conclusively proves that sufficient

sunlight is scattered below the solar horizon to permit rescatter from inert

solids 30 km below the solar horizon.

It may also be observed here that In all the Firefly vertical probe

experiments, a second stage solid propellant engine was burned at an alt itu

,a



of 12 0 km leaving perhaps ZO kg of solid products of unknown, particle

lse along the trajectozay at that altitude. Those releases made "predawn"

with a solar horizon of 60 - 150 km, consistently left a trail visible for

sveral minutes after release. No nighttime launch left such a trail.

This confirms and extends the Mavis observation, that the solar

scatter below the solar horizon is sufficient to observe inert solids 130 km

below the solar horizon. This will not be independent of solar horizon,

however, since the rapidly diminishing density above 150 km will not sup-

port rescatter. Thus a 300 km solar horizon will not permit rescatter from

a 150 km altitude region.

Since the actual variation in optical cross section with wavelengths

from 0.3 - 3 microns is still being evaluated; 3 0 0 1 , 3 02 7it cannot be stated

whether different particle sizes give sufficient differences for identification

of particles of unknown size ejected from missiles.

The light emipsion from the cloudlasted for I - 2 minutes 3 0 1 0 and

then rapidly disappeared as the optical scatter density decreased further.

Motion of the entire cloud along a ballistic trajectory was observed.

2009 The cloud Hedy released at 108 km showed no significant variation

over 90 seconds from a vacuum trajectory within a 0.2 km position accuracy

as it proceeded through apogee at 130 km and then fell. 2021

1l 3 Conclusions

(1) Ejection of micron-sized particles can occur at very high

velocities even with relatively low temperature, low pressure

gas as the driving force.
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(2) gieftn-sised particles are opticmu viediaw A610'"000~

At a density of 10 kg per 100 cu km, and PUObb belW thi

value.

(3)nert solids can be observed well below the solar hortton. (at

an altitude of lo - 20 km when the solar horison in at 150kW)

by scatter of sunlight first byr the atmospbere to region. below

the solar horizon, then by rescatter from the: inert solids to

the observer.

(4)- Drag coefficients for micron ie particles at 106 km altitude

are suficiently low that motion along a ballistic trajectory Is

not impeded.

11. 4 Further data analysis is required to provide:

(1) An accurate integration of scattered light intensity at various

wavelengths and at various scattering angles for various

particle sises.

(2) An accurate application of the drag equations for acceleration

of particles first ejected In a gas stream and then slowed bOY the

ambient, as a function of particle diameter.

Ii 1_5 Further experimental studies should include:

(1) Ejection at a, single defned velocity of a narrow particle siis

range of micron Particles to give accurate measur Of ambient

density below 110 km.
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thie lyemo 35 me movie camra was used to record cloud growth during the first 10 seconis

after burst. At least oae of these cameras was located at each of the four optics aites.o
The cameras were equipped with 50 ma focal length lenses at speeds of' f/1.1 and :f/9 &An were

operated at 4~ frame per second. Royal X-Pan Recording film was used for most firings.

UPWflL MOUL

Usable data, were recorded for twenty of the rockets fired during tae 196D series. in

most cases simualtaneous photographs were obtained from two or more stations.* Due to'high OWy

background and faint clouds, data were not obtained for Zelda, Anne, Norms, Arlene, Dona,

Linda, and )kvis.

In carrying out the analyses, each cloud has been assumed to consist of a bri~it dense

center,. called the vain cloud, and a larger more or loe concentric section of less intense

radiation which is called the "particle wave." Mhe mai cloud continued to grow in aso and

was photographed by the K-214 still camersel for periods up to 20-30 minutes or until OWy

background became too great for photographic recording.

fte particle wave, however, w..s much less intense than the min cloud and was seldo

recorded for more than a few frame or seconds on the movie cameras * The slower optics an the

K-2J4 system (ff2.5 versus f/1.1) did not record the particle wave.

For both the mmi cloud end particle wave, the clouds were often elliptical and, hsnce,#

measurements were nade for so-called mijor and minor axes.

Of the five night shots designed to create electron clouds (Cathy,. Metsy, AxW, Math*

and Gerta), data were obtained on all five and cloud growth as a function of time has been

(1) See article in this report entitled "Position, Drift and Growth from Pizotograjiy," b
He D. Rdwards.
(2) At the tim of this report, film for Fireflies Pranes, Carry Olathy, POW# and BSusane
being studied in Dr. Rosenbergts laboratory. Plots and photographs ane not available 9ur
Prncees, Carry and Caty. Photographs awe not available for Susan and PegW.



Afstsnd for anl but O~h.2 101, AW MAn Gerk&, crar *9e AMZ ale%& fti &teted. ftr&Wts

versus, tim plots are shown In Figure 1 forafth thich .13 tipicl of the night shots.

of the nine davn electron clouds, data were obtaie on all shotw except Zelda, icah

was fired during the daytim. Onl.y the 'mai cloud urns observed an Ibrie, PeW,* Suma and

Janet wheres both the main cloud and particle wave veto observed on Lola* Olive, Jeannie,

Dolly end Hilda. Ataospberic haze or film halation may be responsible for same of the lures

impg sizes noted durIn g the first few frames. SaOatIon Is probably responsil for the large

impg size noted for Lola during the first 1/& second after burst. A hase effect or light

ring, in addition to particle waves, was noted on Olive, Jeannie, and Dolly. Figure 2 for

Olive is typical of the measurements which show the two conditions-main cloud and, particle

wave.

Peggy did not have a particle wave but the main cloud grew much faster than the other

shots. Peggy had a diameter of 5 km at burst plus 5 seconds compared to less than 3 Im size

for the other clouds at the same time.* The plot of diameter versus time is given for Peggy

in Figure 3.

No data were obtained on the carbon, arc shots--1tepee Anne and Norm.-

For the high explosive shots (Carr and Arlene) data were obtained only for Carry and

analysis has not been completed.(2)

For the, three solar scatter shots (ibvis, Prances and Lily) data were obtained for

Frances and Lily, and an analysis has been made for Ily only.' 2 The main cloud is the only

one present and shows a growth rate similar to the average electron cloud. Growth versus time-

after-burst is shown for Illy in Figure 4i.

Growth rates for Nedy and Ida.. the infrared scatter and chemiluminescent clouds

respectively, are similar to those for the main clouds of the sodium-cesium releases.

Work is continuing in cur laboratory on the "why" associated with the wide divergence

of growth rates and presence or absence of particle waves.

Dr. John Paulson of the Geopbysics Research Directorate has analyzed the shock-particle

wave problem -aking use of our data as well as others.* The results of his analyses are pre-

sented elsewhere in this publication.

left
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3. 3. ot

Devios Devlopmeit Cprpoatl o
Weston, Massachusetts

Our work durIf the last six months Is desoribed, To date. our
program has consisted mfly or qptioal measurements in the field for Project"
Flre/ ly 2960. General asssstnoo Is also being given tO other ops p tro
projiitp mid some laboratory work has been done. This report ato our pro-
gram objetivest the scope of the work, a description of the equirment con -struotpld and used during the paes six months, and theo obseerv long made dt~a
the sufter seories of cheiael rolotbe8.

1. PRORAM ,OL1ZCY!V

The observations which we have made In the field for Project Firefly

were designed principally to study the effects listed in the following para-

graphs, Although some of the work yields results of general geophysical Izto-

eat, the emphasis Is on measurements designed to obPain Information for military

application.

One of the objectives of our program was to study the possible exil-

tence of the shook wave which previoum tests had Indicated was present and

might has behavior which was somewhat anomalous. For this purpose, we et up

photomultiplier equipment which was provided with narrow acceptance angle

optics and pointed slightly off the burst. This equipment should have detected

the presence of such shook waves, but the results were negative. During the

course of the test, a good portion of the photomultiplior equipment me divrted

to the somewhat different purposes of attempting to observe spectral distribu-

tion of the light emitted from the cloud some seconds after the burst.

Another objective was the s tudy of the early time behavior of the

burst, with emphasis being placed on the study of possible particle waves

emitted and on the spectral distribution end total light intensity emitted

during the early development of the cloud. Both photographic and photemdlti-

plier techniques were employed for this purpose, end the results are being

correlated with 1t reflection data in order to determine whether there is a

1,007



poisblity t 0e z0 1o lm ome of the variations in, V perfo*0oo of the lo6uds

by examination of the eoay tins developmnt. Similarly the same general toch-

niques are being used, to Study electron removal and to study the possibility of

simulation of nuclear blackout conditlons. Apetropraphic measureamnt seems to

be one of the most fruitful means of analysis of the processes responsible for

the various phenomena whioh occur on these upper atmosphere releases.

Polarisation effects are of importance, particularly with respect to

use of released light-scattering material for decoy purposes and for the pos-

sible detection of the use of such techniques by an enomy. Although the pri-

mary purpose .of released material Is the creation of Infrared scattering# muoh

is the problem of groups other than our own, we felt that making measurements

in the visible region would add information as to the possible detection of

decoy techniques. We therefore equipped some of our photometers and comeras

with polarisation attachments.

Our optical measurements on the troll releases which were planned

were to have been applied to the dynamics of missile trail detection*. The

instrumentation problem connected with the analysis of the spectra edtted by

the trail releases is quite similar to that applicable to m1sile trilal In

general, and could aid in the design of countermeasures equipments and early

warning equipment for the detection of missiles, and also in the detection of

countermeasures being employed by an enemye

We also assisted Dr. Sam Silverman at AFCRL In the measurement of pos-

sible cesium flash phenomena which it was thought might occur a day or so fol-

loving these releases. Although no positive result was obtained, this work has

direct applications to the problems associated with spreading of materials in

the upper atmosphere and to the computations which should be useful In predict-

ing such effects as nuclear fall-out. Some of the work on the optical proper-

ties of cesium Icns in the upper atmosphere my have application to ion propul-

sion engines for space vehicles.

2. SUIWOW 2Z PAST AND PROJECTD WOI=

fhe work under this contract Involves principally an optical

!eel



obsettatlefn and IftorOftaion p240M for Project Pi*.flb to "to, V0hat

conoentrte d Nopmveaw4nts for the Firofly 1960 releas seres, Ad have tbo*

* tbl'~e-fou"Mh oo~pletG the Interpretation, of the'Gate. obtalded. In support at

the so prograim, laboratory study of the properties of oeuIrn lam has con*-

timed an a reistively* low priority basis,. Our observational work In the fle3A,r hike been concerned minly with short-tir phenomna of The chemical aelesee;

but a variety of other optical work Is easo In progress, both within our can

program, aAA In support of other Project Firefly groups.

Generally speoking mar measurements Involve a combination of photo-

A graphic and photomltiplier measurements, both types of techniques being uwed

In combination with light filters covering a variety of wave length regiow.

This Is an approximation to a spectroscopic methods In som cases well suitrA

to the conditions existing In the chemical releases and In other cases merely

supplementing measaurements being taken. by other groups. Although not enotugh

experiments which were prestuably identical Insofar as external enviroinent

(altitude, degree of Illumination by the sun, etc.) have been run to make a gsig.

nificant comparison# we believe that the reproducibility of the results obtained

will depend largely upon the reproducibility of the Initial release conditions.

It Is possible to study the reproftibility of the first few alcroseconds,at

least, of the Initial release conditions fairly Independently of the altitude

of release and other factors, since the Interaction with the emblent does not

occur until later tiN... Remarkably enough* one of the most disturbing 'results

which we have obtained* and which our efforts are- now being spent In trying to

Interpret, has been a pussling lack of consistency In the Initial behavior of

supposedly very similar packages. Ve believe that the firet few microseconds

or milliseconds, which actually-is the pei'iod In which the Initial boundary con-

ditions are set, may have a great deal to do with the subsquent perfommano.,

of a particular package, Oar high speed photomultipliers (for the microsecond

and early mllilscond range) plus our fast cameras (for time of a fcw mifli-

seconds and longer) give the possibility of making a rairly complete study of

this tim range. Unfortunately, the data obtained so far by theme techniques

Is only partially quantitative (although som very Interesting qualitative In-

formation has been seoaqtred) end has not yet given very much In the way of



de$Ad4d spectral Inforation. In the time range betwen the micreaomd and

millisecond range and the first few seconidsp our slower motion picture. cameas,

*sftT photographic coverage up, to the beginning of the Georgia Tech coveta~a

Par still longer time: (as well as for short times), photomultipliers equipped

with various filters o*an follow the burst and the developing cloud and give

data which Is superior to that obtained by films, or with Image orthiconst cn

the actual total intenfities being emitted. The aignel to noise ratio In deal-

Ing with the 1ow intehsityp diffused burst in a substantial background of light

Is the principal problem In using such equipment, especially since* the movement

of the cloud en~d the development of daylight makes the, determination of the

naise or background level mere difficult. Another serious problem In taking

quantitative data Is the fact that shots must frequently be made with partial

cloud cover, and z'eflecticn from the -clouds can easily confuse the readings

which are obtained.

We have also assisted various other groups In their Po Ject Firefly

operati ons. Among the are Dr. Sam Silverman's search for cesium flashes

(corresponding to the twilight sodium flashes regularly observed) from three

locations$ the University of "arland 's use of a Fabry-Perot interferameter In

an attempt to measure the temperature of the release from the shape of certain

spectral lines by providing pre-fogged film, Geophysics Corporation of America's

Interest In the observation of certain cesium recombination lines, and the pro-

vision to Bendix of certain photometers for possible missile trail observations.

Our activities other than observations in the field and interpreta-

tion of data have Included the construction of a precision high voltage power

supply for the laboratory work at Air Fcrce Cambridge Research Laboratories,

which Is now in final test.

1*3. MIE=U AND T3CE3IQM FOR n=3W OMVATI

The equipment employed during those tests baa been described In acm

detail In our last semiannual report (30 June 1960). Tbe re were a few modifi-

cations and changes, which will be mentioned here, and In addition# It Is prob-

ably worth presenting ak brief summary of the equipment actually tsed, even

lot's



thou&a this will be pitly a repetition of the previous f.port.

TAo equipment was Installed In a house trailer imlob, containd the

eloetroic and other dovies which we employed. This trailer included a

photographic dark-rom, a workspaoe, and a collection of ape" parts and mlinten-

ano* faoilitiea. Also# the largest single piece of apparatus vhiqh we used was

mounted in the trailer. This was a multiple unit eathode ray tube display used

In conjunction with the photwmultIplia detectors, diagramemd in the figure

shown in the privlous report and reproduced hero. Brieflf, it Included 24

cathode ray tubes, arranged to give as wide as possible coverage of t he initial

phases of the release. Each of the 24 'tubes was supplied-with a separate

amplifier, and 20 photonultipliers were provided with associated lons system

and various optical filters. Six different filter sweep choices were possible,

any sweep being available for use on any of the cathode ray tubes. Any one of

the swoops could be triggered from any of the several available triggering

sources which could be fed from the photoultlpliers thmelves or from any

auxiliary trigger that might be supplied. Camera equipment for photographic

single traces on these cathode ray tubes and for continuous photographic re-

cording of the cathode ray tube %hlch Is allowed to *run free* was provided.

This equipment was finished during the toet and was available only for the

later releases, so that unfortunately Its full potential was not realized Ing

this series. We still believe that its use will provide the very best avail-

able quantitative information on the early development of the burst.

The use of the equipment was somewhat different from that originally

contemplated n that the absence of evidence for distinct shook waves on early

shots caused us to plan more experiments for obtaining information on the apse-

trum of the developing clouds and loss experiments for the initial shock wave

evaluation. In view of this change in emphasis, we et up four recorders of

the pen type (Varian Model G-2) for recording the DC outputs of some of our

photomultipliers, equipped with various filters. A simple commutating arrange-

ment was incorporated towards the end of the series to Increase to eight the

number of photomltlpliors recorded on this type of Instrument.

The mounts for aiming the photomultipliers and associated equipment

were of two .types. The first was a modified Navy gun director mount similar to

loll
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the otes used during the -tots last Year, Tb SoURAtr WO 6ntee4W pIzFMi-

peny fo' use ,with tracking flwa a Vh..h, Wer attached to sam of the rocket$.

Vafortunatelys the taildre of the flares in a large ==be* of caes prO~enb

these mounts from being very useflo Tracking mounts, of course$ :enable the we

of our optical dquipment with relatively narrow sCoptancoL #anles,'whoh In-

creases the probability of receiving sufficiontly large viSals (with respect

to ambient light noise background) and which permits more accurate spectral

distributon infozrution due to this Improved signal to noise ratio. Two of

these mounts were employed, one carrying photomutipliers and the other carrying

camerea and photomultipliers. The other type of mount used was a fixed nount,

(whioh-was set pointing to the expected burst location before 'the firing) ad

which carried optical equipment of relatively wide accepts=ce angle. These

fixed mounts could be rotated slowly, md were changed In position to follow

the developing cloud in a number of tests. A prima7 difficulty in connection

with the use of both the tracking and the fixed mounts ws the lack of recording

equipment for following the position of the mountj which made it difficult to

determine whether certain signals obtained were actually due to changes of sI-

nal level or simply changes in background due to the movement or the mount

which caused the photomutipliers to be seeing a different portion of the sky*

The optical equipment mounted on the semi-fixed mounts included photomutipliers,

streak orAeras, and other relatively low speed camera. One of the semiflxod

mounts also carried a snoopersoope, for examination of the cloud visually by

Infrared, and was useful in tracking some of the clouds after they had become

invisible to the eye.

We used a number of gelatin filters covering various regions of the

spectrum, and also had available approximately a dozen Interference filters for

very narrow wave length bands. All of our lens mounts are equipped with pro-

visions for standard filter holders, and the various filters could be Inter-

ohuagod between un1it of different acceptance angles and units having various

types of detectors. While we did not. have any such equipment available during

this series, it would be very useful to have an iris diaphragm type of stop

located at the focal point of the lons systems0 to allow us to vary the aooopt-

ance anae during the development of the cloud.

MAt
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le 2ensm are mounted direotly cm the phoatemltIli@to bola vbiob

we used. Those housings are of two general types, one suited to *M-on type

pbotomultiplers# and the otler suited to the 931 type of uit* Both ae *ap'-

vidod with some prenpliioatian and cathode follower output to make pos-

sible the location of the photcmultipliors at a considerable distance from the

display units

Photographs of the mounts are Included as figures as part or this ro-

port.

Any of the photomultipliers may be connected to any of the amp1iierst

or a combination of them. It is possible to examine the difference in output

of two photomultipliersp one of which can be directed toward the baokgr md,

and the other which can be directed toward the claud. The trigger units end

sweep circuits provde sweep lengths from one microsecond to If, seoonds in total

length, and can be arranged for either self-triggering or for single sweep oper-

ation.

We also constructed a rotating polarization detection device, con-

slting of a throo-inch clear polaroid disc which Is rotated at a speed of

thirty revolutions per second, and is placed in front of the lens and detector

combination. Unfortunately, due to 60-cycle pick-up, which we were not abIe to

remedy in sufficient tims, this unit did not prove to be particularly useful.

We therefore had to depend on haid operated polarizers duing this series of

tests*

Our photographic coverage was provided partly by our oi group and

partly by the photo-optics group at EgIln Air Force Base. Also, Pastax oame.ra

equipment was operated by the Vitro Corporation. We have undertaken to Inter-

pret all the films obtalned, and the general photographic coverage of the early

time after burst is described below.

We employed the sam general type of streak photograph measurement

which proved valuable in the 1959 Firefly tests, and had at least two of the

modified Dumont streak cameras on all of the tests and were able to obtain four

such cameras for about half of the tests. While we originally intended to have

only one of the streak oameras equipped pith Vitro time signals, we were able

to have all of them so equipped before the series ended.
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a Pttz samas Operating at 500 frmes per second (.00 beaoM emipos-

awe) were Used on Meat of the tests. Three of these were equipped with 24neh

lonses# iving an appaoxiMaaely 80 Vertical fAeld of view (and covpoiwly

iages' horisontal fields) and wer, stationed on fixed mounts which vere pointedI to the emipected burst angle. Two additional cameras with I-inoh lenses we"e
=and on a tracking mount, but the failure of flares made this type of coverage

rather unsatisfactory, In. that the rapid rate of f ilm consumption ad the low

light Intensity available, combined to cause the operator to be out of film end
to be dealing with too weak a source to photograph at the- high speed employed

by the time he could swing onto the burst.

We were able to obtain good Intermediate speed coverage with Killkomn

16 mm @=nera@, two of which wove placed on a fixed: mount and equipped with

1-inch lenses and 2 more of which were on a tracking mount equipped with 3-inch

lenses.* The 1-inch lenses employed wove very fast (P1.1) which pvoired to be

very useful with the relatively weak sources provided by the bursts* Rere, the

problem of using the cameras on a tvacking mount was somewhat loes than with

the faster camevas In that the film lasted longer and the exposure was greatev

due to the slower speed. The operating speed of the Milliken osimeras was

228 frames per second.

Four Mod IV cameras, two with 3-inch lenses on a fixed mount and two

with 6-inch lenses on a tracking mount, weve employed. These cameras operated

at 20 frames per second, and excellent results were obtained with the tracking

mount of some shots. The semi-telephoto type -lenses and the 35 - film on

these cameras gave much move detail where they did obtain p.11tures than was ob-

tained In other ways.

in all of the above case Vitro time was Included on the fiM and,

except f or Instance& where the time vecord was lost due to equipment failure or

lack of proper exposure setting, It Is possible to know the absolute time at

which any particular truet was exposed with an accuracy of .01 second. This

feature has proved Invaluable In the Interpretation of results In that many of

the films which contained good Information had to be ezemined with care near

the portion of film corresponding to burat time In order to detect the Images,

since th ese are very smiall (on the order of a few thousandths of an Inch in



dmotr) in AM, o,-,s. ft uum a in oa fewy B toisma or i06MOU

haa been obtained, the coiocidence in time of these trams ItVh *"o to" 06

cameras of the ses or different types: furnishes odo011 evid5oW tAt

artifacts are not being mistskon for bursts* Fnal3s the infomatIom cm o 00

burst time Is of value in the interpretation of mapgetmo te teSt4 being MdO

by other groups.

The solenoid operated 16 - cameras mentioned briefly n the weviou

report wore employed with good results an most of the: teats, The mthod or

using theme cameras was to operate six of them with an exposure of 2/3 seoomd

an additional 6 with an exposure of 4/1 second, and an additional 6 with an

exposure of 8/3 second. The switching operations of the solenoids woremo

synchronized that the dead time between exposures was out of phase on each

succeeding step of exposure time, so that at every lnstant of time at least

12 cameras had open shutters. This precaution was necessary to prevent

accidental missing of the original burst. Each of the six cameras in a partion-

lea exposure time group was equipped with different filters (chosen to suit the

experiment at hand) and several types of film were employed (high speed intri-

red, royal X panohromatic, linagreph ortho, et.) in order to obtain approxi-

mate spectral information on the bursts.

U. EXPERINFITAL DAT AND REULT8

In this report, we shall describe the experimental data obtained on

the motion picture cameras in a qualitative way. For an examination of the

general type of pictures obtained and clarification of comments made herein,

the reader Is referred to an atlas of photographs which we have prepared from

the films obtained. This atlas contains over 500 photograph 1 only a few of

which are reproduced here simply due to the difficulty of handling this bulk of

material and also due to the fact tbat many of the exposures are sufficienty

weak to givo difficulty in reproduction.

As mentioned In our previous preliminary report of October 10 1960.

although field difficulties prevented obtaining as mcoh data as we would have

liked, particularly on the early tests, we did obtain approximately 8 mleas of

movie film, over 100 Varian recorder oharts, end approximately 2 dosen rolls of



uaetle tape on *bich we recorded the results obtained and the commnts WA6

during the aotua1 firings. At, that time (Otober 10, 1960) approximately -;00

onahours bad boon spent on the results, and It was estimated that we were

appromiuately ok-fourth of the way tbough with the evaluation of our data from

FIrefly 1960. At present, over 1000 additional man hours have been spent on

these results, and we now estimate that we are between two-thirds mnd thoe-

quarters of the way through with this evaluation procedure. We have oompleted

the examination and printing of pertinent portions of the 35 = and 16 motion

picture file, we have examined all of the Vaian recorder charts and have lo-

cated burst signals on a number of these, we have read the results off of all

of the magnetic tapes, and have oxained the Dutont streak photographs and the

data omora photographs in a preliminary way. We still have the detailed evalu-

ation of the Dumont and data camera pictures to do, as well as completion of

the nicrophotomtry of a number of the films.

IRLY MARGIE 13 August 1960

Good data was obtained on photometers, with the burst appearing as a

pulse approximately 20 milliseconds long, with a rise time much less than

1 millisecond, and with a fast decay. The chart recorders also show the burst

clearly, as well as a considerable period of following the intensity from the

cloud. During this test, the persistence was long enough so that it was pos-

sible to try swinging on and off of the cloud several times, and the results of

this work are being analyzed.

Photographic coverage was good, showing clearly both the initial burst

and the later build-up of the cloud. Data was obtained until the end of our

film. The exact time of burst was-found to be 04:37800o60.

Development of the cloud is shown on the accompanying photographs, and

it can be seen that the apparent diameter is 1.1 kilometer at burst falling to a

value of 0.7 kilometers at .05 seconds, and gradually building up (after 0.2 sec-

onds) to approximately 1 kilometer. Photographs of this burst are also In-

cluded from faster cameras, showing the difference in appearance which is ob-

tained by the two different types of photographic coverage.

Good coverage was also obtained with the solenoid operated cameras,

1ot8
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with the drifting of the cloud showing up clearly. Some spectro-gh i dat

not as yet reduced# will be avallablo from these photographs.

9 August 1960

The 150 difference between observed elevation and predicted elevation

on this burst prevented any of our cameras from obtaining coverage of the In-

tial phases of the explosion. However, by 04:38:28.3 (approximately 2 seconds

after predicted burst) our tracking cameras were following the development of

the cloud, and we have excellent pictures covering a long time (until the end

of our fl lm).

Due to the necessity of swinging the photU, 4.tIplier unit onto the

b-rst, and due to the variation of background intensity with sky position, It Is

difficult to interpret the result or the chart recorders. While definite varia-

tions were observed, and we are attempting to correlate them with possible

changes in Intensities with time, move work will have to be done on this phase

of the data before we can make any positive statements.

The fixed mount solenoid operated 16 mm cameras naturally did not ob-

tain information on this burst, due to the difference In observed and predicted

elevation.

FIRMLY LOLA 15 August 1960

A good burst signal was observed, with a large amplitude and very fast

rise. The build-up was certainly faster than 1 millisecond, and the decay of

the initial signal faster than 10 milliseconds. Large photometer signals were

obtained, which threw all units off scale initially. The chart recorders show

the burst clearly with large Intensities, and this data in being analysed at the

present time.

Good photographic coverage was also obtained. The exact time of burst

was 04938:00.12. The fixed cameras caught the initial portion of the burst and

the tracking omeras were in position :in approximately one and a half seconds,

giving good coverage of the growth of the clouds from that time until the end of

the fIlm,

Photographs of the initial build-up of the burst are Included fron the

10"
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128 frikes POO~ staft ofeea ShiSS 4 imge, InItIni 40iiet 410tw (1*5

kilomeftei) with a4 apparebt decrease to loun than 1 kilometor at 0.31 406onds

followed Iby ulov Increaes One pbotogaaph trok the 20 frame per second Camoroa

Is Included# at. a& 40eond time# to show the di. tinetIre appearance of the

burst so It develops.

UhLAI25 August 1960
Attempts were made, by the use of heavy filters, to photograph this

shots Flure ty turn naon the ape reore dusppning this te results

mseen*I ourl chrt fromqs theore reordertots ftrmlyw diriel of itherpreset

ohthropntinoraion that iher useilll be rescued fromtini the aayailablea

Vedrly dtstous photomrpi oeaetas obtnevy ilti,a fwurth

estabizse atve fuiless, In view eods the bursigt hod a iitieali -

duer wh aunotdichhperne*ftebrta h dvlpetpoedd

in MW Z=18 August 1960

Fahe eU lare backgroutapreoent oui this test uroteulte fing

made4 sotin ofarthe fromtipainrrunites partcualy difficult.t inteprly et

Wthe rnitmsnsirmtiiyoroalndet thiti sfl a esuedd omt noiceaany

inita bs suinal o efr onepe the oscilloscopes.nmado

Vheryg photoegraces dcoea hwraidgas over wt te ofibrstfe

secnds vor elargle, ackrred tuben os this signa duldin upwtht iri

1033tigo h poaai~o ntspriual ~f~ut Woly'w
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sppainamtly 10 second@ after but, gaining in amplitude for almost am Athuto*

the#, stdiAig 'to decay. An imediate signal on a photmester equipped only with

a p62a0ier, decaying In approximately 15 seoonds, was also observed. Thse

data will be plotted on an absolute basis in the near future, and Included with

the next report.

USzannation of the film shows the burst clearly visible at 0142:50.16,

with moderate persistence of the imees on all cameras. The development of the

cloud is shown on the accompanying photographs, some of which were taken on the

12 fram per second cameras, and the others on the 20 frame per second cameras.

An initial size of 035 kilometers, even during the first .01 soeonds, is ob-

sorved, with very rapid Increase of size to approximately 1 kilometer.

FIT.REFLY J 3 10 August 1960

Excellent photographic coverage was obtained during this test. The

tracking mount was directly on the bursts giving us semi-telephoto photographs

of the initial development. The time was C4:36:40.80* The fast cameras had

enough intensity to follow the burst for approximately 2 seconds, while the

slower omeraa (20 frames per second) followed for a few more seconds. The

solenbid operated cameras obtained data for considerably longer period. Spec-

tral information should be available from these films, after they have been

photometered. Development of this burst on both the fast cameras (128 frames per

second) and slower cameras is shown on the photographs which are reproduced

herein.

Large signals from the initial burst were obtained on the oscilloscopes,

and on the chart recorders. The initial burst corresponded to a pulse with a

total length of approximately 20 milliseconds, although It can be soon from

analysis of the chart recorder data, which is included in the accompanying

figure, that the signal persisted for considerably longer at a much lower level.

F17 August 1960

Excellent photographic coverage of this shot was obtained on all

caseras Very rapid growth of the original cloud was observed, and the iages

persisted until the end of our film. The growth if the cloud soems to be

!~03t4
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ooipletely nosal and regular without the apparent very large aie at the be-

ning typioal of certain other bursts,

Burst time was 0i1.:l4 3149033, and good agreement was obtained betweAse the

various films examined insofar as burst time was conoerned. Furtheffioawe thlb

telephoto lens cameras were apparently directly oan burst, giving us excellent

photographs on a larger negative lite for studying the early portions at the

development of the cloud.

We observed the burst on the photometer traces, but the reduction of

this data is not yet complete.

FI.EFLY DOLLY 27 July 1960

We obtained approximately 10 seconds of data beginning at time

04:21:15.85, which agrees well with the time recorded by another group. This

burst developed very rapidly, with the first frame on the 128 frame per second

camera showing a diameter of 1 kilometer, developing to 2 kilomtors In loss

then 0.25 seconds. Following the rapid initial increase In sie at burst the

growth was much slower. The intensity decreased relatively rapidly, apparently

with a tims constant of approximately 0.3 seconds.

We have satisfactory data on the solenoid operated 16 mm cameras for

bridging the gap between the very fast and very slow regions, and have some

spectral Information available from this source.

Interference due to lightning flashes prevented certainty in deter-

mining whether signals were observed or not on the photometric equipment. While

further analysis of the data will be attempted we noted that signals many times

background were being caused by the lightning flashes, so that it is doubtful

that we can definitely assign deflections on the instrument to the burst.

FIRIFLY OATH 29 July 196o

The burst was observed at 02:33,:408 + .05 seconds. The Initial flash

of light decayed with a time constant on the order of a few hundredths of a

second, and the build-up of the original light Intensity was much faster than

10 milliseconds. Here again the full lise was reached on t he first frame of

the 128 frame per second caeras, oorresponding.to approximately 1 kilomter.

Isis



The bia Intenity polik of the clood deioeaed In slob iaidly anar te

Initial burbt. lt

Th photojmetert operated prooor'ly# and data was obtained tor appiami-,

utately 5 minutes after the Initial burst. A smell amout of spectral i Vnafo

tion was secured, *Ich ha not yet been analyzed,

On this toot obserVations were made more difficult by the tact that

lenses were wet, due to condensation.

Data was obtained on the solenoid operated cameras to only a few

seconds.

FR8 August 1960

The film on this test showed a burst tim of 0:16:40.62. The Inter-

mediate speed cameras (128 frames per second) secured data for approximately

0.1 second before Intensity decay prevented fluther results The slower cameras

(both 20 frames per second and. 1 frame per second) obtained good coverage for

longer times. Initial intensity was reached quite rapidly (within 10 mllii-

seconds) and the decay oonstant seems to be (from the film) on the order of a.

few hundredths of a second.

Altough the 128 frame per acond cameras show full se (approximately

0.5 km) on the first frame with decreasing Intensity thereafter, the 20 frame

per second camera does show a growth of the cloud. This is undoubtedly due to

the fact that the 20 frame per second cameras are picking up parts of the cloud

that are not visible at the shorter effective exposures on the 128 from per

second oameras* A *particle wave* seems to appear quite clearly at approximately

0olo seconds on the 20 frame per second camerasl

Duiot camera coverage obtained some results, but interpretation has

been hampered by lack of good tims marks on the filmo This film will be studied

further.

There were some lightning flashs during this test, which complicated

the Interpretation of photometer data. However, an umistakable burst sigma woo

seen on the oscillosopess with a very fast rise (much faster than I allsooom)

and with a decay constant of a&pproxi*ly 30 milliseconds.

The burst in also clearly visible on the chart recorders, altcu*t



interpretatioia of the results at later times is comliatod by the fact that the

background is increasing rapidly and by the fact that the clouds seemed to be

moving quite rapidly, making the traoking problem rather severe&

IF M AM~hS 28 July 1960
We have determined the time of the burst on this test to be 02,32:14526,

in good agreement with the value reported by others. We were able to obtain

initial burst data, showing full development of intensity within les than 0.01

seconds, with the cloud apparently at full size on the initial record. This

appears to be approximately 1 kilometer, with only very alight expansion a the

original cloud apparent as time went on.

Our solenoid operated 16 mm cameras were able to follow the burst for

several seconds, but the intensity was quite low.

No photometer data was obtained, in spite of almost Ideal-background

conditions, due to failure of the -1000 volt power aup-,9l 7 serving the photo-

multiplier tubes.

FIREFL RUTM! 1 August 1960

On this test we were ablc to establish the time of burst as

02:32:29.33 2 .01 seconds. The data obtained on the fast cameras showed a very

rapid rise of the initial pulse (faster than 10, milliseconds) and a decay con-

stant of approximately .02 seconds. The size of the initial burst corresponded

to approximately 0.5 kilometers with full intensity evident on the first frame

and decreasing intensity thereafter.

Preliminary examination of the Dumont strip camera data shows no use-

ful signal above background level, although the film is clear and the time marks

are quite good.

Equipment difficulty (shorted high voltage cables) prevented obtaining

photometer information on this test.

FIREFLY OUTA 6 August 1960

The photometers showed a large burst signal approximately 50 milli-

seconds wide, with a rise time of less than I millisecond. Also, the Varima

1038



rcoders showed the burst clearlyw with seve L Seoonds Ot gOod AM* Zlo'6i4N

the Initial eaplosiono Very low background made the data very ol.3' end It

should be posible to deduce some Information on spectrism from th s r*0o4t6

Although faulty functioning of the Vitro time reoolver made it no*"-

sari to examine. the film from by framo the burst was located and 06e intdl1l rise traced. From an initial diameter (at burst) of approsaotely 0.2o kilo-

motors, 'he cloud grew to 0.1 kilometers at the end of .05 eoonds# 0.6 kilo-

motors at the end of 0o. seconds and becam very diffused and diffloult to see

by the end of 0.15 seconds. The appearance of the cloud Is shown In tbe photo-

graphs Included.

FIRM L 26 July 1960

Examination of the film from the 20 frame per second and the faster

cameras failed to show any trace of burst on this teste. We have obtained photo-

graphs with approximately I second exposure on the solenoid operated 16 ma

cameras, and should have some data available here on relative spectral distri-

bution of the emitted light for the first few seconds after the burst. Since

we have not been able to locate the burst on the faster cameras we are not able

to give an accurate time for this burst. The photographs which were obalned

showed very little difference between the intensity of the burst and the sky

background, at least in the blue region of the spectrum.

No photometer data was obtained, due to large backgovnd Intensity

and the smal difference between background and signal lovls.

FIREPY HIUDA1 August 1960

Poor recording of Vitro time on the film hampered interpretation of

this data. The films have boon examined frame by f rmo and no image has boon

found. Likewise, no burst was visible on the photometers.

Film from the solenoid operated 16 - cameras has not yet been oom-

pletely examined.

E-IMW c2M 18 July 1960

Analysis of the films obtained gave us a burst time of

IO8SI'-
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000:3198241~ ±0 00046 Odands bis t hi 01e661hV shot O-aw A V"r "Ot f 4h

showing UP 4s 3 f%4606 an Mthe 20 f*aMeS Per seogbd cameras. An SMONW.*t

featule wasn noteds In that the second frame of the tbaee frems Otbte so'"

to beIn thesapeo doughbute I Is, Intended to pbotonmter this RI2AAto

the piotures are very clesar and the Alm In wall within Its proper .latIA".

so that quantitative* data can be obtained. Frame by fr'am exatInation of Ot

higber speed cora film has not yielded any Imagess andp due to the fact tha*

the Vitro time was not dun. tioning properly an the cameras, It Is miot pcilble,

to locate, exactly the portion of The film that corresponds to the burst tine.

No signal above background was obtained on the photomtric equ4menASO-
although two photwltipliers, one equipped with a polariser, and another with

no fiter, were trained on the expected burst looation.

1280a A M' 1- August 1960
Lack of Vitro tim on the photographs for this shot made analysis

difficult. However, no burst has been found and we do not believe that we have

an4 data fort this shot.

The photometers likewise show no data. Our tapes have the comment

that there was a pinpoint of light approximately 80 off of our setting (Wioh

would have mant that neither our camera equipment nor cur photometers would

have bean able to pick up the signal) and, although we swung the mount as rapidly

as possible to this position, no further s ignal was observed,

FIRU L TP AMI13 13 August 1960

No data was obtained on this shot either by cameras or by photomieters.

The burst was not visible.

FIRL TP AMEK 13 August 1960

No data was obtained on Ibis shot either by cameras or by photometer..

The burst was not visible.

Fi~my19 August 1960

Although an attempt was made to operate the photometers during the



dayusbt lautnch of this tests It was found that backgound was bopol.81y hi*.

* so that no data was obtainoe No cameras were opeprated during this test*

MOW LM 17 August 1960

No data was obtained on this shot either by cameras or by photcmters*

The burst was not visible.

VIEW AVIS29 JZaly 1960

Preliminary examination of the films from this test show no sign of

burst In the vicinity of the predicted times but It in intended that this find-

Ing will be reviewed carefully before being accepted* Likewise, the photometer

data shows no apparent burst (no deflection on the meters was noted at the pro-

* dioted time of burst) and the rapidly Increasing background prevented possible

differentiation of signals from the developing cloud from those of background,

So far, Us "fore, we hare absolutely no data on Ibis test*

FIREFLY FRANC 114 July 1960

We were able to establish the time of burst as 04:08s20,92 1 .01 sec-

onda * Examination of the 20 frame per second motion piocture film shows that the

cloud grew from an initial diameter of approximately 0.2 kilometers to 04 ~kilo-

meters at the end of .05 seconds,*0.9 kilometers at the end of 0*5 seconds and

1.2 kilometers at the end of 1 second. Full brightness was achieved on the

first frame, Indicating a veiy rapid build-up of initial Intensity. The various

stages of the development of the cloud, including a later formation of the

crescent shaped and nebulous form, In depicted In the photographs reproduced

here.

Photometers were not operated during this test.

FIREPL LILY21 July 1960

We can establish the time of this burst at 041:7933 ± 0.01 seconds.

The burst starts at a very small also (less than 0.1 km) and grows slowly, to a

little over 1/2 kilometer at the end of one second. Our film records on this

burst extend over several seconds, with the Initial rise to mazimim Intensity



GooMPIoA, In atppifXfio1Y o.ak 8000012 , ase o Sd d6U Of to6.

,* iDtmut Strip film eam as a this shot, with a eWeak oven an the faatost speed

(100 Inches per minute) extending over appozmatol two feet of fi1n, Photo"

etry of this strip will be donee Photographs on strip eamea were obtainod

with red and gron filtors

Photometer signals were obtained on this burst. with a pom utmoe at

several minutes. Intensity in the blue region was approxlmatzly ton tVios that

in the red. We have not as yet reduced the photometer data to an abeolute

basis*

nRqiY ' 22 July 1960

We have established the time on this burstL as 0412:l48.4 + .05 eo-

onds. The rise of the Intensity of the images on this film was rather slow.

The initial also at burst was less than .05 kilometers , growing to 0ol kilo-

meters at Ol seconds* 0.25 kilometers at I second, and Oo4 kilometers after

6 seconds. Maximum intensity was not reached for almost I second and our data

covers more than 20 seconds (until our film was exhausted). The dovelopment of

the burst is shon oan the photographs included herewith. Photometer data on

this burst shows smaller signals than in Firefly Lily, with approximately the

same spectral distribution. Reduction to absolute basis has not yet been

completed.

FIREFLY IDa 20 July 1960

Examination of the films from this firing showed no traoe of the burst

on any of the cameras employed. Certainly one explanation for this was the faot

that the burst was 6.50 off in elevation, and most of our equipment was set for

a ± 50 acceptance angle. On the basis of the results of this shot, we modified

lons arrangements for future shot$ to enable us to accept a somewhat larger

angle of view.

Although our photometer should have been operative during this shot#

the some 50 field of view acceptance angle was employed as mentioned above#

which prevented us from obtaining Information on the Initial burst* No signal

above background was obtained on the photometrio equipmento

ls



25 A090t 1*6o
Dub to the large difference between observed and predioted eleation

(apoftx matoly 480) all of our equipment was'polnted in the Wong dlreotion r a

this laMoh.

W did not obtaina any useful information upon swinging the noantt

toward the observed burst.

Ve have no data whatsoever o this shot.

URM LUNM[ 18 August 1960

The 330 difference between observed and preducted elevation on this

shot uemit that all of our equipment was off of the burst when it ooourred.

Therefore, as might be expected, no photographs were obtained of the burst*

Nevertheless, the amount of signal produced by the explosion was so large that

we obtained a large deflection of the oscilloscope (completely off scale),

probably because of reflections from the clouds that were in the field of view.

Vs attempted to swing the photometer onto the burst, but again, due to varia-

tion of sky background with position, the results obtained are quite difficult

to interpret. Althou& we shall continue trying to reduce this data (particu-

larly attoMpting to estimate the total light emitted by this burst as compared

to those at higher altitudes), we are dubious that very much useful information

will result.

FIREFLY ETHL 25 July 1960

No data was obtained on this shot either by cameras or by photmters.

The burst was not visible.

FIREFLY DOT 15 July 1960

No data was obtained on this shot either by cameras or by photometers.

The burst was not visible.

FIRMY SDITH 12 July 1960

No data was obtained on this shot either by cameras or by photometers,

The burst was not visible.

1014



p17 August 1960

The photomter records on this shot do not show any appreciable sig-

nals, except that a burst was noted at 182 seconds after launch. Discassion of

this burst with the group present at the time showed the probability that this

was a meteor, rather than the expected signal. The error of tis of appioxi-

mately two seconds Is# we feel, significant here*

Thorough examination of these films ho failed to reveal any Image**

. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Although some tentative comments have been made in the preceding text

concerning various points, no really coordinated discussion of results has been

possible to date because of the fact that our data must be coordinated with that

of other groups. We are in the process of doing that at this time, and expect

to include in the next report a thorough discussion of the aning of our re-

suits as thq' are compared to data obtained by radio frequency reflection, by

longer time photographic coverage, and by other methods. Also, it In expected

that by the next report all of the remaining data will be evaluated, which will

add approximately one-fourth additional information to that already presented.

It cannot be stressed too strongly that the photographs In the atlas

which has been prepared are the best and really only satisfactory way of seeing

the type of results obtained photographically.

IS0S
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aly-time Cloul Growth and A=erg Distribitiom as Hbama-ed IV Doppler M~qmey bdft ShMi*

R. A. banes

Dr. P. B. Gallagher

Radioscience Lab

Stanford University

ABSTRACT

Procedures and results are presented for the measurement of early-time cloud growth These
are derived from velocities vhich are obtained from Doppler frequency shift records. the results

suggeft a predominant direction of growth for each release. Theoretical energy spectral distri-

butions of Doppler shifts are compared to measured values for one case as a basis for determining

initial cloud structure.

1. XNZE ODUCT10N

Radio measurements of cloud growth during the first few seconds after release provide a

means for observing shock wave phenomena, velocity and velocity decay of the expanding gas, and

perhaps initial distribution of gaseous matter in the cloud. A bistatic CV transmitter-receiver

system was employed ia an effort to obtain some of the answers using frequency spectrum analysis.

The velocity of growth is sufficient to generate a measureable Doppler frequency shift. This
frequency shift, when integrated over the first few seconds, wuld give the early-time growth

pattern. The resulting curves, when correlated with photographs, might give a basis for com-

paring electron-ion growth against the visable shock wave, gaseous, and particulate matter con-

ponents of the expanding cloud. Spectrograms were obtained on all thirteen observed FEC releses

(ZVlda yas not measured) and on the evening twilight Arlene HE release.

II. T9O

A. Cloud Growth:

The expression relating maxim Doppler shift to uniform isotropic growth of a spherical

reflecting surface is

v - (AcT ()

uhen v << C
where

9 defines the bisector or the forward scatter angle 'YV or 7 (Fig. 1)
v is the instantaneous growth velocity of the cloud in ka/sec.

C is the velocity of propagation, 91 3 x 105 k/sec.
At Is the mimu frequ ey shift from f in cycles/sec.
o Is the radio frequency in cycles/sec.

to 7?
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Velocity Y can be Lerived.at an time T (It the cloud position 1s knowin) ffto Ue mwhwe
Doppler shift of the OII simel which Is transmitted. via the cloud tauu Peneacola to Oft, Nas or
Rucker (11g. 1). Miftogation of the Doppler shift curves over a period of time!T yields: a
measure of the cloud growth, thus

Growth S vdt (2)
T

B. Inerg distribution of spectral components

Nonsymerialclidgrowth can be detected in the energy spectrial distribution ofr

measredDoplershit cmpoent atthe San Dlse and Rucker sites. To approach this problem,

symetrical growth mo~del Is first assmed for a sphericel~l expanding surface with velocity Tc

From the geometry (Fig. 2) it can be shown that the velocity component ve measured at either

site is given by

vs-2 sinG 0 in$ (3)

We wish to determine how many (1) such velocity components are active in a- constant band-

width df (I.e., a velocity bandL &vs - cont., since the analyzer filter is constant width), a

contributors to measured spectral energy. The locus of constant Y. around the apY~ere Is a circle

of radius kon G

and length I -'k' coo 8 (4)

The width dB on the sphere of the band which contains all components between v 8 and v
+ dN*a is obtained from eq. (3)

dO - os on(5

The total number of components is the product of equations (4.) and (5), i.e.,

N - A wkdve - kdf (6)

and is independent of frequency. Therefore a flat spectral response is expected, for the umifom.

ly growing sphere.
If the sphere growe non uniformly this response is modulateds and spectral data mnst be

matched in each case to a suitable distribution function for mess transport.

M. BWUVzin iU0CRumzo

A one kilowatt input CV transmitter urns located at NAB Saufly F1.eld, which Is approximately
32 ka N.W. of Pensacola, Florida end 80 ko West of the launch area. Receiving sites wvre located
at CAPe Ban BUes, Florida (approx. 140O km lest of launch) and Ft. Bucker, Ala., (approx. 2,3.% ka
North of' launch) to allow for growth measurements along two directions. For te IsowUtr
Selected (Fig. 1) maxium Doppler shif at Safn Mia corresponds to growth approziinte4 in the
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verticul (up or m) directinnj at Rucker, this directiO, in at apPoZImte1Y 30 do*"ee
elevation angle SIX*6 a nearly. direction.

Soe treamttor Wa an outpat of aplioxImt2y 600 vatts; at a narrier frequency near 25 Jim
wiceh to& a 3 eleent, 7 db 81n, Yagi onto=-. IS beiniAth was sufficient tolmn~ A

petdregion iwe raless were us"e without requiring reorientation of interns.
Mwe receivers use& a bsudvidth' of about 2 kc. Wai the IPO's vere set for an output or Wbogt

ii00 c/o. 2hree lemnt 7a44 antemas vere used. at both receiving mites.

The outputs of the receivers were "ecorded on magnetic tape in order to facilitate aa
reduction at a later date.

IV. DXOSIO

Mhe spectrogreas thus Obtained (1g. 3aL, bcd) show my features that may lead us to ob-
taft a better model for the reloes. It appears froa, the spectrograms that on mom of the shots
the cloudapear. to reflect as an overdenue surface. Bowever, a nmbder of releases, especially

at Uieir altitudes, produce a Doppler spread. This would arIse from a generally wierzdmne

cloud composed of a mader of hiAg density scatter canters (Gerta, Arisne, Asqy, Buthy, etc.).

the maxziuM Doppler shifts result from downward growth and an upard growth. From Ft. Ruoker,
however, such growth is along a XV-81 direction at 30 degree: elevation anal.. The lover and

sphre n ohertha these maina directions.* A close look at some of the apectrogromassow.
mW~ cases of Doppler frequency shift steps. 2hese stepsamy be associated with shock ware
phenomea. It in 1possible that the first step My be the shock wave while Succeeding steps
are waves of gaseous (ceslim) matter.

A brief discussion of esch spectrogram follows. One mast be careful not to misinterpret
the miltiples, which are produced from overloading the filters In the sonalyzer equipment. All
possible features appearing on a burst monogram are indicated in the following sketch:

re See& - - -
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fts diffWzsiOse iUicAte scatteringfro tha region Of the rWing bubbl A dsftin
tae sketch

2he aboesm of a sharp trace correspouing to say one ray path is ascribed to the
auutiplicity7 of scatterers In the bubble. A strong upper trace appears In the Son les but not
Rucker record.

It is believed the Arlene pattern appears aso in may of the Cosine releases at bunrt,
obscuring the growth of the eslim cloud for the first one or two tenths of seconds.

Me difference In appareat ret size observed fromt the two sites Is over 3:1, possibly reel,
but =A*b from, a difference In sensitivities recorded on the sonogrox. Both records ahow slight

Doppler broadening on the downward growth, end no upper trace. (M~e latter for the see reesons
as Lola below).
3. Marie

A record for Rucker only is available. The difference In payload is apparent in the In-
tensity of returns. The lover growth trace appears clean; however a woesensitive monogram my
show otherwise. No upper trace Is visible.

I4 ola
Growth at both sites is to a r~est lover radius mar 0.4i kx. 2he suggestion of spectral

broadening in the lover burst trace for *. B. my be overlapping of two, in ec,= clea tracssj
these are distinct at Rucker. 2he two traces must arise frem growth of two major portions of
the cloud in sli~tlyv different directions. fte lack of an upper trace tuould be a consequence
of the low release altitude, restrictive growth end resultant opaqueness to 25 Mc waves.

Best lover radius from both sites differ ednaiderably. Georgia Tech photogroom from site
F elso show demsmatry. A double tUwe on the lover side appears at 0.3., but at Buce the
trace Is rather spread. A very sligt Indication of step Is seen by sigbting andwavd on the
record. Neither appears to show an initial rate of growth comprable to shock Ionization.

Initial growth also was soomniat less than Cathy at both sitesj Rucker shoved sli*ttly
larger lover radius. thique In this record (and Olive) Is the clean, smoothly Yarling trace
with wo steps, and no evidece of shock growth. there is very s3iet Indication ot a sprea
upper trace at Ban Dlesj however t6m record Is noisy. Mwe clean features of the traces my
xiemify a nearly unifon isotropic diatribution. of elcton In spherial Srwt, the fact that
no Dopler spread appears orutstaniding suggests a smothp opaque reflector during growth. Georga

Tock- whtogroahu for fturst to -3 seconds show good synestry.



7. Olive
Initial, growth DIMs IMs even MIMP thMM PO;: aSli&t larger rest TRiVIDWI observe

at Radaer over San Mae. Bladler to PeW, tetrames for both sites are clamn sotly V071106
vith no step, ad no rapid Initial App2*r decay correspouing to whock growth. Very .lio
suggestion of spectrel broadening shown In tbi ooe recosep from the uper sIUe., We we 600in"
Into alitLudes AM the cloud Is not opae. PhotogreApb sbow good si'intiy, but give Indica-
tics of non =mifo= density.

MWe difficuty in exacting rest aime IN compounde& in Setsy mbere Interference from noise,
as wl as differences In semaitivit7 at the two mites, raises uncertainty -s to cesthe rats
growth curve liest 2he 2:1 differene In rest aso intdicatel'in the chart mW not be mensMu.

Growth rate for 'Betsy is essentially smooth, with a very sht step at Ban Men. at approximately
+1 second. Mie very promnent spectral broadening is evidet especiaflly In the (cleaner) Radaer
record, with an upper Doppler comonent. Mae cloud at this altitude begins to be transparent
from. the start. Mie spectral broadening appears to persist longer than 62A Arlene, end sithoud
It Da Initially arise from Ionizing shock enve growth, it wnt in part be a rsult of scatter-

Ing in the chMAn.I

Rest lover radius was nearly equal for both sites. Mwe monograms are marke by several
peculiarities. Stopped. growth vas ende fairly evident from the hamonies generated In the San
Elam recordings) no ba-nics appeared in the Bucker recording ad only the one stop =a discern.
able there. Moere Is no strong spectral spread in this release# but a strong *convergmnt double
trace appears at burst in the Rucker record. MhIDsa be ionizing shock growth, as It repilay
decays; hoan.er the absence of spread suggests more that the initial cloud growUh wes confined
into two,. probebly opposite directions. A second peculiar effect is the overshoot at wear 0.6
seconds, seen only at Buicker. A look at the seconitharmonic would help to determine Ather
the overshoot is real, corresponding to shrinkage of the choud# or Is spectral braening due to
signal overloading. No cloud photographs are available at this writing.
10. f

The larger rest aso is possibly a result of altitude. Both Racke and San Mae shw
nearly equal radii. A ninber of peculiarities appear In these records, as in jeannie, inclding
the overshoot at +.6 seconds, steps, ant spectral broadening. Steps are especially notice& in
the harmaonico as well as a peculiar set of oscillations iA the second harmonle at Rucker na
+1 secant. (amonics nalpl aplitudes of frequency deriations). Spectral spread at burst is
more than for ay of the lower altitude releases. At burs, notably on the Ban M1ae record, the
sonograph record has the appearance of Arlene (shock growth). It would appear tat this
phanoamna superimposes on the norml ceiU growth to give the pecuiar "rfeersd slope' Of the
growth curve, and that by removing this ashockgrowth the burst portion of the record would
appear more like Betsy; DoppA" spread is still in the record. Shrinkagm, of the cloud is evident
not only In the overshoot, but In also a slidat droop of the second harmnic cumv In the it
plot at +3 seconds (this plot Is not Included in the figure). Dais eny be a latent effect of
mdulation of cloud growth by rabbunding shockvavcs, wihich contribute also to the step. Geo.

Tech photographs show the cloud as a quite symmetrical donut.



2±. issen
Best sem afe nearly equal at both Olt... Little con be read filk 00 ft feoA *Aok So

very noisy. amer is no ram~ viasuce, of stopped pk~wths amithat Is Viro evIAMO ot a NAVAg
decay shook front. Za mm respects this record, Is similar to Poeggm adve 01?., Oft, e per-
tulbstion at release. migawed, mia. Me great diffoime is the qaparme at Mpi ad
lover spectral brooelig. some 0. 1 seconds after burst. Pesimbly this arsee fgm ilwxesi%
transparency of the Wlod during gmowt, as It Is quite week.
22. Rf

MIR difference ib rest asze asured at the twO sites is suitt The sMAmmein Jra thus
sites are, howvere, different in nearly all respects, Mwe absence of egMipfietb spectral broad-
eniag at Bucker'.ipt be attributed to a vwek signal, which must be an offset of a very~
symmestrical cloud as evidenced In the pbotograqhs. A Doppler "oersoot" l us oecus at Rooker,

but not at Son 31... Mhe Ban Elan trace is stepped, and also has a fuelliar, Oshocka decay
trace at burst, vith up and down Doppler shifts. Mw. cloud Is very tranparent tok the start.
It is of Interest to note that the upper and lower 'brcadsmsdO traces comyverw at a frequency
offset oil the low side from zero Doppler or rest. This An be a resalt of cloud Odystiy.
1-3. Dol

The nearly 21l greater rest size at San 31.. Indicates a no-ye ric llesej thas is
also *in evidence on Goo. Tech photon, but orientation is not certain on these, Mw S.D. record
for Dolly In in all respects very 0-1ila to Ruthy, Incluing steps, spectral spead hok, eft.,
The Rucker record displays considerable upper Doppler xpread as well an stepped Xrwth, anIL

tin t+ eodsmlrt hs eno vv loa ukrclearly shmw a Doppler "overshoot" as did Ruthy at Rucker. There is evidence also of oscilla.

l1. aerta
mte rest aso of the aorta cloud is based only on the up and dovimisrea trace. This

hi*t altitude release is uniquem In the extreme broad spectral broadeing tha accomalie. 2hese
is no steppedl growth apparent. -Part of the difference in upper and lover spectral briondenifg is
possibly due to atmospheric gradient; however it Is probably that a goo portion Is dw to the
limited receiver bandwidth. The in Blas sonogras shom a down Doppler 'scatterP comnt of
lower Intensity, but symmetrical to the upper coupdnent. This is believed the shock aeason,
thougk not necessarily. A more firm descretetrace within would most likely be the eaalng
cesim cloud, mhe sall rest size 1A a result of our Inability to integrate these pewthU curves
outside receiver bandwidth. The spectrum at IS ad Bucke are quite similar in qVP@eaeCe. No
photographs.
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tipperSpec-
Doppler Doppler Bra

Male X
LOIla ___ x x _______

Cathy X a _______

Oliva a _______

Jeannie x x x X

____ x x.L. ________

Susan _____ x

DO x I x

Gerta, x x x x

TabLe 1. Category of observed phe nomenas on spetrogram

As Table I shows the spectrograph structure becomes much more complex as the shots increase In

altitude. A possible reason lies in higher rates of expansion at higher altitudes giving rise

to less dense clouds.

The growth curves (Pig. 4,bc) show the altitude effect on rest size. These curves ea
derived by graphically integrating the uaximu Doppler shifts of the spectrogrm. Growths

were labelled in terms of down and up growth. (This in a misnomer for Rucker data - where

growth curves are along the 30 degree elevation angle.) If the releases were truly spherical

in shape then growths in both directions wouldi be equal. But the spectrogrms indicate that,

at least for the electron-ion cloud, exactly spherical growth does not occur. The only apparent

pattern set up by the growth curves is altitude dependence, shown in Pig. 5.
From sec. 31, part B it is expected that the spectral distribution of Doppler shit energy,

between the tvo extreme of shift frequency voulA be, for a particular tune n asina sp*e-
ical shape, a square-well function. Amplitude response sections of the spectrogram for Garta.

are given in Pig. 6, showing relative amplitude versus frequency. These indi~cat a predominant

direction for gas transport at release, i.e., it is not a spherically uniform growth. A full

analysis of this example is not yet completed; however, it appears from the Om.33s record that
little growth occurred In the horizontal direction (zero Doppler shift data). hupltei. seetices

of any spectrogramt that appear to have information In them, ane betn" mde but va met flid"he

in time for publication of this report.
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Fig. 5 Altitude Dependence For Doumrd Grovth

V. SUmW

It is conjectured that

1. Shock wave ionization is detected in releases at altitudes of Bsty (108 kit) and aboye,
day or night.

2. Stopped grovth is caused by smitiple reflections of shook iwes, am Is observed only
jihen shock vaves are detecte..

3. yor Mgst releases, especially above 106 ka (olive) the cloud is trsnspeant or semi-
transparent as evidenced by Doppler shifts in both directions.

I4. Cload growths are generally unsymetrical with no preferred direction of gowth.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS ON ErLCTRON CLOUD

GROWTH. 0 - 10 SECONDS AFTER AtLEAS

John F. Paulson

HeadquArters, Air Force Cambridge Research Labo\ atordes,
Air Force Research Division (ARDC), Geophysics Resea 0h
Directorate, L.G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

Two image orthicon television systems located at Site A-10 an Santa Rosa Island,
80 to 150 km from the release point, were used to obtain photographs of the chemical releases.
Measurements taken from these photographs have given data on some of the early time low
intensity visible phenomena accompanying point electron cloud releases. Cloud diameters so
obtained have been compared with those obtained by other techniques, including conventional
photography and Doppler shift, and with the results qf the 1959 Firefly series. The results
have also been compared with some theoretical predictions on the detonation of a spherical
charge of TNT.

1. INTRODUCTION

The observations discussed in this report were made with two image orthicon

television systems, located at Site A-10 on Santa Rosa Island and operated by personnel of

Wright Air Development Division. The systems used either a General Electric Z5294 image.

orthicon tube, sensitive in the 3500 to 6000 %spectral region, or a Z5395 tube, sensitive in
0

the 6000 to 10, 000 A region. The viewing lens was a 150 mm f 0.75. The video signals were

displayed on television monitors and photographed on 16 mm film at 24 frames per second

and on 35 mm film at 20 frames per second. Appropriate spectral filters could be manually

inserted in the optics system. A progressive ne-utral density scale and associated optics were

used to produce images of progressive brightness levels on the monitors and the photographic

record. Time was recorded on the film either as a clock image or by a timing signal.

2. RESULTS

Table I is a summary of the measured cloud diameters as a function of time. In

several instances, diffuse radially growing waves appeared, in additil to the central

chemical cloud; an example of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 1. Such waves grew

rapidly e. g. 1 - 2 km/sec. radially, and usually disappeared within 10 secs. after the

release. Their appearance suggests that they are analogous to those observed during Ow

1959 Firefly releases and designated "shock waves" in the Report on Project Firefly 19S9.

However, their growth rates are appreciably smaller and in fact agree more cljely with the
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gXOwth rates of what were called the "particle waves" In the 1959 series. Of several

explanations put forth to rationalize these observations, the most attractive ias folloWa.

The TV equipment used In the 1959 series of releaees was located at Bilo, Mississippi,

i.e., to the west of the burst, and therefore on what may be called a forward scatter path

for dawn releases. During the 1960 series, the TV equipment was located at Site A-10, I.e.

roughly north of the burst, and therefore on a side scatter path for either dawn or dusk

releases. Examination of approximately simultaneous photographs taken using conventional

techniques has shown that the radially growing waves are more persistent and produce denser

lemages when photographed from sites on the forward scatter path compared with side

scatter paths.

The observation of an anisotropic light intensity distribution suggests light

scattering by small particles. A possible explanation of the greater wave velocities

observed during the 1959 series of releases compared with the 1960 series is, then, that

detection of particles at greater radial distances for a given time after release, i.e.,

corresponding to higher radial velocities (but lower particle number densities), would be

favored at forward scatter sites. Another point of interest to this discussion is that the

observations of radial waves in the 1959 series were made with the use of the relatively

more sensitive Z5294. lnage orthicon tube, whereas the less sensitive Z5395 tube was used

in observing most of the 1960 releases.

Particle waves were detected in two night releases, Amy and Betsy, with the aid

of the TV cameras. Although scattered sunlight may have been responsible for their

observation in Betsy, where the burst was about 15 km below the solar horizon, the only

explanations ior their observation in Amy are that they were lighted by the radiation from

the burst or that the particles were hot enough to be self luminous for a fraction of a second.

It is Interesting that the observed wave lifetime and growth rate were considerably less than

those observed in sunlit releases in the same altitude region. (See Figure 2)

Examination of several photographs taken with either TV or conventional methods

has shown that the particle wave does not always dissipate at later times, i.e., beyond 20

secs., but, after losing most of its radial velocity, becomes the white "smokepuff" which

appeared very clearly to the eye and on the K-24 photos as an entity distinct from the

sodium-cesium gas cloud. This phenomenom waks p _lcu-tarly evident In the low altitude

releases, e. a.. Margie, Marie, and Lola, but was also visible in Peggy.

1658
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Detonatioa of a high explosive package such as constitutes a point electron cloud

(PEC) release produces roughly 400 moles of gases and 100 moles of solids, The rapidly

expandini ball of gas will accelerate the solids by aerodynamic drag. Because of low

ambient pressures and the large mass of the individual particles compared with that of the

ambient air molecules, the solid particles will decelerate only slowly, as has been observed.

Conventional explanations I of acceleration of solid particles in linear shock tubes state that

the gas through which the shock has passed and which is moving at high velocity causes the

initial acceleration of the solids. Subsequently the solids are overtaken by the contact

surface and the expanding driver gas, which is moving at roughly the same velocity as the

perturbed gas between the shock wave and the contact surface, and experience additional

acceleration. In the experimental situation of interest in Project Firefly, the solids

produced in the detonation reaction lie, at the instant of canister rupture, within the volume

whose envelope is the shock wave. At times as short as those corresponding to rupture,

the shock wave and contact surface are indistinguishable; at later times the radius of the

shock always exceeds that of the contact surface. At the time of canister rupture, then, all

solids, except those constituting the canister itself, lie inside the contact surface, and

subsequent acceleration of the solids can be due only to motion of the gases produced in the

detonation. The solids will of course retain their velocities to larger radial distances than

will the gases.

Data obtained by Stanford University personnel using a Doppler shift technique have

given size vs time measurements for times less than 2 secs. after release. Figure 3 shows

a plot combining Doppler data, calculated shock wave and contact surface data (see below),

and TV data for Firefly Jeannie. It appears, on the basis of this and similar graphs for

other releases, that the Doppler shift technique gives a measure of cloud size comparable

with that obtained by the TV camera at early times.

Brode2 has carried out calculations on the blast wave from a spherical charge of

TNT, without reliance on empirical values derived from explosiov measurements. The only

data pertinent to the actual chemical release which are necessary for calculating shock wave

and contact surface radii from Broeds results are the energy of the release detonation,

1. See for example AVCO Technical Memorandum RAD-Z-TM-57-7
Z. H. L. Brode, Physics of Fluids j 217 (1959)

1*!5l
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ambient, pressure and sonic velocity at the altitude consldered, and t1i after reieale.

The curves shown in Figure 4. taken directly from Brode's paper, permit calculitl" ot

hock wave and contact surface radil. The following definitions aply:

cx. ==t~

Po

R=X4

where t a time after the explosion, C. = sonic velocity in the ambient, () = energy of the

explosion, Po = ambient pressure, and R = radius. Figure 5 shows the results calculated

from Brode's curves and those obtained from Doppler shift data. The energy used was that

of the high explosive component I. e., RDX. The times used were those at which the Doppler

shift data indicated no further increase in size. Except for Firefly Arlene, a high explosive

release, these times were between about 0. 5 and 1. 6 secs. In order to have a clearly

defined value for the time, a particular set of Doppler results was chosen; this set was the

downward growth rates measured by the instrument at Rucker and was chbbn simply because

it was the most complete set and appeared to be the most reliable.

Although the experimental values are not duplicated by those calculated, the

similarity in the curves is clear. However, agreement can hardly be expected, since the

r. f. Doppler carrier signal is reflected, not from the shock wave, which at the radii of

interest cannot thermally ionize the molecules of the ambient, but from regions of high

electron density most probably produced in the detonation reactions. The fact that the

radii obtained by Doppler shift measurements lie, on the average, within 25 percent of the

calculated shock wave radii is then difficult to explain. PhotoLonisatlon of the ambient by

black body radiation from the detonation has been suggested. A more attractive hypothesis

is implied by Brode's results, in which the temperature is seen to increase along the radial

distance from the shock to the contact surface. Unfortunately, these temperature caicula-

tions have not been carried out to times and radii great enough for direct application to the

present data. However, extrapolation of the curves to such times and radii suggests that

temperatures in this region may still be several times those in the ambient. A third

suggestion is that electron@ produced in the detonation may diffuse to the radii of Interest.

Preliminary calculations n such pbenomnap are not favorable to this hypothesis. It is
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important to recall that studies3 of the detonation of various PEC package compositions

have shown that, although peak temperatures from a pure high explosive are greater than

from those packages containing admixed alkali nitrate, the time at which the peak occurs

increases with increasing percentage of alkali nitrate. The almost exact agreement between

the. measured radius and that calculated for .the contact surface for Firefly Arlene is

particularly interesting, since only for such a true high explosive release, in which the

energy of the release detonation is known, can Brode's results be expected to apply with

accuracy.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this paper suggest that point electron cloud diameters, at times

less than 2 secs. after release, can be predicted to within a factor of about 2 by the use of

theoretical results. A mechanism for the acceleration of minute solid particles to high

velocities has been proposed, and it is suggested that these particles are responsible for

the rapidly growing radial waves observed in several PEC releases. Analysis of the

deceleration rates of these particles may provide data on particle size, although preliminary

calculations have shown that the decreasing particle number density must be taken into

account. The question of visible shock waves in PEC and high explosive releaises has been

thoroughly discussed by Edwards 4 in reporting on studies made by Young and McDowell at

Georgia Tech. Although one or more shock waves are certainly produced, these studies

have shown that they would not be observable with the equipment used. The observation of

different radial grovth rates, lifetimes, and densities from different sites, then, has led to

the conclusion that the waves are composed of minute solid particles. The mechanism of

production of such particles remains uncertain, although the production of aluminum oxide

in the detonation is a possible explanation.

Because of the relatively small dynamic range of the TV equipment, total light

output from a cloud is probably best calculated from films made with conventional photo-

graphic techniques rather than with the TV equipment. The small dynamic range of the TV

equipment leads to another problem: the insertion of spectral filters in the optical path

produced an effect like that of a neutral density filter, since the equipment operators had

3. W. E. Gordon, Project Firefly 1959, Semi-annual Report, July-December 1959,,
Geophysics Research Directorate, AFCRC (February 1960); Part 11

4. H. D. Edwards, Project: Firefly, Semi-annual Report, J.nuary-Juse 1960. GeophysicsResearch Directorate, AFCRL; Part I

00!



AtaUciest time4 to adjust galka nd coigtfst controls during the few setnads that the Likter

wre in place.

It is saggested-that, In the event of future upper atmosphere chemical release

&-prlments, there be at least two sites used for the TV equipmient and that anei of these

sites lie cis the forwardA.0catter path. Unlesfs burst can be predicted with great accuracy,

it, would be desirable either to use a wide angle lens or to loitate the equipme-nt at a distance

frova the burst greater than that In the 1960 series of releases so that the event$ of the first

few seconds following release will be recorded. If sufficient TV units are available, the

use of one as a grating spectrograph would also be desirable.

104
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PAMS. K. V. Ohmpion. AVON!.
It. D. Edwards Gas. T6oh
He so PSMngton A
B. Xivel AVO
It. B. Holt Device
J. PC Paulson AFOULRt. Barnes S~fr

N. V. Rosenberg AO1 L
P. Molmud 8TL

Chmpion: It I could start with what might be maid to be a provooative

question, I would like to ask Dr. Holt if he ouid answer this one.

His photographs of the various cloud bursts show some with a large

diameter on the first frame which then appear to shrink with time.

I would like to ask him whether he believes that the actual cloud

does this or whether the Initial size may be duo to halation of

the film.

Holt: We tried# of oourse, to deotewine whether the initial frimo was

halated or not. All of the film was provided with antl-halation

backing, and it is a little doubtful (since the densities we ob-

tained were not tremendously great) that there was halation on the

film. However, it is conceivable that there might have been suf-

fistent brightness at the very center of the burst to produce

sort of a halo in the atmosphere, similar to the halo one sometime

sees around the moon. This could have meant that as soon as th*

initial very, very bright burst was over, there would b9 insuf-

ficlent intensity to continue producing this. We made some ve.7

high speed photomultiplior measurements that showed that the

initial very intense flash was in general less than 50 milliseconds

long, so that this would substantiate this thought.

Champion: Yes, I certainly agree with that. I think the initial flesh is

very brief in duration end extremely Intense. Anyone else he

want to have a comment on that? Dr, 3dwards,

Edwards: We agree on the halation problems I think In one case, I believe

it is Lola# we did have a tremendous size at the beginnin on the

first frame and I think that may be duo to halatiom. We did mot



hate the halAtioa bacskin. ur film, but we peemed ,to got the
saim kind of material, the ring# the particle waves that Dr. Ei

showed an his pictureso

Kiveli One could Introduce a wedge or step-down wedge so you Set two

Inaes on mom of these amrap so that you got one overexpose#

the one that wouldn't overexpose would then be of better magnitude

for' the fila.

Rosembowgs By the second or third frame Isn't It the case5 Dr. Holt# that you

were at a density which could not cause halation, therefore If you

dropped the first frame from your size consideration, you still

have some rather high velocities to handle?

Bolt: This is precisely right. On Sussn, the slides that I showed this

morning, although they do show an enormous first frame, show a

second, third, fourth frame growth whuich Is tremendously fast.

Rosenberg: And, not a halation because of the low density?

Holt: It can't be halation because this fuin Is a long way from being

saturated,

Rasenberg, The detonation velocity as given by Dr. Fisher this morning of

7 kilometers per second Is in rather good agreement with the

Initial Doppler data of Mr. Barnes. Will you comment on that?

Barnes: The velocities that we got at a tenth of a second were typically

6 1/2, 6, and 9 kilometers/scnd* I believe the highest was

13 kilometers/second. There were a couple at about 3 1/2,

kilometers/second also.

Rosenberg: Agreement with photographic data was then certainly within a factor

of 2 and In several oass closer' than that. It would appear that

the initial. growth of the material Is continuing with the detona-

tion velocity In the solids which is perhaps not unexpected.

Ohempion: Could I ask Dr, Barnes a question? On most of these results the

upward growth seemed to be more rapid than the downward growth,

which Is consistent with most of the optical data; however, on

sme of the shots Including Iathis and Dolly the cloud seem to

grow more rapidly donard than upward. Was this because of the



2*1e that you wore looking at It or was #we so me tho' r'ea ot

Barlest X don't know which *It* you are speakig iof in partiouliarp but it

is possible that on masluring maximum velocityw ae looking' tit, A

portion of the cloud of greater densit than the photo$ rphio edge

and we are reading a velocity component other than thi MAU&

upward velocity; however, I would tend to fay that bots of the

Iharpl s of the edges, we are probably reading close .to thm Azi-

am upper growth velocity.

Kivel: I would like to make a coment on the comparison between shook

waves and particle waves. The question that was asked last year

was whether some of these waves were shook waves or were particle

waves. There is a major difference between the two types of

waves. The shook waves as they expand increase in area as the

radius of the sphere squared, as a result of which is engulfed

more and more air as the wave goes out. While air is tenuous at

these high altitudes many tons of air are engulfed as the shook

wave expands. At 1 kilometer radius at 120 kilometers of alti-

tude you have engulfed about 40 0161lograms Of air, comparable to

the weight of the high explosives. But at 2 kilometers, the

amount is 320 kilograms, at 4 kilometers it is 2 tons, and at

8 kilometers it is 16 tons. It is very difficult for a shook to

continue to go out and engulf this increasing amount of air from

such a small explosion. On the other hand, the particles which

go out have a constant area. A large number of little particles

expands to make a large radius when you look at them, but their

area remains the same. I made an estimate that 10 kilogram of

material can produce about 10±6 one micron size particles. The

area of these particles is about 108 square centimeters, which is

the same as the surface area of a 30 mter &aphere. This is just

another way of pointing out that the particles can go very large

distances without flowing down, while the shook wave Is slowed

down very strong y after It is attenuated as it expands to large

ato*



O~am~m: K cb*beinl would Ilk, to agree with Dr. Rival. WO have als180 .

bcwI"izg about the problem of whether these waves that s006 $0 #V

out very rapidly arme solids ow a shock wave& akd ay conoluil it

that they are probably solids. Nor* specifically, I have bwa

lookfag at Diode'. theory for the shook waves produced by eiplo-

oboe (such ma Dr. Paulson discussed) and this theory baa been

calculated for one atmosphere pres sure and other conditions on the

p'ound. Brode stater that his theory can be @*aled to other con-

ditions when the noe* of air engulfed is ten tine" the ss of

the explosive, This condition isn't quite satisfied In cur clouds.

Certainly In the first few seconds It is not satisfied, and this

means that to got a suitable theory for the shook wave and the

contact surfaces, Diode'. theory needs to be recalculated putting

In the appropriate initial conditions for the high altitude bursts.

We hope to at least start on this problem In the next few months*

KIvels I would like to find out the source of the radiation from these

pawticle waves.

Rosenberg: Most of the releases In which the particle waves were observed

were sunlit, although the obeervers were In the dark, oeve, a

calculation can be made to determine the bl~ok body radiation froms

these particles assuming that they were at some high Initial tern-.

peraturs. It turns out that a 10 micron particle will have

dropped 3000 Kelvin in approximately 2 second so certainly any

luninosity seen at even 3/10 of a second In very har'd to ascribe

to black body radiation of hot particles. There is one shot in

particular which we haven't completely evaluated yet, which Is

most difficult to explain. This Is Dolly, where a very Intense

Infrared emission of this solids wave (the wave that goso out to

very far distances) Is obsorvod, yet low Intensity is found In the

visible. I believe Dr. Edwards will show us some photos of these

later.@Tis iiot violates the picture that the ounlirbt mast be

the wijor mechanism fow producing radiation, because sunligbt

won't give Int~nse Infrared and lowe Intensity visible



tivl a I wonder If is isn't an opportunit y to study uwpe atmoso.ko

proceuses by exncing the aftergl .e (the noght glow or dq lOw,)

by working in oonditioW i oe there iMnt an reflected SUAlIt

and seeing If you got radiation from the purticles onWiO 8
radlation by catalysise I A sure you-Aft, teoila w1 the

work by Nartook & Reeves on placing elements In the aterglow

which enhanoed the radiation*

Chanpion: Hell, this wa actually tried, of course. Before the cobelt Ve-

lease we made a calculation of the amount of Slow we expeoted.

The calculation showed that it would probably be Just below the

sensitivity at which we could detoot It. It was released and not

detected*

PuOlson: Yes& the answer to Dr. Rival's question Is one of the things that

I. trlod tc point out on one of my slides. We plotted also versus

time for several shots. They wore all dua shots excopt Ay, and

the size versus time curve for Amy was of much shorter duration

and showed much smaller slope than the otherso I think that this

maes that the solid partioles are lbghted either by light from

the burst or elso they are hot so that at very short time they do

radiate Certainly at longer times what we are seeing is scattered

ounlight. We believe this partly because we as different growth

rates and different particle lifetime* from different sites. Those

sites give forward scatter paths or side scatter pat ls for sm-

light, which can account for the difference.

Champions Returning to Dr. Kivel's oomment about enhancing the alp glow,

there has been another phenomena observed which hasn't been men,.

ti Oed so far today* Following certain high. oxplosive roleus

about 110 to 160 kilometers In altitude, a persistent trail of

whitish clouds have boon observed, both by the French In the Sibar-

and the British in Australia* It has boon suggested that es soy

Involve in Interaction between NO and atomi oxygen.

PaulsoeugDrt 3dward' ya no pictures were taken from different sites*, an,

the h$h explosive oase pictures of the burst taken from sIte

I (Whioh was -ougly at ight angles to the lm boeoa th ram

2@,
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VVI

and the burst) 1mgms, were obtained for about 2'-or

From sits g (%Koh wag an the stwii'ht linse path betihii t64

AM and the benst) apparent duration w&P about 15 11460066'

Mthhe or not solids are doing the scatteringf I don't khew, bit

A apparent Intensity varies strongly with the angle.
Rtosenberg: Pr'oesoupation with theme high velocity solids; Is Pertinent In

certain other areas. In the missile trails we have observed& we

have similarly distinguished between a gas smA a solid. The

solids motions are again at several kilometes/second and extend

for' extreme distances Into the ambient, whereas the games (sim-

larly to the gases In the chemical release experiments) level out

at approximately ambient pressure, depending apoh the temperature

of cooling. Dr. Holt, do any of your photographs Indicate that

we hue to explain velocities of light-emitting species greater

than 8 to 10 kilomesters/second, which Is our initiating velocity?

Bolt: The great majority of velocities you do need to explain 11e in this

8 to 10 kilometer/second range. There are a few cases where the

aso of the Initial flesh (which may be due to halation on the

films although we don't think so# or halation In the atmosphere, or

something else) would mean that we had to assoue larger velocities.

For example, If you simply take the pictures to mean what they show

rather than trying to find out what could be wrong& you get a

velocity in excess of 100 kilometers/second, on at least two of

the shots.

Nolmdt I was asked by Nd Manring to explain an observed velocity of

time 105 centimeters per scond. I said pewhp hydrogen could

ame out at this velocity, because this would orrespond roughly

to the thermal velocity of hydrogen at 50000 Kevn Sao any
thought been given to this possibility?IChimpion: That Is a question for chemists, who wants to volunteer?
It might be hydrogen If It Is produced In the explosion.

XN3=: I have amother point to this.* In the solid propellent now used on

Polaris end Minute Kan, which contains alininu, io Zfntion or the



4al0u0112 Is to increase the available onera, snothes' is to re-

duos the molecular weight of combustion prodtwts by reducing the

various compounds present to produoe a large amount of hydrog-n.

This tends to Increase the specific Impulse. Tou Ube an alumln-

ised e plosive, don't you? In all probability you get a lafte

amount of hydrogen released during the explosion. What happens to

this hydrogen?

Rosenberp: None of the gaseous components seen to separate significantly from

each other during the initial expansion. In other words# you have

high pressure gas of mixed components: sodium, cesium, and others.

In most oases we have very little separation of the sodium with

weight 20 from the oesium with weight 130. Therefore, It would be

difficult to picture how the hydrogen, despite its higher speed#

could unilx from these others* Furthermore, the distances to

which we would have to carry it to explain these initial velocities

are far greater than those at which the gas cloud should come to

ambient pressure. In other words, it isn't a problem of explain-

ing expansion of 1 kilometer in a tenth of a second, but 10 kilo-

meters In one second. The final gaseous products should never

achieve more than a kilometer or so diameter in this Initial

expansion, so you would have to find a mechanism for separating

the hydrogen from the other gaseous produts.

Penningtont I wanted to ask Dr. Holt whether on Frances and on Bedy the

orientation of these crescents are known?

Holt: Yes, we do know it. I don't recall offhand exactly what the

orientation in but we can easily look it up for youo

Pennington: Is it correlated with anything specifically that you know of

Champion: I think the orientation of those was correlated in the direction

the rocket was pointing at the time that the canister was blown

apart. I think we should discuss the solar scatter experiments

further.

Rosenberg: The first release appeared to show growth alog the vehicle twa-

jeotory and this made everybody happy since It apeared, very



similar to missile 0611i phenft The second tho~d p'oijith At

right Angles to the rocket trajectory. Both rilleanil Wore at 166

same time of day so I don't thiakwe can explaiun this, by the

diretioni of the sun$ but It In qkf ywobabl* that- th Vehicle 16

tmbling as It In moving along Its trajectory, and the method of

opening the canister at one end may be such as to create a

o reseant. The direction the Crescent takes May be simply due to

the random motion or the vehicle,, We have several oases in which

the electron cloud also appeared to have different orientations.

In other words,'the spin imparted to the vehicle was Insufficient

to keep It from tumbling during this vacua phase of the trajectory.

Championt We think we understand how those solids are released--it Is a

little bit like squeezing a tubs of tootbpatse or a water sprayer.

Dubin: Dr, Barnes made a statement that the Ionization shown in his very
(VASA)'dota

nice measurements of velocity by Doppler methods wasdet

shock wave, and In the discussion here we have heard a great deal

about particles, but nothing about shock produced Ionization.

I would like to get an explanation of the movement of the iontsa-

tion peak out from tL. center and the mechanism for the Ionization.

I will leave It open for the panel,

Champion: I believe that the shook wave is not producing any ionization, at

least after very early time There Is just not enough energy In

It. However, It my possibly be able to ssist In transportation

of mom of the ionization which was produced at early times by

thermal or ch..i-ionization. I don't know if anyone wants to

volunteer a different opinion.

Zimmerumn Dr. Paulson made, the statement that In csm region In the
(AFORL) spherical shock phenomena, following the theory of Brode, there Is

a region having fairly high temperature some distance behind the

shock. If this condition Is maintained in a completely spherical

phenomena with the contact center way behind the shock, thou the

Ideas that the electrons will be migrating with the shook (whore

the temperature Is fairly low) and that there will be a Up@$



oobtact surface (wheob. the tenpoetUr s fairly bih) ionfleto,

Udvever# it you hay a taNulont phenomena prodoed by the oi-

plosi^ where the electrons can migrate behind the shook In this

high temper*ture fsgon by a turbulent Meomaima,' You can explain

to sam extent why the electrons are fairly close to the shook

surface as Dr. Paulson ha shomi.

Wi~ghts I I as wondering If there was any chance that any of the icuisation

observed in barsts like these can be photodotaelpent of 9lootraas

from negative ions in the mbient.

Ohampion: My feeling is that in the X region there are very few negative lons

at this time of day but It in worth looking Into.

SivOll Could the Size obtained from Doppler measurements be off by a

factor of three? Then the correlation of increase in sie with

Increasing altitude would fit---in other words electrons would

stay behind the contact surface, as Dr. Paulson p . ed out. The

shock wave you mentioned is much too weak to make Ionization, but

the contact surface grows in the same way that the shook grows,

and gets bigger with higher altitude.

Ohompion: I think it is more likely that there may be an error In the size

as med for the contact surface. In other words, if we rcalou-

lated Brodes theory for these conditions the contact surface

might be quite a tit bigger.

Zimmerman: I think Dr.* Paulson mentioned that Taylor presented the awreosot

of a contact surface lying behind the shook and samo distance be-

hind it, but he made the statement that the idea of a spherical

contact surface sitting behind the shook is purely conjecture.

I might mention that the Ottawa people, who had exploded highly

Vi pressurized spheres in a container, have observed a marked degree

of turbulence and no distinct spherical contact surfte lying be-

hind the shock.

Champion: This is true. There are laboratory photographs showing thigo

Gallagher: We did detot a shook phonoena in one of the evening twilight
(Stanford U)

releases, since* we did detect Ionization fram a pure high



6a1dceive tleastg tierofowep there mat be at least enou&i enea'

posaO $030 dtauet at thins ti.. of day to idequat toro that

Ionization that was observed* Another thing that we think we see

on, ow 06609 are the steps :in gwouik. In mbet Gases them* appear

to be correlated with oases where we see sort of a sharp tongue

at t-he begdmina of t1,49 growth period which presumably los, at

least Initially, a shook ffect. Does anyonea have any opinion as

to whether theme steps may not be duo to shook waves which we-

bomid at the boundaries of the growing cloud? Is there any evi-

dence such as that presented a year or two ago on strip film

showing Initial growth followed by shrinkage of the cloud and then

gowthi again?

Bolts Ve have s strip film that frankly hasn't been analysed yet. We

have gone throughi about 7 of our 8 miles of movie filas but the

other mile still contains the strip film.

DObin The Initial question I asked Is still not really answered, Is the

total ionization after the Initial burst Increasing or staying

constant? Is there a mechanism for continued Ionization from the

shock or from sme other Gauze?

Kolmads As far as contiuous creation of electrons is concerned the cesium,

or whatever is being Ionized, will continue to produce electrons

while the mechanism which produce electrons (much as detachment)

continue to operate. There are other mechaniss which haven't

been discussed here, such as chmical reaction between cesiun and

whatever material Is In the ambient atmosphere. Cemiwi can burn

In oxygen and5 produce ionisation. I would lke to make a comment

on the photo detachment of negative Ions.* Suppose initially you

had a lot of photo detahment over a large region, and then you

had recombination leading to production of a photon you would get

an apparent large blob which will then shrink down very quickly*

Pennington: I would like to ask Dr. Holt about sam of the pictures In the

very early stages. It appeared that the regions were not truly

spheioale O* possible explanation I suppose is that they are



faylor wouble. Are there other .zplautions for thISet

3~I: !het sees to be as good as any. hitbough I didn',t ubw 8li008 of

P0g87, It Was the mest, unsyetricat of the busta. it, is Inter-p

eating that Peggy has moms other unique Propertie too. tm She

first fe mlliseconds ani It had a sort of Anaoblong shap that

was rather unusual.

36ollaw I I have a oment on the asymietry of the crescent-like, clouds. Ths

axis might be lined up with the earth's magnetic field but I didn't

know whether this was true or not* The radius of curvaturo or a

singly orised cesium atom Is about 1 kilometer, so you might get

asymtry because of the magnetic field, as long as the collision

frequency between the ceal=m and whatever particles are there is

loe than the cyclotron frequency.
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ABlTMCT

A description is given of the phOtOgapthic equipment used in the 1960 Frefly sMrie8

and the location of the optics sites.

B means of triangulation techniques and electronic computers, height, shape and move-

ment of the clouds have been calculated.

-Comeras used for special assignments such as color recording, stereo, quick look alti-

tude calculations, etc.. are described and the results of the observations given.

A simple photometer vas used to record burst time. The results of these observations

are also given.

PURPO6E OF 0MICAL CVADE

The general purpose of optical coverage is to provide permanent records of the Firefly

clouds vhich can then be analyzed in the laboratory. Due to the high resolution of the photo-

graphic images it is possible to record 'the altitude, shape, size, and movement of the clouds.

By means of narrov band filters in front of the camras it is possible to isolate the various

atomic species in the cloud and to independently study the Interaction of each species with

the ambient.

The optical observations are of assistance in the 1W scatter analyses of cesium clouds

since they provide height, position, and drift information as wel as a picture of the "sat-

tering antenna."

DsCIUMIW OF RUM0W

The equipment provided for the 1960 series can in general be grouped into three oste-

gories:

(1) Tim exposure cameras were used 'to obtain photographs vith eposure times from 1

sec to 22 seconds and for as long a period of time as the cloud was visible.

(2) Xovie cameras opersting at 4 frames per second vere used to record the cloud dwr

INg the first few seconds of its life or in saw cases out to 60 seconds.



(3) Other cem weto used eitber to record anmlus evuasts, at to 4*SL'te in, a
speia mampr Man were subject to obs an day-to-day basis.

4' A., dasa ibunts

Two types'of cameran mounts were used in obtaining the photographs.

So *kt mminFgr ,I relatively -l~l and Is cpbe frpdasml n

disaaseabty and cam be transported from site to site in a station wagon. Mhe knock-dawn tMp

base makes It possible to set up at remote sites with a miniam of preparation. The mount can

be adjusted rapidly In azsimoth mad elevation and to an accuracy of 0.5 degrees and with caren

to 0.1 degree. The structure is capiable of bandlin frcm 50-75 pounds of camera, equipment.

Mwe arrangement In Figure 1 shaws two K-24i time exposure cameras, one Nyemo movie camera, and

L an infrared snooperacope mounted on the equipment rack.

The second-type used to mount cameas is shown in Figure 2 and was mae from a 60-inch

searchlight stand. The mount is capable or handling up to 1500 pounds of equipment with an

accuracy of 0.1 degree or better in pointing. Due to the close tolerances and rugged con-

struction of the searchlight unit, the reproducibility of azimuth and elevation settings from

day to day is excellent.

As noted in Figure 2 the searchlight yoke assembly has been enclosed with an insulated

metal cover and the unit air-conditioned to control tenprature and humidity. This protection

is necessary to insure equipment operation in the adverse weather conditions found on the

beach. Another important feature which the enclosure provides is the ability to prepare for

a firing on short notice. Pquipment could be installed several days prior to a firing and

then made ready within 30 minutes or less of the firing. Should rain showers occur shortly
before firing, the equipment could be secured and then placed in operation in a few minutes.

Vte protective covers Proved invaluable during the past summer's operation when a large

numbev' of rockets was fired on ~.ac: Oe-

U32 66archligh. ini, whi)#P -o portable in a station wagon, can be transported on a,

trailer or moving van to the vicinity of the observing site and then towed by band, auto, or
Jeep to the final location.

B. Time Exposure Cameras

The standard X-234 aerial camera which baa been modified for our needs is used to take

time exposure photographs of the clouds.

This camera, which takes a 5" x 5" picture, is the largest type for which high speed

lemses and a rapid cyclIng tims ane available.



Figure I

Figure Z
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2w. 1-24& Is normlly equipped With a 7" ff2.5 leos but other waits of lngsrw focal.
le4tAWW'n *WUMA. so stlabdad Items. Due to tbw la dameter or the 104star IANOO

wicdh, 60-Oopd In, posdiin detbralittions are relatively easy to obtain. ibe camera, utillag

afocal ViMa shutter w0hich Is operated by a pulse of 2~4 volts D.C. and Is qapable of ev"oUre
tim s hort -as l/1900 sea and a fram rae of 3 per second. Filters can easily. be Installed

In fro of the lenses for spectral studies of the clouds'. A data obimber Is installed 'oa the

-2sothat inforMtion relative to the firing can be permnently recorded on: eachfilm fram.

The data chamiber contains Information on time, firefly shot, station umnber, filter tyn5j date,

camera qaber, and film type. These data are invaluable In analyzing the thousands of photo-

paoph. Which are taken..

The X-2J4 system is especially suited for field Work due to ease of maintenance and

availability of spare parts. For example, the complete working mechanism can be-removed and

a new unit Installed by releasing one thumb screw.

The focal plane glass of the camera is precision ruled with a 1/2" grid Which serves

as the fiducial s"tem for locating the center of the fram as Well as subsequent cloud posi-

tions.* Three smell lights located behind the lens are pulsed by the timer and give sufficient

light to record these grid lines on the film. The presence of the precision grid on the film

permits correction for distortion due to film shrinkage and other effects. MTe smllI lights

also effectively pro-sensitize the film With the result that the film speed is approximtely

doubled.

L_ C. Movie Cameras

The Eyeno 35 me movie camera was the other Workhorse used on the Firefly operation and

at least one was located at each optics site. MTe camera is described in another article in

this report eztitled "Growth from Photography (0-1.0 seconds)" by R. 1. Zdards.

D. Special Cameras

(1.) A Beattie-Oolammn 35 m camera. was operated with S0270 color film at site F-2.

The ctamera lens had a focal length of 50 me and a speed of ff2.8. An exposure time of approx-

InatelY 3 seconds was used.

(2) A Bolex 16 me movie camera With color film and a lens focal length of 50 we and

speed of f/0.9 was in operation at site F-1.

(3) A bank of 5i each 16 me pulse cameras Wasnmounted, at site F-1 and operated at 1

pulse lsea. Camera. lenses varied from a focal length of 50 me at speed of f/1.5 to 17 met at
f/..The majority bad a 17 M focal length at a' speed 'of ff2.5. For the solar scatter shots,



the five cameras were equipped with polaroid filters at successive 22-12 ° angles between the

vertical and horizontal. For other shots the cameras bad Vratten filters such as 58, 47, 35,
25, etc. mounted in front of the lens and were used to isolate selected regions of the visible

spectrum.

(41) Polaroid land ca,'eras and speed graphic type cameras with polaroid adapter banks

Vere used at sites F-1$ J and H to obtain a quick photograph of the cloud burst. Success at

two. or more of these sites enabled us to calculate burst height within 30 minmates to 1 hour

after the rocket flight.

(5) A.K-24 camera with 7" f/2.5 optics was operated at the Blue Horizon Motel to give

possible stereo comparisons with other K-24 pictures from site F. Although the camera was

operated manually$ cozmanications were good between the Blue Horizon and site F and photo-

graphs were taken simultaneously from the two sites.

(6) An Eyemo 35 mmi movie camera with a 600 groove/un transmission grating mounted in

front of the 50 me f/1.1 camera lens was in operation at site F-2. The camera operated at

4 fps and used Royal-X Pan Recording film.

(7) A simple photometer using a CBS 1002 photomaltiplier was used to observe the exact

time o? burst on several of the firings. The instrumentation consisted of the photomultiplier

with a simple condensing lens and coffee cup mount to limit the acceptance angle to 260. Out-

put of the photomultiplier was recorded on a visicorder through a logarithmic amplifier. Pre-

cise time was recorded from a Vitro timne pulse which was fed to the visicorder

E. Filters

The K-24 cameras and some of the special cameras were equipped with a variety of filters

to isolate selected spectral regions.

For the solar scatter shots, the two K-24 cameras at each site were equipped with

polaroid filters mounted at right eagles to each other.

For Ue I _Xly shots Vioh contained sodIum and cesiuvm both Wratten gelatin filters

and interference filters were used to isolate the resonant wavelengths. Each observing site

had at least two K-24 cameras and would instrument one to photograph the sodium radiation at

5893 Rngstros and the other to photograph the cesium radiation at 8521 Rngstroms.

/ .L N OF COs OBHVnI sins

All rockets during 1960 were fired from the EXgln Oulf Test Ihage cn Santa Roma Island,
Florida. Optics sites 0, H, and J were chosen to have approxi&tely a VIA5* i s as for a

cloud height of 120 km.

3105
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aeras which were used prIvarily to gather spectral informtion and to record ai " i

events were operated from site F. Hence, this site was chosen for convenience to tbe head-

quarters area where last minute changes and special arrangements could be ade.

Camera installations were established at the folloving locations:

Site

Notation Con lam latitude Lon itude

F-1 A-10 30" 23' 58.66" 86" I' 50.81"

F-2 A-10 30* 23' 58.66" 86" 41' 50.81"

G Mexico Beach 29* 57' 03.938" 85° 25' 42.177"

H Opp, Alabama 31' 16' 26.985" 86' 14' 50.312"

J Mobile, Alabama 300 13' 37-949" 88* 01' 26.605"

In addition a single K-24 camera was operated at the Blue Horizon Motel for stereo com-

parison with sites F-l and F-2.

The map of Figure 3 shovs the location of the camera sites.

DATA ANALYSIS

A. Photographs

A large number of photographs were taken with the K-24 system and have been abstracted

and congiled into a report by H. D. Edwards.( I ) From this report, the reader can see at a

glance the type, duration and quality of photographs which were taken of each firing. This

report has been used frequently in subsequent analyses.

B. Position Calculations

Photm phs were taken against a star background in all cases except where bright sun-

light would render stars invisible. This was especially true in dawn shots where the sky back-

ground would increase during the later stages of the cloud formation and eliminate star Imagns.

In these cases, position data are calculated from azinuth and elevation settings of the

apparatus rather than from star right &scension and declination.

Several points which were distributed over the length and width of the cloud and could

be simultaneously identified from two or more stations were chosen and the corresponding cal-

culations nade for altitude and ground sub-point latitude and longitude as a function of time.

(1) "Photographic Coverage of Firefly 1960 (K-24 Cameras). "Technical Beport Ro- 5, contract
no. Ap 19(60D4)-5467, by Bmard D. Piia-di, Jamua 15, l96. (Due to the large number of
photorphs and resultant hi* cost only 10 copies dere made. Ts limited supply has been
24 s•
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flue 0i er points varied from ome or two for sow of the clouds to seventeen, in the

case of Jeannie. The length of time for which calculations could ba, mde varied from a ,e'.

minutes for mAWW of the clouds to 20.5 minutes for Betsy. In mat cases the duration of

photogrephic coveras was limited either by fading of the clouds or by increase of sk back-

ground due to the approseh of dawn.

Table I lists the parameters which were calculated for point I on the clouds. Similar

date are available for other points on the cloud but for brevity are not published here.

Figures 4 through 14 sho the latitude-longitude ground plots and altitude as a function

of time for nine of the 1960 Firefly releases. Again for brevity, only a portion of the data

which has been calculated is shown on the plots. Subsequent analyses are expected to produce

similar plots for Frances, Ida, Janet, HIMa, Marie, and Lola. Other clouds were not of suf-

ficient Intensity and/or duration t6 produce drift and growth information.

Duration of the night shots (Cathy, AmIy, Ruth, and Gerta) was about I minute or less

and did not give sufficient data for drift analyses. Betsy was fired under nigt conditions

and behaved similarly to the other night shots until about B + 5 minutes when the cloud became

sunlit and reacted as a dawn cloud.

The altitude plots for the dawn shots studied so far (Betsy, Margie, Peggy, Olive,

Jeannie, Susan, Dolly) show that many of the clouds disperse in both an upward and downward

direction from the burst point. Accuracy of the calculated height positioni is better than

0.5 km and hence the altitude deviations are a real effect and not due to experimental error.

In similar manner the oscillations shown for many of the shots are real and not observational

error.

For the dawn shots studied to date, the burst Vas at an altitude where high wind shears

exist with th result that the clouds were torn into long lunpy filaments. These fiaments

would extend over an altitude range of up to 15 km within 10 minutes after burst.

Peggy, while having unusal radio frequency reflections, does not appear to be unlike

several other shots with regards to dispersal by the wind, range of altitudeo size of cloud,

etc. The altitude range of 96 to 108 km for Peggy was somewhat different tha for the other

shots. Jeannie, Betsy, Susan, and Dolly were above this altitude range while igie and Lola

were at a lover altitude. Marie has not yet been studied.

Peggy was oriented last-Weet as shown by the ground plot wheres Jeannie, Susan, Betsy

anDolly had more of a North-South orientation. Perhaps the orientation: of the PeW antenna

contributed to the long duration of'the reflected signsl.

• tee.
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Altitude and ground plot* for Body and Lily are given in Figures 13 ad Ai. L14 ia

observed for 1 minute and then faded very rapidly. Body lasted for 1.-1/2 mintes and then

also faded rapidly from view. The three points Identified in edly rose frM 108 ku to 130

in one minute and then dropped to a low of 124 km before it faded 30 seconds later. Lily, on

the other hand, had its identifiable points fall from an altitude of 150 ka to 13 km in less

than 60 seconds. Five identifiable points were studied for Frances an a rop from 148 km to

132 km in 30 seconds was observed. These two extrems--rapid rise for ody and rapid fall

for Lily and Frances--are due to vehicle velocity at relese.

The two flights which used a carbon arc to create ionized and visible trails were Anne

and Norms. Photographic observations were made on Nors, only and the position date are given

in Table 2.

Table 21 Norm

Time Average Average Average
After Burst atitude Longitude Altitude
(sec) (degrees) (degrees) Usn

0 30.273 86.520 96.9

8 30.270 86.51.1 97-1

12 30.267 86.505 97.2

21 30.258 86.493 96.5

27 30.254 86.487 95.5

38 30.244 86.473 92.8

S0.232 86.458 89.7

*The computations shown in this table result from a different comuter
program than the one used for the calculations given in Table 1. Hence
residuals are not available. It is believed the data are good to better
than 0.5 km in altitude.

It was previously understood that the carbon arc flights would trace out a path which

included the peak of rocket trajectory. This trajectory was apparently achieved vith a peak

at 97 km and then the cloud moved down to about 90 km on the down leg. The burning time of

sec for the arc is approximately correct from what is known of the expected burn time.

In earlier preliminary studies it was concluded that the bright center of the clouds

dropped very slightly during the first few seconds after burnt and then rose aim. Very

careful measurements have now been made at few second intervals for several of the shoft and
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the data presented in Figure 15. In all of the cases studied the cloud bright center" rose

after burst. The rate of rise is proportional to altitude as indicated from the plot. The

increise in rise rate with cloud release altitude my be partially explained by the decrease

in ambient pressure with altitude. Rocket velocity at time of release is not Imdate3,y

available and the contribution to cloud upward notion due to rocket motion is not calculable.

C. Special Cmras

(1) A Beattie-Coleman 35 m camera was operated with S70 color film at site F-2. A

sequence of photographs at 5 second intervals was taken for the following shots:

Frances Jeannie

Ida Margie

idly Lola

Hedy Peggy

Dolly Susan

Slides have been made of many of the shots and are of general interest in studying the

color of the clouds.

(2) A Bolex 16 mm movie camera with color film was in operation at F-1 and obtained

Movies of Hedy.

(3) The bank of 5 each 16 mm pulse cameras obtained data on most of the shots using

either polaroid or Wratten filters. Much of the data was duplicated on K-24 film and hence

no attempt will be made at analysis. In addition, inadequate marking of the film has made the

analysis difficult.

(4) The polaroid land cameras and speed graphic type cameras with polaroid adapter

backs were used successfully to give quick results on burst altitude. These data were of value

in planning the subsequent firings. The data are not presented here since the usefulness was

limited to field planning and the data have now been superseded by more accurate calculations.

(5) The K-24 camera which was operated at the Blue Horizon Motel to give stereo pictures

with the cameras at site A-10 obtained good photographs of most of the clouds.

A hurried but sufficiently thorough analysis of the film indicates that the clouds did

not have enough structure to make practical the use of the stereo technique.

(6) The Eemo 35 me movie camera with a 600 groove/me transmission grating mounted in

front obtained spectrograms on Jeannie, )brgie, Lola, Peggy, Susan and Olive. The analyses

of this work have been prepared as a separate paper and will be presented in the section on

spectrophotometry.
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(M) Usingle photmter described in the instrumentation section was used to record

the exct tins of burst on several of the clouds.* The data obtained are presented In Table 3.

Table 3: Rlelease Times from Georgia Tech
"Bye in Sky" Photwtric Observations

Firefly Burst Time CST

Dolly o4:21:45.84

AW o2.-32:145.28

Cthy 02.32:44.95

lthy 02:32:29.37

Hilda 04:25: 31.146(1)

Betsy 04:16:4.72 (2)

Marie 04:38:25.39(1)

Jeannie 04:36:4.90(2)

Margie 04:37:00.60

Peggy 0o4:41:50.75

Susan 0o4:43:49.3)

Olive 014:41:50.14

Wendy(3) 014:18:140.62

Vick(3)19 :06$19.53

(1) Photometer did not record burst and the time
recorded was obtained from a push button operated by
an observer. Generally the time recorded vas after
burst due to observer reaction time of approximately
1/3 sec.
(2 It is noted that these measurements read 0.1 see
high compared to the results reported by Device
Development Corporation in October 1960.
(3) Rocket failed.

OCCSIOCUS

A large amount of data vas taken on the 1960 chemical releases. Muach of these data

has now been reduced and In included in this report.

Although additional studies will be made during the next few montkhs sufficient data

have been reduced to plan the 1961 series with confidence.



MOLECULAR AND TURBULENT DIFFUSION IN THE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE

S. P. Zimmerman and K. S. W. Champion

Headquarters, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories,
Air Force Research Division (ARDC), Geophysics Research
Directorate, L. G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

The diffusion of chemical clouds, which were created in the upper atmosphere by
explosive release from a rocket, has been studied by visual and photographic means. These
clouds for the most part are gaseous cesium with a trace of sodium added. However, gaseous
and solid contaminants created in the explosion are also present. This study is concerned
with that period after the initial explosive phase, when eddy or molecular diffusion controls
the growth of the cloud.

1. THEORY

The problem is to determine the nature of the dispersion of a spherical cloud of

material introduced into an ambient atmosphere at some arbitrary time, t W 0. The solutions

obtained are based on three principle assumptions, vi*:

(i) The cloud is spherical. This in essence ignores the effect of the wind shear

elongating the cloud. Since the growth of the cloud is measured transverse to the direction

of the shear, we may make this assumption.

(1ii The production and loss mechanisms for the diffusing particles are negligible.

That is the total number of diffusing particles is constant.

(ii) The thermodynamic properties of the cloud (e. g. temperature and pressure)

are the same as those of the ambient.

A consequence of the second assumption is that the cloud will disperse by purely

diffusive pxoperties.

Following the works of Kellogg, (1) Sutton, (2) and Roberts (3 ) we arrive at the

following equation to explain the growth of a contaminant placed in same medium

2 FI rr max. ir 0 , Zr I + In (Za ) - (1.) ..
r0 2 a2

1. Kellogg, W. W., 1956, Journ. of Meteorology, 13, 241 - 250
2. Sutton, O.G., 1932, Proc. Roy. Soc., London, A, 135, 103 - 165
3. Roberts, 0. F. T., 1923, Proc. Roy. Soc., London, A, 104, 604 - 654
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where: r 0 is the visible radius

r7is by definition the mean square deviation of a particle relative to the cloud center

a Is the initial radius of the cloud controined by diffusion (i.e. the radius when the

cloud comes to equilibrium with the ambient at the termination of the explosive phase.

r0 ma is the maximum observable radius.

Applying the above equation hinges upon the derivation of 7. Kellogg has

followed the works of Taylor, (4, 5) using the concept of a correlation coefficient to describe

the mean deviation (cloud spread) of a particle from the center of the cloud. This defines r by

r7 21 R Id Id-r....... (2)

where: v2 Is the mean square turbulent velocity of the ambient

R Is the LaGrangian correlation function

0, t .0 o

Thus: . L t, o

(3)

where: I lim] R

With this derivation Kellogg shows how the cloud growth, which he attributes to

small scale eddies, follows equation (1) with 7 = = v2 t2 . It is the feeling of the authors,

that the above derivation while having the correct time dependence of r does not physically
0

describe the 'parameters controlling diffusion. As an example, there is no method to

distinguish the gross action of the cloud due to shear turbulence as differentiated from that

due to isotropic turbulence. To correct this, a statistical mechanical argument advanced by

Tchen(6) describes the diffusion of a source, where is described by

rl = Constant t y  
(..4)

4. Taylor, G. i., 1920, Proc. London Math. Soc., 2, 196 - 212
5. Taylor, G. I., 1935, Proc. Roy. Soc. London, A, 151, 421 - 478
6. Tchen, C. M., Advances in Geophysics, 6, 165 - 173 (1959)

SIt should be emphasized here that Tchen only discusses the case for the small scale eddies,
and does not cover diffusion due to large scale eddies.
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where: = ? for isotropic turbulence

= I for shear turbulence

- for molecular diffusiona

Since the , agi.on of the atmosphere that is being studied is a high shear region, we

will assume that the turbulent growth will be due to a shear turbulence as hypothesized by

Tchen,* and molecular when the atmosphere is not turbulent. Thus we can determine the

appropriate constants by using the e-'jatons

rZ v t2  1 + In (rZmax /2a z ) - n (72 t2 /aZ ).........a

for the turbulent growth, and

r2=ZKt [1 L (r~ max /Z 2  l(~/Z]............(br0 = l t[ n(r a/2a? ) - In (2 Kt /laZ)  (5h)

for the molecular growth.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure I shows the results of the measurements of the cloud Echo (* 1959 experi-

ment) and the fitting of equation 5 to the experimental plot. This gives us the values ofv

and K experimentally as shown in Figure 2. Also shown are the calculated values of

molecular diffusion for sodium and cesium, based upon a simple kinetic theory, and the

values, due to Booker, (7) of the turbulent diffusion coefficient.

With the values of the molecular diffusion coefficient and the velocities of the small

scale eddies, one may determine the rate of energy density in a region, and then the scale

size for the small eddies. These are given by the in'ple relations(7 )

2 .v. (6)
Kmol

L ( 3

2 ool /w) (7)

Simntltaneously with this we may measure the scale sizes for the large eddies from the

photographs directly. These results are shown in Figure 3, and also with the values for the

small scale eddies measured by radio reflection from the clouds. That these measurements

fit well the values predicted by Booker Is fairly evident from the figure.
* This assumption is validated by the experimental curves which show both the ti dependence

due to molecular diffusion and t Z due to shear turbulence.
7. Booker, H. G., J. Geophys. Res., 61. 1956, 673 -705
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With more data forthcoming, we hope to show the region in the atmosphere where

one may expect turbulence, what manner of turbulence, and the time scales for observation.

ECHO, SITE C

4.0 Theoretical
o Experimental

3.0 0

0

2.00

1.0

100 200 300
Time, sec.

Radius of the cloud as a function of time showing the sudden
shift in the expansion rate when turbulence is the major effect
in the control of diffusion.
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Coefficients of Difusion
200 lithium (OCA)

*sodium (OCA)
*cesium (Firefly)

aeddy

1 0 2 1 0 3 ~K , r 2 
/se c 01 5

Diffusion coefficient K (both molecular and eddy) as a function
of altitude. The dotted lines show the measured growth of the
eddy diffusion coefficient over the period of observation. The
solid line of the large scale eddy diffusion coefficient Is due to
Booker.

300- x missile Eddy Scales
* Alpha
& Echo
a Firefly (1960 echo)

100 rge (L1

Scale of turbu~cice, in

The scale sizes for the small and large eddies as a function of
altitude. The solid lines are doe to Booker.



PAnl DIAMSIO. ON NAM TRANSPORT (10-3000 see)

Panel Menborst

No Do Ndwarts Ga Teoh Chalum
1. R. Nanring OCA
J. W. Wright US
0. G, Stergia AICRL
1. V. Rosenberg AFCRL
8. Zimermn APCRL

Wright: Dr. Edwards, would you care to comment on the behavior of Betsy,

which was observed to move in different directions by the radar and

optics observations.

Edwards: I re-examinod our photographs and ve did photograph a portion of

the cloud during the first few minutes which later fades out. I

assume that this part which Is no longer visible in the Infrared

after a few minutes, may be causing confusion. We were observing

the cloud through the 87A Wratten filter and we continued to photo-

graph the portion whioh moved in a southeasterly direction. The

part that you tracked with radar moved more or lose due east. 1,

too, think this phenomenon is very interesting since the cloud

seemed to have two different components visible by different means.

Wright: These were at distinctly different altitudes, I believe, according

to your data.

Edwards: Yes, that's right.

Rosenberg: The cloud rise generates the twisted shapes because of wind shears.

Whether the cloud rise was due to an upward component of vehicle

velocity or to the expanding gas volume (essentially a hydrodynamic

rise because of the lower pressure above than below) Is a problem.

The two higher altitude shots were identical in rise rates, yet one

of these was at a vehicle altitude where there was no longer an up-

ward component to the velocity. Therefore, I think we can say that

the rise is not associated with vehicle velocity upward but is a

hydrodynamic push up--rather, a push down against the higher density

ambient below. In any use of point releases it will be a problem to

define the situation at a given altitude. The cloud will apparently

always have an upward cmponent unless, of course, we Introduce a

lotl



downeavd vehicle eopent which causes other prOble...

tlenNmmS Dro Udwardsp didn't you mntion aon cloud which had a drop in its

trajateoW Was this release made when the rocket had reached its

peek position?

Diifads t Yes# that Was a solar scatter shot. Lily snd Frances both showed

this behavior, whereas Hedy was released before the rocket roacbed

the peak and had an upward trajectory.

Zimeeman: None of the point electron clouds were released after the peak of

the trajectory?

Ndwards: I don't believe they were. The two high altitude releases that

Dr. Rosenberg referred to, I believe, are Dolly and Susan. These

were very close together and showed the same rise rate during the

first minute.

Rosenberg: One of those had a 1 km per second upward vehicle velocity; the

other one had a sero upward vehicle velocity.

Wright: I don't understand why the cloud should cease to rise after the

first few seconds. Isn't it possible that the rise is caused by

the explosive expansion of the cloud upwards for the first few sec-

onds and that the cloud then remains at relatively constant alti-

tude?

Zimerman: The rise time, if I remember correctly from the photograph was

quite longwith characteristic times of the order of 300 to 400

seconds, wasn't it?

Idwards: The clouds In many instances continued to rise for the three or

four hundred seconds, as you says before reaching the maxi m alti-

tude. Some altitude oscillations in a given portion of the cloud

as a function of time were observed.

anring: I've seen some of the data before. This time I noticed, if we're

talking about the longer scale rise and drops rather than some of

the very short ones, that from the same burst quite often you see

some rises and some drops. Wow I'm asking if you've looked at the

data well enough to doterwlne the mterial all starts at a single

point and then gets dispersed up and down, perhaps through canister

t0s::



explosion and continued reaction. I don't know what the i~hnI~z

Is, but hva you notiood that the parts in the uppeemost region of

the aloud cantinuo epInding upward and those In the lower part

dowrd so that the center of mass of the clouds may remain at

roulhly the soe height?

Edwards: Generally speaking, I think that the parts in the upper portion of

the aloud do remain up--they don't ols over. We do have sam

parts that oroass one another in altitude in the plot but this Is eh

exception. However, the upward movement appears to be greater than

the downward and will probably give a slight rise for the center of

mass. I have not calculated the location of the center of mass but

from studying points on the clouds which are distributed th ough-

out the length and breadth of the cloud we do have a predominance

of upward motion. As you speculate, the parts that start up con-

tinue up and the ones that start down continue down.

Manring: I wonder if the long term behavior can be explained in terms of

localized gradients through the clouds and an apparent motion up-

ward and apparent motion downward, depending upon how the material

was laid out initially in the canister source.

Edwards: This might very well be so. On a slide which I plan to show in the

next talk I'll shows for example, the separation of sodium and

cesium for Peggy. The sodium appears at coe end of the cloud and

the cesium appears at the other end. From Dr. Fisher's talk this

morning, this observation might very well be explained by the fact

that sodium happened to be placed in a position in the canister

from which it coan out with higher density at a particular altitude

and then did not appear during the later formation of the oesiua

clouds*

Stergis: Mr. Zimerman, on your Echo results you show a smooth curve up to

about 60 seconds and suddenly a nice break which seem to shom

turbulent diffusion. Why this sharp breakI Phbyiolly, what does

this meant

Zimmezran: 1ho obeerved initial rate of growth would correspond to a value of

les3



diffesion coeffioient almost tbee tines as larp as te expected

WelOular diffusion coofficient which Dr. Champion and I oalculated.

I nfer from this that the phenomenon is partly turbulent and partly

molecular and at mom point, say at 60 seconds, the turbulence--

really the oddies--pined cosetrol of the grwth of the aloud and

carried the material along,

Storgis Could you differentiate between the turbulence Introduced by the

cloud itself and turbulence due to the ambient?

inuerman: Tubulseno introduced by the cloud itself, I believe, is nogligiblo

in thU case. Such turbulence wouldn't wait until 60 seconds to ex-

hibit itself.

Storgis: Thatta true. You seem to indicate that between about 90 and 125 or

130 k primarily turbulent phenomena exist, and then on the last

curve you show that, for a higher altitude, the result seemed to be

pretty close to the molecular diffusion curve. How do yon 4xplain

this?

Zimerman: At about 340 kint

Storgis. Or even lower.

Zimer mant The points on the curve are close, but this is a log plot and a

small span on this log plot can be a factor of two. I have made

somo computations which show that the shoar--and I believe Dr. Man-

ring can support a in this--decreases rapidly above 120 ka. Am I

right, Dr. Manrizg?

Manring We've observed turbulence in all of our filaments below about 97 ka.

In the region from about 97 to 115-120 km, the expansions that are

molecular initially (in accordance with what Dr. Storgis said

earlier) seem to be molecular for 5 minutes or so and then will

suddenly break into a turbulent type of thing. These are very

draimatio particularly when you sea them.

Stergl: They suddenly do this?

Monring: Yes, the expansion follows the molecular rule (with a diffusion

coefficient for molecular expansion omparable to the computed

value) until about 5 minutes, when the cloud suddenly breaks up and

the expansion Is moh faster. Thero seem to be some sort of

3.34



Instability ere; peraps the expansion Is moleoular until th

cloud diameter becomes omparable to the eddy ase and the expan-

sion after that manifests itself as turbulent. We have observed

this break-up up to about 117-120 km--I don't think we've ever ob-

served anything that we could call turbulent about 120 km. We have

probably two or three times the data now that we had at the time

you looked at this. Most of our nower data shows a slightly

smaller coefficient of diffusion and probably fits the cave a bit

better, but I think all of it is within a factor of two of the

curve, and I'm attributing the behavior essentially to molecular

diffusion when we're that close. Some of this data that you have

here was obtained on optically dense clouds which are hard to work

with. So I think below 97 km our data indicates that there is al-

ways turbulence, and we have found the following: If you Initially

lay out a filament, turbulence manifests itself immediately below

about 97 km and there is almost always a high shear in that region.

This may Just be fortuitous in the sense the t there always are

shears in this region and perhaps they are not associated with the

turbulence, but we feel that some energy is being fed out of the

shear region into the turbulent structure.

Zimm rman: In other words, if we assume that the turbulence below 97 km con-

sists of small scale eddies initially, what Is the smallest time

constant that could be measured before the take over of this turbu-

lent mechanism below 97 ki?

Hanring: We have a time resolution of about 2 to 3 soconds, and the turbu-

lence shows up Immediately.

Zimmorman: This checks pretty well with the numbers we have.

Stergis: Have you noticed any variations in the altitude at which turbulence

sets in as a function of latitude? The reason I'm asking this in

as follows: Some experiments made primarily by Meadows and Town-

send Indicate that at White Sands there is no molecular diffusion

apparent up to about 137 ka, but at Ft. Churchill, Canada, they

seem to find molecular diffusion as low as 105 ba, so there seem

le



to be sam latitude va aiatons. I wonder whether you have made

enongh firings at different latitudes to say anything about this.

Nearings: We have not. Vo have observed expansion from New Mexico below this

105 ha regIon* Someveor I oertainly don't think there is enough

data at the present time--the rocket program being what It Is--to

be called statistical.

Dubln: I'd like to ask Dr. Edwards about the early discussion with regard
(NASA)

to the vertical motion. There should be a time at which equilibrium

would set In for the different constituents as Zimmerman and Man-

ring have show. Whether the vertical motions could be said to be

real or whether they would be temperature or rocket velocity

affected is of interest. In particular, are these vertical motions

real or notp based on the various analyses you've made so far on

the various flights?

Edwards: As far as we know they're real. We have identified specific points

in the cloud from two or more stations and have made the calcula-

tions with very low residuals from the computer programs and have

plotted this as you saw in the diagrams.

D*Abin: This is not the question. I certainly agree that your plots and

computations are correct--your tracking and everything else is good.

The question is, are the motions representative of atmospherio

motions or do they represent a residual in the motion or expansion

or heating of the cloud itself?

Zimerman: I don't believe we have enough data to answer this question at the

moment. You have to know more about the atmospherse--whether or not

turbulence will carry mass upward at a greater rate than it would

carry it downward, if you're referring to some moohanism other than

the temperature expansion and bubble rise as Dr. Edwards hypothe-

sizes*

Edwards A more or loss microscopic look at the atmosphere in those altitude

regions In which we have clouds would be necessary it we are to know

the effect which the ambient has on the upward and downward motion

of the sepents of our Pirefly clouds. I'm not sure there Is enough

known about atmospheric conditions on this small a scale to

is



sepadeate fatmospheric effsets on the louds from the offop O

the *loud Itself duo to to tmperatue, the ceanstr detonaton and

so one

Dube Ia d 11k* to a 1me Zimman a question In the lat slide you

shoved so m omputations by D Champion and yourself n moloula

diffwsion* At hegho r altitude there was a ller dscrepn be-

tween tho and the data than at loer. Can you say that otu

gas kinote omputation of turbulone usin the diffusion esquaton

Ie adequate for this pressure-density ranae In the atmospherae

sinae the rae knetic computations do assume various conditions

such a the cross etionc for stattering l the'mean molecolar

voloesty, and various Interactions of this oture

Zimmerwan: W oll, I don't know If I can answer this too well at the moment--

dnrofar a I know D. Champion should answer the question. You

asked whether or not the cross sections involved an sieml

quantities tan be assumed to be those lven by the smple ktinti

theories for the molecular diffusion. I would say off-hand yes.

We have taken the dat for the number density and the emperature

at thse altitudes from rcket flights and this in essnle sives

an average for the culion in qestion Heance, an varlation ov

distance& small with respect to the averatging length wrill be more

or legi smoothed out. In this ase we can say our results show

what would be, if this were a molecular type of diffusion rather

than a turbulent mechanism.

Edwards : I believe Dr. Champion may have a comment on this subject.

Champion: Well, first of all I'd like to ask for a clarification of the

(APORL) question--it seems to me it wasn't clear whether the question was

in connection with the calculations of molecular diffusion or tur-

bulont diffusion. Could you clarify that, pleaser

Dubin: Basically what I'ro asking Is, can you asu that your classical

diffusion--your molecular diffusion equations--are valid in this

regime of gs kinetics?

Champion: 1hen the question is purely in connection with molecular diffusion?

3037



Obhnicns We're not aboolutely sure* but I oan toll you our feellng. We eal-

oulated the molecular diffusion by using thooetiol epiuaI

as givan in Chapman and Cowling plus experimental values for cross

sections for collisions between sodium and air. For oemisu and

air, I took the values for xenon and air beoeu.ti there wore no

crose aections given for cehus and air. Xenon has virtually tbo

some mass. The temperatures at these altitudes are within the

range In which these quantities were measured in the laboratory*

The pressres, of course, are lower. I can only say that it's the

beat that we can do--we think that the values are reasonably good--

it is quite possible if we had more Information we would revise them

a bit.

Dubint Ye, but your viscosity problem comes in bore too*

Champions i don't see how.

Dubins Well, one of the basic ways of masuring diffusion classically down

to pressures of a few millimeters is by a viscous technique in the

laboratory.

Champions Yes.

Dubin: And you have a different regime of kinematic viscosity here than

you have in any laboratory measurements.

Champion: No. This is not true at all. Por example, you know in previous

standard atmosphere studies values of diffusion coefficient In

viscooslty have been stopped at 90 ka. The reason for this was that

mean free paths then were becoming significant compared with

dimensions of aircraft and missil a and so on. However, as far as

the motions in the atmosphere we are concerned with are concerned,

the moan free paths are small coinpared to the dimensioms you are

considering and this is "eally the only factor that comes in. If

you're considering the motion of a missile through this atmosphoro,

yeu oouldn't use that kind of viscosity coefficient. As far as

motions In the atmosphere which Involves kilomters and hundreds of

kiltertor swo concerned, there is virtually no ohane.

3023
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DubIns No, Kay we put it nother waV? I guess we san't go Into tMts hn-

thew, but your time between collisions In the gas differ* conelder-

ably from wbt it would be down lower where you normally consider

the Chapman-Cowling relationshipo

Champion: Yes, but the time between collisions doesn't come Into the theory.

Edwards: Perhaps we should go on to other questions. Dre. Marmot

Karmot Save you taken photographs of these rises and drops that you ae
(OCA)

with interference filters to as* that you are looking at sodium-

cesiua? On what grounds can you Just discount that the aloud might

be Just particulate matter. It would be very tempting, you know# to

Just say that the effects were from particulate matter going up and

down and falling and so on,

Edwards: The photographs were taken through #87 Wratten filters which would

out out all radiation except the infrared. Of course, if the matter

is particulate and Is scattering sunlight in that region we wouldn't

know t'e difference. However, I don't believe that we are looking

at particulate matter; I think this is primarily the 8521 1 radia-

tion.

Marmo: But you don't have narrow band interference filter photographs to

show this

Edwards: Yes, we have them. We have photographed these clouds through inter-

forence filters which are approximately 100 1 wide at the half

power point.

Rosenberg: It is also the case that the optical density of the outer solids Is

considerably lower In most cases than that of the inner hot gas.

The inner hot gas is approximately a kilometer In diameter--with the

center located pretty well to one-half kilometer without much doubt.

Edwards: The particulate matter data that I was talking about this morning

has not been used in the calculation of position. Position calcu-

lations were made from the bright center core, waich grew wach

slower and lasted for 10 to 20 minutes.

Karmo$ Dr. Wright. you had sporadio Es natural sporadic Z, occurring at

the tine of the Betsy flight. You showed a slide In dich you

, 8e8.
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ijdlated oinidorsble eloetron density up to 301 *ntu b h

loagor do"e It so on? Did Betsy give you a longer laiting might-

time cloud thm other releases within the N-reglon?

Wright$ When you asked about the durations you were referring to the ol..a,

not the sporadic 3?

Nuzuo:l Too.
Wrihts Betsy lasted longer than a night-tim cloud but Betsy was, of

cout*, sulit after the first five hundred seconds, so It was

essentially a dawn cloud from then aft. And it did last a long

time. However, I don't believe that It lasted any longer than any

of the other dawn clouds.

maemo: Now long dltd those last, roughly? Was It 5 minutes or 10 minutes?

Wright: We observed It to about 3,000 seconds@

Marina: Probably 5 Mo. return, something like that?

Wright: Yes* Generally the dawn clouds tended to fade out of our antenna

pattern.

maeno: How about the truly night clouds--not ever lit by the sun?

Wright: The typical night cloud lasts approximately 1,000 seconds.

memoa: And you had none of those occurring when you had a sporadic N of

any kind, did you?

Wright: quite the contrary. Nearly all of the night clouds were In the

presence of strong sporadic 3.

Karma: We did some theoretical work on the night-time clouds at 105 and

103 ka and it appears that duratioens should be 200 moo with no

sporadic Be It's conceivable that whatever's causing the sporadic

Z might he enhancing this cloud.

Wright: There was only one night-time aloud In 1959--Oboe. Bo we don't

have much to compare 1959 with 1960 so far as night-time clouds are

coimernd, but the anout of sporadic 9 was distinctly less In

1959 than In 1960 and yet there's no Important difference between

the persistence of Oboe and the other night-time shots,

Zimemn: Have you tried correlating this with magnetic storms Impinging

upon the eoalh



ViIot I I have a slide that I o ioing to shoy toorrow that vill show

mount of menetic activity and solar activity and so forlh ft9f

both series& Over-al, one can say from the general level of mag-

notio and solar activity that the general level of ambient lonisa-

ton in the 3-region va larger in 1960 then in 1959.

0oGeans Has any thought been given toward coordinating one of tkase flights
(DOD)

with the appearance of a aurveillanoo-type satollite? For oxample

during daytime the backocatter for infrared or visible might be

appreciably larger than the forward scatter and we may be able to

better define the particulate volume from above than from below.

Wright: What Im the advantage of observing it from above rather than from

below?

Gerson: The baokaoatter croa section may be different than the cross

section of sunlight through the cloud as we see it from the ground.

There also may be additional absorption from the ground that we

would not get from an observatory located well above the cloud.

Kofoky: I really don't see how, if you're up above, you get anything differ-(eh,0Op. )
ent from what you got down below.

3ldridgo: If you look at the scattered flux coming from a cloud, being(Tooh.0p.)
Illuminated by the sun, and you're looking up at it, you're looking

at essentially 900 from the direction the light is coming onto this

cloud. If you get up on top and look down at it, you're still

looking at 900. The only advantage is that you don't have the

extinction of an atmosphere, but the scattered flux alone Is not

going to be any different.

S*4t



FILMU OT0NAM AND PHMUUM

Howard D. Edwards and John L. Brown

Engineering Experiment Station
Georgia Institute of Technolog

Atlanta, Georgia

FIAZ PHOTOGRAPBY

For most of the firings, the K-24 cameras ( ) were equipped with either Wratten or

interference filters to isolate various spectral lines or regions.

MaMIMTAL RESULTS

In Table 1 a stl-mry is given of the data obtained. The numbers 8521, 4555, 5893 refer

to interference filters with a transmission of 70% and a pass band of approximately 100 Rng-

stroms. The numbers 25, 15G, 58, 47, 35, and 87 refer to Wratten filters and the notation

above the filter number is the color transmitted. Pol V and Pol H denote polaroid filters

which are mounted vertically and horizontally in front of the camerac. The numbers in the

body of the table indicate the approximate number of minutes for which photographs were taken.

A dash in the table indicates that the ilter was not used on that particular firing.

DISCUSSIO

For those shots on which polaroid filters were used (notably Frances, Hedy and Lily),

the duration and intensity of pictures indicated that 'the scattered light coming from the

cloud was not polarized. Densitometric studies of Frances by the photographic technique(2)

(see Figure 1) show the same intensity for both vertical and horizontal arrangement of the

polaroid filters.

Relative intensities for Peggy, Susan, Olive, Lola and Dolly as observed from 5893

Rngstrom sodium radiation and 8521 Rngstrcm cesium radiation have been plotted by the photo-

graphic technique for tines of burst, 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes and.4 minutes.

(1) These caas are described in detail in another section of this report entitled "Positio,
Drift and Growth from Photograph" by H. D. Edwards, Georgia Institute of Technology.
(2) This technique vus perfected by Lt. bSith and Dr. Rosenberg of the Photocheaistry Labora-
tor, G0D.



Table 1: Spectrai Data (K-24 camersa)

Cs Cs No Red Yel Green Blue Purple IR No
No. Fiel 8t21 25 35 35 .81 P01 V Pci R Filter

1 catb, 1 0 - - 0 - - 4 - -
C

2 Betsy - 20 20 2 - - 20 - -

3 AMj 0 * - - 0 - - 2 - 2

4 uth 0 0 0 - - - - - - .

5 Gerta - 0 - - - - 1

6 )krgie - U 15 - 11 - - --

7 Irie - 1 11 - 11 5 - - 11-

8 oa - 4 4 - 4 - - 4 -

9 Zelda No data; daytime firing

10 Pegg - 5 12 - 6 - - 12 - -

11 Olive - 5 5 - 5 - - 10 - - -

12 Jeannie - 5 5 - 5 3 - - - -

13 Susan - 4 7 - 4 - 17 - -

14 Dolly 15 10 8 - - 5 - - 6

15 Janet - 1 o - - 0 - - 1

16 Bulda -- - 12 - -

17 Teepee Anne - - 0 - 0 0 - - - 0
1

18 Teepee Norm - - - - 0 - . .

19 C)rry - - --- -

20 Arlene - - - . . . ..-

21 Rena No data; daytime firing

22 Linda No data; was not observed

23 )kvis - - - . 4 0 1 1 -

24 Frances - - 1 - 1 1 1 -

25 Lily - - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 -

26 Bedy - - - 4 - 4 4i 4i 4 4 4 4f
27 Ida - - - * -_ ** ,

Betsy was visible for approximately 2 minutes. It then faded and bui3t up at the B + 4 to
6 min point vhen the solar horizon reached the Cs-Na.
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Itsintensity plots for Olive ae presented in Figures 2 and 3 and dn that the more

Intense centers of 5893 Angstromn radiation coincide with the bright centers for 8M1 Rugstraim

radiation. Iola and Susan are similar to Olive.

Pe gy, shown in Figures 4 and 5, Is somewhat different since the location of the most

intense sodium radiation is at the opposite end of the cloud from the intense cesium radiation.

011AL

Some encouraging results were obtained from photmetric studies of clouds and shockwaves

of the Firefly series in the fall of 1959 using the ORD 20" photometer. he primary drawback

to the instrumentation was slow response time and inability to rapidly interchange filters for

spectral measurements.

The entire photoeter system was modified for the Firefly 1960 series to eliminate

these drawbacks.

MELI~TZN OF Ewnum

The mounting and mirror system of the GID 20" photometer form essentially a reflecting

telescope on an altazinuth ouating with a photomwltiplier tube at the prime focus. The

mechanical modifications to the system provided a rotating filter wheel driven by a synchro-

nous motor at 600 rpm. The vheel contained 5 equally spaced openings near the periphery which

would accept 2" x 2" filters. Provisions were included for balancing the vheel to allow for

different types of filters. A mgnetic pickup recorded the wheel position on the final data

chart to allow correlation of filter and signal peak on the data chart.

Optical modification consisted of a simple telecentric lens system to provide a plane

wave front for nearly parallel transmission through interference filters. The constants were

such that the relative aperture of the photometer was not lowered, and maximm deviation from

parallelism of wave front and filter surface was only 7* for a 1 degree photometer field.

Electronic modifications included the use of photomultiplier amplifiers with loga-

rithmic amplitude response and better than 10 millisecond rise time. The output vas fed into

a model 1108 visicorder.

Both the Dumont 6363 and CBS 1002 photomltiplier tubes were used. Tese tubes haw

the 8-11 spectral response.

0
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Fo shockwavo studies %e Iphotcmtr vas amedn In acoviame with 1preWetd sut-

0levation f1e~s by UMin of gnel2aed circles an te It. Using a 1/2 &WMe field it Was
0 comsidereA unlike2y Utha the release vould ever occur In the field of iew. 2his prove to be

true. As the shokvwe no.e throu* the field of view Its mission vouli be rapidl sampled

bir the rotating filter wheel containing interfevenge filter.

For solar smatter masurements the pbotomter was aimed by a si~tIng telescope at thbe

brightest visible purt of the cloud. Sou filter vheel vas equipped with Vratten filterc to

sample various regions of the spectrum.

SOLARBUE RIBU'm

Each shot will be discussed separately.

(1) Frances. For this shot no filter. were useds the filter wheel was stationary In

the open position. Amplitude response versus tUse from burst are shown In FICA" 6.

(2) LU. Wratten filters non. 25,, 35, ii7, and 58 were used on this shot. Relative

amplitudes in the various spectral regions are shown In Figure 7. No response was recorded

from filter no. 25 since the photomtiplier tube has very low red sensitivity.

Lily was observed at an elevation corresponding to an optical air mass a a 1. Fromi the

solar spectral irradiance curves the ratio of M~iOO I to 5300 1 for a - 1 is approximtely 0.8.

These wavelengths correspond to the transmission peeks of Vratten filters nos. 47 A 58. s

initial amplitude ratio of these filter responses is about 1.0.6. This Indicates a hioher blue

response than the solar curve. A particle size analysis of the 5S 2 material shove that approm-

mrately 50% of the particles are loe than 1500 1 In size and therefore effective In scattering

at the blue end of the spectrum. This my account for the high blue response.

(3) B0Y Wratten filters nos- 25, 35, 117 and 58 were spin used and the results are

shown in Figure 8.

Te ratio of 4I7 to 58 filter response is 0.56 indicating & higher amplituto in the 53002

region then that of the solar curv. Inu particle size analysis for the ON wterial shows Use

size of greatest frequency to be around 2500 I with "% of the particles below 5600 A. flas

aso would be more effective In scattering In the ramg. covered by the Vfttten 58 filter.
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1960 releases m.r disapoInting front the viewpoint of mabockwave observations hen am-

pared to the 1959 series. We did not observe a single cleer distinct shock ring such as Va

observed on several of the 195 release*.

B ence the photuoter with Its narrow field of view and Interference fflters did not

hae an opportunlity to record mach In the way of shockaves, The only shot on which a possible

shockvave was observed was Amy and for it the observations are strange, 2m shockwave velocity

Is approxisately 1.0 km/sec vhich Is twice am fast as those observed in 1959. For the Amy fir-

Ing the filter'wheel van equipped with a filter. at 3900 Angstrom to isolate the N~i first

negative band and another at 41M0 Rngstroms to measure sky background near the 3900 band.

Two additional filters# one peeked for the oxygen green line at 5577 Rngstrams, the other for

background observations at 5360 Ingstroms, vere Installed in the filter wheel.

All filters were recording steady signals due to background prior to the shockvave

transit as shown In the first series of bars In Figure 9. During the shockwave transit the

awplified output from the filters varied considerably. Between B +O 1.1 see and B + 1.2 sec

the output from the 5577 filter alimost doubled as did that for the 5360 Ringstro. region. mhe

output from the 4120 filter and the unfiltered channel also increased. Between B + 1.2 sec

and B + 1.3 sec -there was a decline in output fro, the 5360 end 5577 filters as well. as the

open hole. However, output from the 4320 and 3900 regions shoved a rise. Between B + 1.3 sec

and B + 1.34 sec the output from the 412 Rugstrom filter Increased by 6 fold and the '5577 by

50% over its previous value.* The opening without filter shoved a decrease in output. obviously

the open hole could see more radiation than the 4120 filter, hence it Is concluded that the

34120 and 5570 signals were either spurious or of such short duration that the chang in inten-

sity took place in less than 1/100 sec. After B + 1.5 sec all filters returned to normal. back-

ground reading.

A wide angle unfiltered photometer was adjacent to the filter wheel photometer and

observed the am two strong peaks at appro3imtely B + 1.16 sec and B + 1.35 sec.

Cacuations(3) have shown that the oxygen forbidden transition at 5577 1 woujld likely

occur in the shockwve * In spite of the apparent agreement with theory, it is usarise to con-

clude that the 5577 radiation was present in the Axy release.* It Is hoped that 1961 releases

will clear saw of tae myteries which now exist In shockWve spectral characteristics.

(3) "lositica, Growth and Spectral DintrIbat~ce from Thtrp of FIref2y IM5 Obmndoal
Clouds,* ehnical Report No. 4# Ootrat N. AF 19(6A)-5 15 -Ain 19&0. X. D. Sftsrds.
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R. D. Ulvards

ninering eriment Statio
Georgia Institute of Technolog

Atlanta, Georgia

A hDuch and Lomb plane transmission grating with 600 grooves/m and blaed for a first

order wavelength of 5500 R was mounted in front of a 35 m ft movie camera. Me camera

was equipped with an f/1.1 50 m Nikon lens and ued Poyal-X Recording film. The grating and

movie camera vere used vithout a slit and hence the full imge of the firefly cloud VaS

focused on the film.

The equipment vas installed on the searchlight camera mount at site 7-2 and the camera

operated for about 60 seconds per firing at 4 frame per second.

XEMITA IUIMS

Spectrographic coverage was provided for all Firefly shots beginning with Gerta and

extending through Olive. Spectra were recorded for Jeannie, 3brgie, Lola, Peggy, Susan and

Olive.

The spectrogram taken of Peggy, Susan and Jeannie shov only a continum while those

for Jkbgie, Lola and Olive show several lines in addition to the continum.

Identification of the lines is in doubt due to misalignment of the grating.

No attempt has been mde to include prints of the spectrograms since the lines are

faint and reproduction vold undoubtedly be ineffective.

A detailed description of the spectrum as a function of time will be given for each

shot.

(1) sMa. The spectrum recorded for the buret frame (1/4 sec > time > o) shows a

continuum of medium intensity but no evidence of lines.

By the second frame (1/2 sac > tim > 1/4 sac), the spectrum became fainter. This

fading continues until the spectrum is very faint at 3 seconds after release but is still

visible for the duration of camera operati d or 6D0 seconds.

(2) Susan. The spectrum of the burst frame share a faint continuum with no lines.

The spectrum rapidly fades and Is no longer visible 1 second after burst.

(3) Jeannl,. W e spectrum of the burst frame shovs a brighl. contimam with no lines.

W4



Mw spectrum grown fainter with time and has disappeared by 5 "condo after burst.

(4) u . Mw spectrum of the burst from shows a bright continm as well as 3-6

beads or lines. Mw lie spectrum has disappeared by the second from or within the first /IA

second after burst. Mhe continuous spectrum remined for the duration of movie camers opera-

tion or 60 seconds.

(5) 1al. Me spectrum of the burst frame has a bright continum as well as 10-15

bands or lines. For the 2nd frome (1/2 sec > time > i/4 sec), the spectrogram shows the same

continuum and lines am for the first frame. y burst plus I second, the lies have disappeared

but the continuum remained throughout the observing time or 60 seconds.

(6Y Olive. The burst frme contains a continuum as well as two bright lines. By the

second frame, or within the first 1/4 second after burst, the lines have disappeared and only

the continuum reamiss. The continuum diminishes in intensity and disappears by burst plus 2

seconds.

DISCUSSION

In comparing our crude but short exposure time spectra with the more refined but long

exposure time measurements made by Dr. C. D. Cooper of the Utiversity of Georgia (1 ) and re-

ported to the Firefly group in October 1960, a number of interesting differences are observed.

The exposure time for our spectrograms was less than 1/4 second and the camera operated

at 4 frames per second whereas Dr. Cooper's spectra were obtained with exposure times greater

than 10 seconds.

on the six firings for which we have comparable data, the two sets of data are not in

complete agreement.

For )krgie we observed a bright line spectrum as well as a continuum for the first 1/4

second. Thereafter, we observed only the continuum, or solar scatter. Dr. Cooper observed

only the continuum.

For Lola we observed line spectra for the first 1/2 second and thereafter only the

continuum. Again Dr. Cooper observed only the continuum or solar scatter.

For Peg, Susan and Jeannie we observed only continuum whereas Dr. Cooper reports lines

due to No and Cs and bands due to A10.

For Olive we observed two bright lines during the first i/ second and thereafter only

(1) See report by Dr. Cooper in this publcation.
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tUe contium. Dr. Cooper food~ lime from Cs adNa as vell as buds of AlO kt very llttle

solar scatter.

*frther atUqts will be umd to 1dLntify our spectral 11nes an the results compare

to Dr. Cooper's ad othber spectral data.

IO ?
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C. Deway COSPes

Physics Deparmt

VUtiveasity of Georgia

ABBTRAJCT

Spectrograms of the PW and TEO releases show the resonant lines of modiuai oemium

and In some oases lithium. £10 Is deteoted in saw of the releases and the bands are assign-

ed to theA 2 ~ 2 -PXY transition. Relative Intensity masurements of the oesius 45M

and 4593A lines indicate that the excitation of these line to not entirely due, to resonant

scattering.

1. UQUXPIZW

Releases of ohemicals in the upper atmosphere may be studied by the light which

they suit or scatter. Bpeotrogrm of the observed light can provide information relative to

the comiposition of the ambient and the products resulting from the releases. fp~otrographa

which use slits provide the maximum spotral inf orzmtion',but their total light gathering power

is limited by the entrance slit. The following speotrographs were used in the stated spectral

regions a visible - f/lee camera lens with a fixed 50 mioron slits visible$ auroral type, f/o9s

Sohmidt type camera lens with an adjustable slits and in the ultraviolet - f/2.5 cmesra lens

with a fixed 50 micron slit. Telescopic leases were used to imge the light on the slit and

the field of view was about one-half of a degree. For the earlier experiments an attmpt to

use the auaroral spectrograph as a spectrometer failed to record the desired spectra.

2e MaRXITWAL RNOSUT

A* Spectra of Rocket Releases.

Spectrographic coverage was provided for all of the night or twilight releases.

%*ca wore recorded for NO or TUC releases only.' All other releases failed to produce a

detectable exposure on the speotrograaihio film. Fran a visual cbservationthe glow which

persisted for rbout two minutes for AzW should have been recorded by our epectrogreph If line

or bad smiseions were predominatse 2he failure to detect a epeetries Indicates that the glow

represents a ematium. 1ke observed spectral line for each rocket ane show In table 19

2015
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Lolao x

Lola66546 6160? 6805
Foggy x z z x z 8150 6220 0360

31 z x x5845 6260
jeamil. x z x x x x x 6203 6360

Susa x z z Z z x

DoUy x x x z z Li 8708

Betsy x x x x

The resonant lines of coesita sodium# and lithium were to be expected from preceding oxperi-

ments if the &tons were present In the release. The appearance of the AID bands confirms an

earlier observation1 of a band at 4850k which was tentatively "ssigned to A10. The use of 1

and 2 ma slits on the auroral spectrograph favored the recording of bends or owitinua and pro-

duced throe groups of the A10 bands an shown in Fig. 2. lighit different vibrational bands are

observed. The £10 4642 band as observed with the 50 micron slit spectrograph is shown in Fig.

1 for the Susan release. Al0 radiation was observed for a period of 3.5 minutes following

the burst.

Generally the f1I.S visible spectrograph with the 50 micron slit was used to pro-

vide relative intensity data f or various atoic lines. For Jeannie, a Kodak Type, l0S&-0

film was used and the results show the 4555A, 4593A@ and 3876A cesium lines to havis the re-

lative, intensities 15, 5, end 1, respectively. Usuallys Type 105k-F film was employed end

the first exposure of 5 minutes was followed by sucoessive exposures of 2 minutes each. The

intensities, on an arbitrary scale, of the observed lines are presented In Table II for

3Project Firefly 1959, Plart Is Optical Studies. 06esPbys Research Directorates 0020C, ARDC6
Sedord, NasS., Page Flo
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04444 447 4 62 0. 3.5
O44T-064 15 5 S0
04-041 26 5 .00
0451-045 57? 8 4.6

OLIVE
0448-0447 6 4 2 105 200

SUMSN
04,0414,7 22 9 6 .1 3.4 2.0
044-04149 18 9 4 3.0 2.3
0449-0451 26 10 1.d 5.00
0451-455 10 3? 008

DOLLY
0422-0428 10 14 4 0,7 5,5
042&6.431 7 19 4 0.4 4*7
0431-O4 4 27 002

bntensity data cmot be obtained fron the speotrogrem tWnm with the wroral

spectrograph beoause the lines of interest are strongly overenposedt Bomur, it cm be slid

that for the first 30 seoonds on Susan the total radiation from the A10 bWads is greater than

that from either of the visible osoium or modim lines.

The three low altitude reloaseos. Ihargle bfrie, and Lola sbo 0ml o2antiia tuoh

appear to be solar soatter. Definite2y, Lola aoted primarily as a solar soattoror a is In-

dioated by the strong Iramuoter lines in the properly exposed speotrogrom, Over oposwo am

both Marie and lkrgie prevents the distinguishing between a oontiam and solar matter l 4

the first two or three minutes. It is of Interest to note that onsuiderable solar smee "er w"

observed from Foggy along with resonaoe radiation from ML nd Cs. Nemv Oe U sk wi

only 4 )a higher shows very little solar sm.tter, s0 Fig. S.

aferring again te Table Is w see that additional speetm a lne or beads we

sell
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dws"d for Pony and Jeianae Qt Mwe lina reodiod the 5445a M10 and 63Mk Han a,

obeerved on both spoetooam, Sno error in the wavelangthe of hen Lines does not emsad

3. Spectra of Ground Test Releases of M Al and 0o o

Ike John Brea of Georgia Tech obtained spectra of various exploosiw Al # G test.-

tp releases during the experimental gound testing progaem. We "aidd In the amlsis of

thos spectra. Our combined efforts show that the test role&se did not produce, a spectrum o

Lnitsed oaut as reported earlier by Arthur D). LittleS . Arthur D. Little hat rechoohnd

their spectra. and found that their original spectra assignments were incorrect and only Cal

lines were obtained. In the earlier report, they bad noted that there VMS insufficient

energ' available from the chemioal reaction to produce the excited cesium lons.

The spectra obtained in the tasts show that levels within 0.2 o.y. of the ionisa-

tion level of oeslum are exoited therefore, we can conclude that cesium ions would be form-

ed in the explosion, but there is no evidence for the existence of excited cesiun ions

8. DISCUSSION

The recorded rosomant lines of sodium, cesium, and lithium serve to show wthemr

thes substances were present in their atomic states. Relative intensity nsuremnts of

various atoo lines can be used to check on the type of excitation mechanism Involved*

According to the known f values the intensity ratio of the 4555A and 4593Ak lines should be 4

to 1. Successive exposures for the sme rocket show that the relative intonsity, of the"e two

lines is about 2 to 1 for the first five minutes and gradually increases with time to about 5

to 1. For Dolly and Susan the 4555L line increases in intensity for the last exposure (se

Table rI) and the 4593A line is barely detectable. At first might it would seem that the data

on the first exposures could be interpreted to mean that the cloud is dense en owth to absorb

and scatter all of the 465U5 radiation which enters Lt. This hpothesis break down honovor

we note that the intensity of the 4855A line is not as great as that of the sodiua 5898 line.

If all of the available 4558 radiation was scattered, the intensity of this wavelength should

be much greater than that of the 6893A line because about 95% of the 5895 solar radiation is

absorbed by the sun's atmosphere and a Cos 455 Fraunhofer absorption line has not been ob-

2Projo firefly 1960a Part II, Geophysics Research Directorate, £100, ADC, Bedford,

)ssaohusetts.
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served s solar raWation. A satisfactory o p2lstion of *hm recorded variation In rela-

tiv lntensitos with tim is not readily available, but the data indlcte that the

olittonu moseheani tot the blue lines of easium is only pertly due to resomnt scatter-

In*.

The appearance of A10 bends shows that 10 is often a by-product of US

alaminu. ossin nitrate reaction. The persistence of this radiation for 3 r 4 minutes

Indicates hat it results from a resonant scattering of uimlisot. The observed bands are

the 0O,0 10S 0,1 1,2s 32; 2,1; 3,21 and 2,3 bends of the A 2 :k- X 2 5 transition,

If chemioal releases can be planned which will release prifril7 AlO, thn its spectrum can

be used to determine the tmpqrature of the upper atmosphere. A spootrograph with sufficient

dispersion to resolve the rotation lines can be used to determine rotational line intensities.

Those data can be used to determine the temperature for the rolese altitude*

From a practical point of view, the trail of solid fuel rockets which use aluninim

should be ohooked for the presenoe of AlO.

Mst of the red lines which were observed for Peggy and Joeanni are still unassign-

ed. Two of the line8s 650r A and 6360A ar assined as the oxygon red lines which arn

usually observed in the night air glow.

slls,
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Near Jafrared. Photometry of Artificial Clouds

Radiation Effects branch
Thermal Radiation Laboratory

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Summary Prepared by.-

Ralph 0. Eldridge*
Technical Operations, Inc.

Burlington, Mass.

John D. Arnitage, Jr.**
Radiation Effects Branch

Thermal Radiation Laboratory
AFCRL, Redford, Mass.

and

J. H. Taylort
J. 3. Freymouth

J. L. Street.
Southwestern at Memphis

Memphis, Tesm.

The brightness of solar illuminated artificial

clouds as a function of time Is presented. The

spectral region of observation is 0. 8 to 2. 3 micronsI

wavelength. The attempt to Infer a spectral change

with time restuts In approximating that which would

result with or from a rising sun.

*Supported by Contract AF 19(604)-6140, Thermal Radiation Laboratory, ArCRL.

**A snore complete technical report on this data Is being prepared by Project ?674,
"Thermal Radiation from Nuclear Weapons", for submissions to the Defense Atomic
Support Agency (DAsh.

tThis research was supported by Contract AF 19(604)-49S3, Thermoal Radiation
Laboratory, AFCRLI funded by the DAMA through Project 7674. "Thermal Radiation
from Nuclear Weapons". A comprehensive report is available In the Qwarterly

4 Staftt Report dated 1 January 1961.
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Measurements of the near Infrared radiation from artificial clouds above 100 Kma

altitude were made during Prnject Firefly by Project 7674, "Thermal Radiation from Nuclear

Weapons and Environmental Effects." Data were obtained by two groups: the Radiation

Effects Branch of the Geophysics Research Directorate (John Armitage**) and Southwestern

at Memphis (Dr. John Taylorl.

The Geophysics Research Directorate team used a radiometer built by Technical

Operations, Inc. This Instrument employed a PbS detector which viewei the artificial cloud

through a 60-in "Search Light" optical system. The collecting optics and the 1-in square

detector were so configured that the field of view was 2. 4 degrees. Provision was made for

rotating a series of transmission filters between the detector and the 90 cps chopper assembly.

The radiometer operated by Southwestern at Memphis used a 10 by 10 mm PbS

detector, and a 60-inch focal length mirror system resulting in a square field of view of

0. 372 degrees on a side. Transmission filters were also introduced in front of the PbS

detector.

Figure 1 shows the detector-filter spectral response of the Geophysics Research

Directorate radiometer. Figure 2 shews the response of the Southwestern at Memphis

rudiometer with 2. 2 precipitable centimeters of water considered as an additional filter.

OhACrved Brightness Dmat

The observed near infrared radiation data are plotted as brightness (watts cm "Z

ster-') as a function of time (in seconds) fronk release of the cloud material. The reduction

of the energy to a brightness represents an approximation because no consideration has been

given for the extinction of the radiation by the intervening atmosphere or the fact that most of

the "clouds" did not fill the instrumental field of view of 2. 4 0 for at least the first 50 seconds

of existence; and in some cases not until 200 seconds had elapsed after release. This

situation Is not true kn the case of the data observed by Southwestern at Memphis since their

radiometer had a smaller field of view. Jack Taylor approximated the atmospheric path by

assuming the presence of 2. 2 cm of precipitable water and applied this to his filter factor

corrections.
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The brightness measurements for poin electron clouds BE= sad idQiLaro

presented in Figure 3. It has been Indicated that /MJMliLbecame sulit after about 500

seconds. The physical parameters of both clouds are similar and It appears that their

brightness will approach samilar values at about 1000 secoads. The briahtness of 1q& a

"trail electron cloud" Is als. included for visual comparisn.

The separation of an artificial cloud late distinct parts is Illustrated by the

brightness measurements of py" Frigure 4. Inspection of some photographs indicate this

is not an uncommon occurrence. The definition of the "head" of this cloud as distinct from its

"ta1" is more obvious in infrared photographs. The brightness of the tall appears to decay at

a regular rate, whereas the head appears to grow in brightnestj after 250 seconds. The

photographs show the 'head and tall" become distinct after about 45 seconds and the head grown

in brightness after some 100 seconds. The "Tall" section fills the field of view of the Instru-

ment after the first 60 seconds. Ito only after about 200 seconds that the "head" approaches

a sine that will fill the field of view. This is considered the reason for the rather abnormal

changes In brightness of the "head" section of the cloud.

In the next Figures, 5 and 6, the brightness observation of MiE by the radio-

meters operated by GRD and Southwestern are presented in that order. Refering new to

Figure 5, a rather interesting phenomena results as the dbud passed nearly between the moon

and the observing point. The artificial cloud appears to separate Into two parts after about

250 seconds, and after a lapse of 300 seconds, one section drifted into close proximity to the

moon. This cloud exhibits an increase in brightness which can be a&ibuted to the forward

scattered flux from the moon. Inspection of the change in brightness with time indicates that

the contribution of the forward scattered flux is becoming evident at least at a time of about

ZOO seconds.

The brightness measured by Southwestern while observing M&Mis shows In

Figure 6. Without formal knowledge of the precise portion of the cloud which was being

observed, it appears that this Instrument was viewing the brighter portion which passed near

the moon.
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The brightness of several types of artificial particulate clouds are plotted in

Figure 7. Of particular Interest is DL a cloud composed of Cadmium Sulphide (Cdi

material. It m hoped that it would exhibit a solar -luminence phenomena at about 1 micron
wavelength. JiLL[ composed of 2 micron A12 03 particles, was to be used as a comparison.

It is true that i the near infrared they exhibit a different brightness and decay rate. However,

because of the difference in altitude of the release of the particulate matter and the decay rate,

of the brightness, any comparison is tenuous. The brightness ofFCIS and LU&are

reasonably simefar. 2&is alon included for visual reference because of its uniqueness. The

spectral relationship between LLL and HEJMY Is discussed later.

Again the difference in instrumentation and observation techniques is obvious when

one compares the data obtained by Southwestern at Memphis in Figure 8 with the previous

Figure. The rapid decay in the first 30 seconds seems characteristic of much of the data

observed by Southwestern during the initial stages. With a field of view looking at about

1125th the area of the ORD radiometer, the Southwestern instrument probably observed

different portions of the cloud which may account for the appearance of noisy datum about the

smooth curve.

The Symposium directive requested the determination of the fading rate. Figure

9 depicts some fading rates for a variety of artificial clouds. These cover about two decades

and any one curve is approximate only within a facter of about i 2. If the cloud Is dissipating

fast, It is located near the top of the chart. HEDY undergoes quite a change. For the first

100 seconds, Its fading rate decreases until suddenly the cloud starts to fade quite rapidly.

As was mentioned earlier, an attempt to discover any spectral changes with time

would be made. The relative change In the ratio of the infrared (1.2-2.3 p wavelength) to the

red (0. 8-1. 05 1A wavelength) is used as an indicator. The brightness for all spectral regions

was reduced by a filter factor derived from two measurements of the moonts reflected sunlight.

These filter factors are considered the best for this purpose because the detector is looking

at a source of reflected light, that is fromthe sun, which is transmitted through a similar

atmospheec path. It is appreciated that the albedo of the moon and the artificial cloud may

not be Identical, but the difference is considered a second order effect compared to using a

non-sunlight source withbut a realistic atmospheric path.

313,
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The ratio of MIRED is plotted for the last 600 seconds of BZTEY on the bottom

of Figure 10. As it can be seen, the radiant energy becomes more red with time. The dash

curve following the same trend is the relative spectral change for the same filters observing

the sky background. The three curves at the top of the Figure show the change In brightness of

the sky background for JQJA,. The five sky background measurements made before and after

an observation of artificial clouds show a remarkable consistency which lends confidence to

using an average sky background and thus a relative spectral change for sky background.

The difference between the ratio of IRIRED for BETSY i not considered

significant.

Figure 11 shows the brightness measurements observed for various "clouds" at

various times which have been subjected to the same filter factor corrections as previously

described. Measurements of the sky brightness before each of the cloud observations are

plotted on the left ordinate. Two conclusions may be inferred from these data: (1) the

brightness of point electron clouds formed from 80 kilogram load exhibit about 2-3 times

the brightness of a cloud formed from 18 kilogram load; and (2) that the gross spectral change

in time conforms with the sky background.

In spite of a full moon during MARGIE, the sky background is within the normal

referred to above. The cloud brightnesses have also been modified with the moon filter

factors with the results shown in Figure 12. Here is the only consistent (though not true

significant) deviation in the relative spectral change between the IR and RED. It may be

interesting to speculate that the forward scattered light from the moon by the "head" cloud

indicates a shift toward longer wwelengths, whereas the "tail" assumes charactezistics of the

sky background.

In Figure 13 the brightness for MARGI& as measured by both radiometers in the

near Infrared spectral region is plotted as a function of time. The ratio of IRIRED is also

lI= luded for visual comparison. The agreement is quite good considering the Southwestern at

Memphis data has been corrected with an assumed representative atmospheric absorption, and

"a difference in the instrumental fields of view. U an equivalent atmospheric absorption was

applied to the GRD data, it would be moved upward by a factor of 3 or 4.
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The brightnesses for M and " Figure 14, have bew subjected to Oe sere

filter factor as previously mentioned. These data show a rather good Interpal consistence.

The ratio of IRRED also appears to be consistent with the change In sky background.

Again the brightness data of HEDY observed by ORD with the Tech/Ops built

radiometer and the radiometer operated by Southwestern at Memphis is shown for vsuhl

comparison in Figure 15. The correlation is reasonable when coesideratio is ives to the

difference n observation techniques and the uncertainty attendant the evaluation of the effect

of the atmospheric path.

Any conclusions which might be drawn from this preliminary analysis of the data

mtst be tempered with cautionor be considered speculative. Howevor, a few points seem

obvious. The brightness measured in the near infrared spectral region is primarily solar

scattered energy. Also because these artificial clouds are quite nebulous, the effect of sky

background cannot be discounted, even when the field of view of the radiometer is filled.

Finally, any examination of spectral changes can only be liderred because of the wide spectral

regions observed by the bandwidth of the filters.

Just prior to presentation of the data at the Symposium, I was informed that the

data observed by Southwestern at Mqmphis required a correction of a factor of w. Therefore

the brightness curves in Figures 6 and 8, and those labeled SAM in Figures 13 and 15 should

be raised by this value.
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SPfoT du PAXM DISaCU CK

Panel MeA*0l:
as B. I1t Devies
0. Oldembewg APORL
C. D. Oooper Vniv. of Gao8, 5i~vezaln Dt]lL, Lohiffa 300P111

H* D, dwarft Oa Tach.
N, V. Rosenberg AV=
T. P. Karkhm AFO
J, street aS, V. Memphi
Re Eldridge Teoh. Op,

Bolt3 I should like to ask Street whether he got any signals oowespaoM.

Ing to burst Itself on any of these releases? Were you ever

directly enough on the burst to pick -p anything?

Street: At first, before we decided to stay off the cloud and look for a

shook wave, we did obtain some data of the burst itself. Howevor,

for the later shots we did not obtain data at bwst,

3ib: How about the other IR group? Did you get anything on burst Itself?

Your acceptance angle was wider, so you might have been on burst

sme of the time. Nothing corresponding to burst signal?

Eldridge: We did not.

Bolt: Did you feel that your sensitivity in the Infrared at the resonance

line of ,osium was sufficient so that you would pick up a groat

deal of the 8521 2 radiation from the point releases? You had one

filter that passed this wavelength, I believe,

Bldridge: At 8521 2 the sensitivity is down; actually, there was no way of

telling because the filter band was too vildeo

Bolt: I sees Would you have any commt as to what your ultimte sensi-

tivity was in that wavelength range? We do not have a lot of data

fro other measuremonts in that range.

Eldridge: The radiometer built by Technical Operations, In., and operated by

ORD has a measured onsitivity of about 1o5 z 10 - 7 watts to a blaok

body at 2700K. Howvor, the important point to rmmber is that

both radiometers were baocgroumd limited, The data iaoh I

presented (Figures 10, 11 and 12 In the written version of tha

report) gives the masurod briettnoss of the background before and

N40



attear tha oeiL jatlo of the parsit late oloafto

2it: We ndit ask Pitzooes Odmbeuig It be has sa sasnt saneen8ag

to esos@l UM of observations we ae making* I peneaUy om a

little oe rned about the cme we do eursolves, and I suppose aot

of tiw people have are sialilaly oomerned, beomse we hav avail-

alo a huge mbor of quanta ocang from those various releases m

so tr we have not boon very suseesatul in obtaining reords an

them. Do you have any suggestion on toohnIqos or proedures?

Oldebesg: WO have soon In this meeting quite a tow photographs of spectra and

quite a fow direct imaslo through Interference filters. I would

like to know what the speotrum taken at the ground f s ample OR-

plosio with a good speotrograph looks like; in other words, I

would like to know whether the line are very persistent and

whether they could be separated by Interference filters, or whether

these lines ao mor or less covered by a molecular backgrond.

3olt: Perhaps Dr. Fisher would have some comsent on that.

Fisher: Jcbn Paulson and John Broun opo out to Downey and a lot of charges
(Aoo jet)

were fired. We only prepared these charges and I haven't soon the

data so I think Dr. Paulson ought to answer the question.

Paulson: Dr. Cooper has the data.
(AFOlL)
Coopers The spectra are grossly overexposed generally. Where there are no

bands showing up there is a background oontinuun and the spectral

lines are defnitely those of oeslim neutral.

UdWards The shots were made In sunlight so the spotrograph was looking "ut

through a hole in the wall Into sunlight and then superiaposed on

the resulting ooatinum was the burst Itself* We obtained a very

dark speotimt as Cooper indicated, but an the edges you could see

enough of the linse to match up with the noutrtl siu spootum as

found In the oesium lap.

Cooper: os that's true, but there was no evidence of any molecular spectra

actually showing up.

Rosenberg# Does that Include last year's spectra which were pehas made in So

dak ra er than in sunlight?

S..



Coopers I hae ony imm soCmrlV" r Ltyw y~nOoep'J~s Z i oan N O .mel sepoert /hn 1t yew~'s spiewa I

en ommus that those se n to be ootImine ba*olOmd bUt t

W band apootra

bit, S Te ~ from the previous you weo aotm Y10 ad0 during day,.. t

eonditms, but not In terribly bwlit sunlight*

Rosenbergs In the *leds which broke in two or which bad two very different

.oIU ag senmts (Con rather fussy In outlin, ao, rathe clear out

in outlin) is there any way of disti ishIng; whether oMe of thIs

is largely ce0lom radiation and the other one continuum from solar

scatter from solids? Speoifically, Peggy had one seotion with a

rather sharp edge, another section fussy edged, and Marge broke

into two, again with a fussy edged unit and a sharp edged unit.

There are 20 kilograms of aluminum oxide around somewhere. Where

In it? Would any of the panel want to conment on this?

Cooper: I might comment on Peggy. Immediately following the burst our

spectrograph was looking at the white section of the cloud that I

believe Is the section that the sodium was in. We observed sodium

absorption for 20 seconds, then we got weak emission for another

exposure on the spectrograph. Then we svitohd with the spectro-

graph and tried to follow the cloud which had the strong eoslum in

it (using the snooperacopo which was picking up the Infrared radia-

tion to guide on), but with the spectrometer we stayed on the white

cloud because there was no snooporecopo tracking provided for It.

The spectrometer then would show the sodium and aluminum oxide.

argle we tracked both clouds with the spectrometera switching

after about 30 or 40 seconds to the weaker cloud, and tM re was no

indication of aluninum oxide. Howewv, there Is sma er atie be-

havior which I believe may have come from an overloading of the

olootrometer. This data has not been completely reduoed, but there

was no Indication on kargie of the sodium, eoslum, or elumiumm

oxide*

Holt: Nov, to discuss further P ofessor Oldenberg's question# I aink that

Dr, Roe enberg had In mind when tiking to me the other day doing

om



ewef. oewres'3mm along the line thast you isentimeds wih ts

Idea at trying to 4tummne lat the specto an the avg fede~o

mom of the"e eases Is Ike, as momn as we have the peapoe d-

most set up fox doing Ito It Is quite difficult to lnterpret the

asetrossopie Intonmation obtained In Firstly release* besmuse you

are usually taking specotra In the prsemce of baekground iUhish Is

lafger then the signal you want to seasure. Whi complicates

things a good dals because If you widen out your aoceptanee afgle

so you get the ihols cloud you move than proportionately increase

7~1 baekgwM If you narrow It down 70u will be looking only at
a small portien of the aloud and the question arises as to which

portion are you looking at and how are you going to track all your

equipiment. Same work was tried using filters on TV units but It Is

a diffieult experimental problem,

I wonder If we could turn to one other thing. Dr., Silvermian mdght

have so estimates a to what happened to all the ceoal= we have

been letting go based on his evaluation of negative results from

field stations.0

Silverimans Really# I haven't got the estimates of how little the field measure-

ments would detoot. At Aaarunento Peak ft re were a Load many of

the tWIlgat spectra taken with the 455.5 filter and these were all

negative& but I have not calculated what the concentration carves-

ponding to a negative, result would be. In Mexico results were

also negative but there were only two or three spectra taken at

twlight thereo P eru again was negative, so I can' really give

you an estimate at this point on sinaus quantities that would have

been there*

Solt I levels were certainly lower than naturally present soditu, thouuk?

8ilve*= Tom.

Oldembers Doesn't Whs experiment depend upon the wind? Thus It would be

necessary to ceck the am observations over and over again ad

easianelly oft may get a strong effect.

ell



* Emi: T., that Is what we had hoped, We had about a dosos coaim re-

loases mnd we bad hoped that aIt least one tim therwe would be the

proper wind going In the right direction to take mom of It over

one of the observing stations, which were fairly widely spread

geographically, Of course, it Is not only the direction of the

wind, but how fast the wind Is that Is Important, becamse If It

blew the cloud by at mom time other than sunrise or sunset the

flash doesn't appear*

Bilvewmn: On the photometric filter results which Dr. Solt showed, there was

a 4552 filter and a #87A filter (which passed up 8521 A probably).

As I remember, If prior to the burst you have a given level of

455 to then past burst a new level established which is above the

extrapolation of the prebuast level.9
0

Bolts At miost wavelengthe the enhancement occurs. At 4~55 A on the par-

ticular' shot discussed, ve did not have a preburst reading, unfor-
0

tmnately. We didn't have the recorder on the Zi,5S A photometer.

The ones that we did racord the burst on were the #16 filter

(which Is a deep yellow) and a couple of units with no filters.

Silverman: On the records of Jeannie that you showed, didn't you have data of

this sort?
0

Holt: Yes, but not the wavelength 1$ As

Silverman: Can't you measure the difference above the level, for example,lbrt

the #87A filter showed us an compared to normal twilight results,

and thus estimate the additional level due to the cloud?

3olt: We do have some data from which we can enstiumte It*

Silversman: If the #874 filter is measuring 8521 2 radiation, the oscillator

strength for this transition is greater by a factor of approxiamately

5or moare than for 455 1, so I would like to ask you If this

would be enough to then make the cloud optically black at 852l
0

but not at 4555 A? If 8o, iwe tUS cloud moves Into the Sunlight

your decrease in 8521 I intensity might be equivalent to the

resonance absorption effect that you got In sodium. If It Is, then

peesibly you can use this to get some information on numer density



tm te daft tabes together idt the Inceased level oft9

311Ma IMs 15 very good suggestionm we will try to do this* One romiom

tOat the Saftowd ad of the curve goes dams rather them up (anl

the others for visible wavelength@ go up) Is simply that these Is a

OWa In the build-up of the Infrared backgrouad as daylight cm

ono We were measuring at the Intermediate time durinag which the

bOlue baekground Is already built lop or Is building up very, very

vapidly# and just before the Infrared section starts building up.

I *hInk your suggestion that the aloud may have been optic ally black

at 8521 1 Is certainly possible.

sobif:s I would like to ask Dr. Idwards whether an any of the nighttime POO

tests he has data on the sodium and cesium relative Intensities*

Adwardsi On the nighttime releases we had very a, hort exposure time.* We

haven't run the densitometric studies on the one or two tursts we

have, but there Is neto much data.

Sohiffs I think that would be very interesting Information to have If we

could get It. One other question to Dr. Cooper. In the case of

the AlO, where you bad three vibrational levels, Is there any Nense*

to asking what Is a vibrational temperature here?

Coopert I think not on vibrational temperatures since this Is resonant

scattering of sunlight In this case. Mttink there Is good possi-

bility of probably setting up and getting rotational temperature :in

another shot. On one of these releases the A10 radiation Is

Initially ten time stronger than cesium and towards dawn I think

you could get enough Intensity to use sufficient dispersion to get

a temperature determination.

Sohiff: In the nighttime shots there was no continuum at all, I gather.

Rosonberg: This Is one of the saddest features of the series this year, In that

on all of the nighttime shots there was between 3 and 5 minutes per-.

sIs tenoe at a low intensity level and some sort of continuum, As

Copr points out It was not sufficiently Intense to shmw up~ on the

speotrogrophe, but the fact that It didn't show implies that It was

a cntina or bends rather than a line structure* We will have to



go after tisd with more sensitive oquipomt, but It was ver

frustrating standing there and pointing equipment at somethin that

an eyeball gould see and have these very expensive Instrmnts ig-

nore it completelyo

Nolt: That oomnnt really strikes home to all of us, I think. I bells

that alU that we can say in our own defense is that if we can have

more shots we oan probably do better.

Bdwards: I also say that an eyeball may be cheap, but it in still one of the

best optical instruments that I know of. We stuck a transmission

grating in our pocket and put it in front of an Iymo movie camera

without slits and ran the thing at I4 frames per second during some

of these shots. As I described it# we did this in rather hurried

fashion so we have some problems mainly in identifying the bands

and lines that we saw. But we have some data that perbaps supple-

ments that which Cooper has mentioned. His spectra were taken at

about burst plus 10 seconds, and beyond. I'm talking about spectra

during the first one-fourth to one-half second. On Margie we la ve

some three to six lines or bands unidentified at the present times

but I feel fairly certain that a couple of them are the blue lines
0 0

of cesium at 4555 A and 4593 Ao These occurred for the first one-

quarter second of the cloud's life. Thereafter we have only the

continuum which Cooper found on his spectra. On Lola we have some

10 at 15 bands or lines during the first one-half second. There-

after we have Just the ocntinuum. Peggy, Susan and Joannie show

only the continuum from the beginning until sixty seconds or so

whereas Cooper found sodium, cesium, and aluminum oxide. On Olive

we find twq rather sharp lines during the first one-quarter second

and a continuum tbereafter. I think these are again the cesium

blue lines. Cooper found cesium, sodium and aluminum oxide. I

believe that our grating mounting probably made the sodium D line

fall off scale. I think that we probably also have the blue lines

of cesium and som of the aluminum oxide bands in these shots an

which we saw spectra.

Joss



er: I wented to point out that the sodium was in the torward end of the

charge, and it would have been enveloped in the reaction produot

about 70 microseconds aftr the tims of Initiationg that it would

have boe dropped in an axial direction and probably thrown n the

direction that the nose cone was pointing. Also some of the time

this sodiuu nitrate was alone and scaotmss it had a reducing atmos-

phere of aluminum with it, and I wanted to know if this made any

differenca to anybody.

Idwards: Bounds to me like n Pe that it was in the wrong end. We had

sodim at the bottom end of the cloud and according to the way I

understood you it would have been the top end. Is that rightf

Fisher: $ the orientation were such that the nose cone were pointed up.

It didn't go back the other way having been hit on the bottom, I can

assure you.

Edwards: I don't know where the rocket was, I "sume it was going up.

Holt: Another question here?

Doddt In light of Dr. Edward's report I have been thinking that the

posaibility of using an objective prism or grating at the very

instant of burst might give some Information on the initial spectra

and help Dr. Oldenberg in his comments. At the very beginning even

with a larger instrument when the cloud has a size of some fraction

of a kilometer I think you should be able to get fairly good

resolution.

Bolt: I might simply coment here that we tried a similar technique last

year on Firefly 59 with a prim and I think a grating was tried by

Millman last year. We always do try to tgke care of this possibil-

ity of getting spectra while the cloud is still behaving more or

less as a point source. It seems like our greatest weaknesses come

later In the cloud development, because then we a"e dealing wit4 a

very tenuous cloud in tremendous background and so the problem. are

much more severe. We need both kinds of data, you are absolutely

right. We are following up the suggestion of using the source it-

self as a point.

S0SS



Zlimesm: Vould It be possible to pick up excitation caused by the passage of

a shook wave at any of the ostiftiuents or even the particulate

oxides?

Edwards: ta t we Identified as or call the shook waves we saw only an Amy.

Our filter wheel was running at 600 revolutions per minute, and we

had about one hundredth of a second between filters. We had sme

strange phenomena which I showed on the last slide, it wasn't too

clear, and perh ps you didn't see what we had there. We did get

some increase in radiation through some of the filters. These

filters were about 80 to 100 Angstroms wide. That is the only one

that we Identified as a shock waves to be differentiated from the

particle waves and the main cloud. This one was traveling at 10

kilometers per second, and we had an increase at the region 4120 I
(which was picked to be away from any of the expected bends whioh

might otherwise be expected from atmospheric molecules and atoms).

We also saw a small increase In %77 which we had thought might be

excited by the shock wave in passing through the atmosphere. Since

we have all of this on one firing, I hesitate to draw too many con-

clusions from it. If we could have had this repeated on several

other shots, I would feel much more comfortable about it.

Zimmorman: This is again to Dr. Edwards, in line with his last reply. Can you

differentiate between the shock and the solid particle waves in

this case?

Edwards: We do in this way. The particle waves that I have talked about we

wore able to photograph with the Zyeo movie oameras. We can see

this on the film. We did not see similar effects for Amy om our

film. We picked this response up on the photomter, which Is much

more sensitive than the film, and maybe it was Just a fainter par-

biolo wave. We certainly wouldn't argue that point.

Rosenberg: Kay I make a oamment on that shook wav4). You saw It at one and

one-half seconds after burst and it hmad a speed of about 10 kilo-

motors per second. I assume that it was 15 kilometers fom the

burst point. I don't believe that the onearg In the initial

, sell



otcmtiom Is msielet to emits sqpeelably7 a volum 15 k.le-

atsers In rdius at this eltitae. Too moh Mara would be

dwards I ?Ihaps we mesuied a fla hlight.

RosmnberSt Or# the other possibilltl Is that hase created the ring but the ti..

delq is eerrassing. A 15 kilmed6 radius sphere contalns tons

of imatewial, as Dr Kivel pointed out. We Just don't have that

moh O. awg

Paulmoui I would jst like to point out that we did so* this so-oalied

particls wave am Amy with the Image orzthoon equipment, so it 18

definitely tu o.
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ROPEUSICS CONAMTION OF ANN=&
Bedford, Massachuetts

lioi report reviews the contributions of GCA in examining the fundmmntal,
physic2-cheical processes involved In the "Firefly" contamination program. The objective
here has been to put on as firm a basis as possible our understanding of these processes.
As part of this program, there has been critically examined the mathematics and physics of
the diffusion process with associated loss and production processes for single and multiple
species. The chemistry involved in upper atmosphere releases has been nvestigated as vell
as the nature of the recombination during the radial free expansion of a plsma sphere.
With a view toward the diagnosis of the chemical release and the geophysical interactions,
work has been pursued on the optical behavior of resonant and cheluminescent clouds under
a variety of initial and physical condiLions. Devices for determining the nature of the
diffusion mechanism such as paired resonant tracers have been studied. Concisely stated
then, the two principal objectives of the program were the development of methods of
measuring upper atmospheric geophysical parameters and a detailed investigation of the
applicability of the techniques to existing and future Air Force systems requirements.

*This work has been conducted under Contract No. AF 19(604)-7269 (sponsored by ARdA) sad
this report has been prepared by F. 1. Harm., Project Director and principal investigator.
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Se program of rocket experiments wherein varies chemical continants are

released Into the upper atmsphere are specifically designed to test the feasibility of

utiliuing such techniques to determine atmospheric paraRnters as well as investigating

practical applications to the military system technology. Sinces the experimentalist Is

confremted with an exceedingly cemplen, non-laboratory controlled experiment, great care

ast be taken to develop a firm theoretical understanding of the pbenomsology Including

mathemtical models, physical-chemical reactions, etc. so as not to derive purely quell-

tative results from a series of flights. It ham been a primary objective of this study

to Identify those areas requiring further theoretical effort and as a consequence generate

appropriate study program. A test of this philosophy of operation my be found in the

successful application of many previous recommendations in the areas of planning, per-

formence and data analysis. A further function of this program is to indicate and develop

idoss and areas in which practical application to current and future Air Force requirements

sae appropriate.

The most efficient method of Illustrating the types of problem Investigated thus

far is simply to list the titles of the various technical hYFL publications that have been

prepared by WCA to date under this contract.

The Technical Reports and Nemos Include the follovinga

1) Chemical Release studies I: Tfme Varying Concentration Field Equations of a Single
Substance With an Initial Arbitrary Configuration In Free Space.

U.K. Brow, 1.1. )Iarmo, J. Presse AY(3L 222

2) Chemical Release Studies 11: Coupled Tim Varying Concentration Field Equations of
Two Substances With Initial Arbitrary Configurations In Free Space.

U.K. Brown, FlF. Marmo, J. Presse AFCRL 223

3) Chemical Release Studies 1311 Some Theoretical Considerations Relating to Radiative
Recombinations.

A.-I. Eaqvi AJCR 210

4) Chemical Release Studies IV: Chemistry of Upper Altitude Releases.
D. Colomb, A.W. Berger AFMU 229

5) Chemical Releaset Studies Vs Recombination Nkzing Radial Free Exansion of a Plasma
Sphere.

3. Colmsh, A.W. Berger AFCRL 202

6) Chemical Release Studies VIt Optical Properties of Cbamluminescont Clouds for Two-
lady Cbmmcal Reactions Without Diffusion.

J. Pressmen, U.K. Brown, F.F. YAzM hiOU 201



7) Chemical Release Studies Yfl: Optical Properties Of Rmomemee Clouds Wida Difeuolm,
for Various Initial Relese ooemtries.

J. 1proasm. V.?. 1kv. , 1.Kc. Drown Ah1. 207

6) Chemical Release Studies VfLa Some Commnts on Shklovsky mud, Kurt's Hum t
of the Density at 430 in by sodium Resonance Cloud Teschniques.

J. Pressmen, 1.1. Norms P 1

9) A hNo on the Use of Resonant Tracers for the Determination of Diffusion 10shamhei.
1.1. Harma, R. Uerandsen Technical hNw No. 61-1-Ail

10) Feasibility Study: Generation of Artificial Slactron Cloude by Radioactive Species.
P.J. Iawrocki Technical HMs no. 60-540

From an inspection of the above titles It can he seen that a wide gamut of

associated technical areas have been investigated. Th. choice of topics, however, was very

athodical and represents what It Is felt to be present outstanding Saps In the fundmntal

understanding and appreciation of som of the more basic "acts of the technology. Into-

gral to each of the above-cited technical reports are recommendations for application,

experimental Implementation or logical continuation of the reported technique or Invent-

gation. It Is the purpose of this docsmnt to summarize the mare Important results and

conclusions reached during the program and expressed In mare detail in the several technical

reports. Included In this integration an attempt will simultaneously be made to Indicate

the utility and application of the results and data thus reported.

Your distinct areas can be naturally subdivided for the purposes of discussion

herein and represent the bulk of the GCA effort under this program:

Chemistry of Upper Atmosphere Releases
Mathematical Models for Chemical Release Studies
Optical Properties of Chemical Releases
I Propagation Studies

Jinally, a brief summary Is given Including plans for future efforts in this
area.



2. a351 OF VlM A11OSU I !UUl llh

A. Gama

For purpose of artificial (Ionized or unionised) cloud generation, vapors are released

from rocket-borne canisters. IheMe releases are analysed in term of two successive

processess first, formation of the initial reaction products and second, evaluation of the

non-equilibrim kinetic processes during expansion. Application of various models and

comparison with experimental results provides the basis for recommendations for optimiza-

tion for various types of releases.

IAItial reaction product compositions and flame temperatures can be calculated on the

basis of equilibrium processes with the aid of thermodynamical data. Details are given in

APM Report No. 229 entitled "Chemical Release Studie 'Vs Chemistry of Upper Altitude

Releases" by D. Golomb and A. W. larger.

In the aluminum-alkali nitrate reaction mexinem ionization is obtained with the

stolchiomatric reactant ratio. However, this reaction is relatively slow and therefore

the reaction may be extinguished at burst of the canister, i.e. when the equilibrium

pressure above the reacting mixture reaches the burst pressure of the canister.

Addition of a high explosive may speed up the reaction so that it is complete before

disintegration of the canister. This was actually done in sow releases of the Firefly

series. It is difficult to predict the flame composition and ionization yield in a multi-

component detonation system. It is probably also difficult to assure reproducibility in a

series of releases based upon detonating mixtures, unless the packaging, grain size,

canister strength, etc. are completely equal. Furthermore, recombination losses of the

ionized species (and neutral atom) is increased in a high pressure release.

Propellant-type constant pressure releases have been shown to have potentially greater

ionization efficiency than detonation system. Optimm propellant systems contain con-

taminants of low ionization potential in flame product gases of maximm thermodynamic

stability. The Cs doped carbon monoxide-nitrogen carrier provides an optimu for chemical

reaction. Solid propellant formlations yielding such optimam products are suggested in

the above-mentioned APCR Report No. 229.

The disadvantage inherent in constant pressure (propellant-type) releases of having a

long, narrow trail of relatively dilute plasma may be overcome by using a cluster of

nozzles, or a large number of nozzles mounted on a spherical container (hadsehop bomb).

d4e



lime the recomination equations relating to a noesle-type, steady-state release are well

established yield predictions and correlations between experiments are mesh easier sad

better reproducibility my be ensured.

a. Initial & e "

Although an 4ccurate *valuation of the Initial ste of an exploion is very comli-

cated, simplified models my be set up to approximate the expected yield of chemical

species (primarily electrons) which survive the recombination during expansion.

In an earlier report an elementary model was assumed in which the plms baill obtained

in the detonation expanded with a constant velocity and with uniform density, and there was

no additional Ionization at t > 0.

In a nore sophisticated medel (cf. AYCRT 202, "Chemical Release Studies Vt Recombina-

tion During Radial Free Sxpansion of a Plama Sphere" by D. Goloub and A. I. ager), the

time dependence of the expansion rote, density and reaction rate Is included.

Correlation of the calculated numer of electrons quenched in the cloud after expansion

with ground observations indicates that the models are a useful approximation. Furthermore,

the models suggest the following Important conclusions:

1. The final degree of ionization in the expanded cloud Is a direct function of

initial energy and an Inverse function of initial radius.

2. The initial expanded cloud distribution (nolecting turbulence) is non-homogeneous.

The electron density is expected to decrease monotonically from the center point to the

outer boundary.

3. The final degree of ionization is inversely proportional to the average specific

heat ratio of the axpandin Sas.

C. special Releases

1. The Aluminum-Darium Nitrate Reaction and the "India" Release

The failure to observe elementary barium in the "India" release may be traced to a

lower temperature than reported for same of the 'Firefly" releases (450001), and/or rcoin-

bination of the products during initial expansion. In Technical Report No. AJFL 229 we

have shown that if thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained up to a temperature drop to

300001, then practically all of the elementary barium is recombined to SaO.

Two approaches may be used to Iprove the barium releases. First, reductants such

as carbon, germanium or zirconium yielding oxides of higher thermodynamic stability my be

employed Instead of aluminum. Second, low pressure (trail) releases will quench Is rece-

bisatiom at higher temperatures, thus increasing the atoic barium yield.

0@
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2. Ila ,es of =3, 00122, WAS C7U ,ad 6

Tho smut of liquid vaporisd in the releans of the above chmicals wa calculated

with the aid of a simple equilibrium model. Details are liven In a Technical N

00&61-2-AM. Xare we attach only the final results (Table 1). Within the limitatios

of the calculations, thm releases all appear feasible.

TALS 1

FLASH VAPOIZATION

Initial State Vaporized

Tf Ff Tep Pressure

Substance Final State °C me Hg 0C psia % lba/cu ft Renarks

N13 Triple point -77.8 45 50 295 50.7 17.8

25 145 44.9 16.9

CCI2F2  liquid 100 5 100 520 79.9 44.8

25 95 50.3 41.1

3214 triple point 0 3 25 0.28 30.9 19.5 single step
expansion
correction
estimated from

- 3data

n-C7N16 liquid -50 - 100 20 71.9 27.9 single step

expansion
25 0.7 26.4 11.2 uncorrected

SF6  triple point -50 1700 100 1500 100.0 100.0 critical tem-

perature
25 360 73.3 68.8 45"5ec

i



3. NA/Kh MOOLU M CiCAL oIME SIoge

A. G

In the systematic analysis of chemical release@ an area of prim tpertance is the

generation and proper utilination of appropriate theoretical models to compare to the

experimental data. The various physical and chemical processes involved are mierou;

in addition the situation i further coplicated by the interdependence of the many

processes which in turn depend upon ill-defined or poorly known parameters. For example,

the processes of generation of electrons can include thermochemical, photoionisstion,

shock phenomena and photodetac-eent. Electron decay processes involve recombination,

electron attachment and ion-electron kinetics mong others. Further, these many pro-

ceass are intimately related and vary In a complex manner and degree with such parameters

as altitude of release, ablent or contaminant temperature, available solar flux, atmos-

pheric composition, etc. This interplay of processes is further complicated by dynamic

phenomena such a diffusion, shear and atmospheric turbulence which continually alter

the problem with tim. Chemical production of the contaminant (alkali metals for this

study), the method of ejection and subsequent chemical consumption of contaminant by the

active ambient species introduce other problem. Finally, the very practical considera-

tion of engineering and cloud detection methods involve problem of still another nature.

The concentration field of the cloud, produced by the released contaminant can be used

to measure rates, provided one knoa the initial and boundary conditions which are

associated with the continuity equations of the concentration fields of both the contswin-

ant and any atmospheric reactant. The continuity equation for a particular substance can

be viewed as a specification of the physico-chemical processes, assumed to be in action,

controlling the time rate of change of density of the particular substance whereas the

i.itial and boundary conditions assumed for the substance specify the constraints on the

concentration field. In short, these specifications of continuity equation and initial

and boundary conditions specify a model for the artificial cloud. Mditionally, for each

plausible artificial cloud model one can associate the experimental data with the paras-

ter of the model.

The objective of the current effort Is to generate a number of such model. for a igle

substance (AYCRL-222) and two substances (AYCRL-223) and to derive the concentration field

equation for each proposof model.

".7T



1. Sifgle sawtmc

For the singla subetace treatmet the most complicated model investigated (with

respect to the cbeii-physical processes "ased to be In action) is characterixed by the

partial differential equation (1)s

9,mV2n _ en2 + Pn + FR~t) t>O0 (1)

where the characteristic physical or chemical processes associated with the various term

of Equation (1) are respectively: (a) diffusion, DV2 n; Cb) recmintion,r a, 2

(c) linear growth (or decay), Fn; and (d) sow arbitrary generation (or decay) process

at point I in space tor t 2. 0, 1(R,t).

Xquation (1) defines the continuity equation of a concentration field, n W n(I~t).

generated by the instantaneous release of an amount N(0) of a single substance Into all

space, at the Instant t w 0, with the initial density distribution

n(xoy,z,0) - n(1,0) - f(x,y,z) - f(I) (2)

where

N(0) N ff n(x',y'.z',0) dx' dy' ds' (3)

-0

2. Two Substances

F01 the case of two substances (coupled and/or mutually coupled) an analagous

treatment has boon generated with appropriate matheatical compromises in view of the more

complex physical situation. The details are treated extensively In AFCR-222 and AIM-223

and will not even be sketched out here. Rather for completeness here is Included the

Table of Contents and Summaries as they appear in these two reports. These are self-

explanatory and serve well to indicate the breadth and scope of the theoretical development

of models thus far accomplished.

It is noted that the several entries In the Tables and Summaries below wetain

their respective equation and page designations as they appear in the original docments.

Mei was done to afford a ready, accurate reference for the Interested reader.



The following is the Table of Contents as reproduced from the Technical

Report No. LFCE. 222 entitled "Cbh ,•al Release Studies I: Time Variation Concentra-

tion Field Equations of a Single Substance Vith an Initial Arbitrary Configuration
4

in Free Space" by H.K. grown, F.F. I1rmo and J. Prean. It provides in a uniform

eanner the scope, of the work, the diversity of the problem plus the various models

and their boundary conditioss which were considered.

TALK OF CONTUITS
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CHAPTER I
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3. Simple Recombination with Linear Growth................................ 10

4. Simple Recombination with an Exponentially Decaying Source at Each

Point of the Cloud ..................................................... 11

a. Riccatit' equation and the Sessel function solution ................ 12

b. Asymptotic formulas ................................................ 15

CRAPTEn I1

COCEUTRATION FIELDS: DIFFWUSON WITHOUT RZCOKSILTIOU ................. 21

PRILININAt RMIKS .................................................... 21

5. Diffusion with Linear Growth ........................................... 24

a. Arbitrary free space cloud model ................................... 24

b. Spherically symmetric cloud models ................................ 27

c. Axially symmetric cloud models ..................................... 37

d. Cylindrically symetric cloud models ............................... 44

6. Diffusion, Linear Growth, and an Arbitrary Generation Rate at Each
Point of the Cloud .................................................... 57
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where U(,t) Is defined as the solution of the boundary value problem
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sitere Ui(Lt) is defined as the soluti6n of the boundary value problem
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or by the intepral fo mula

(b) U J ffR)z ii (52)
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and where *i,(t,l',t) is a unit source function in a forn corresponding to the symtry of

flOE); otherwise it is defined as

furthermore, *2 (,1 ,t,,r) is a unit source function which is defined by the formula
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where the Laplacian 2 n is in the cylindrically sysiuetric for.
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(b)

where the Laplacian V2 n is in cylindrically eymotric form.
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where the Laplacian V2n is In the generalized form

8. . (29)

where U1(R,t) is defined 00 the solution q .the.boundary value P;oble"

(36)
IV l , U1 U ,(R, )

otherwise, it Is defined by the integral formula

wheF €i(R,1',t) is an appropriate unit source function corresponding to the symstetry
of fl(1)._

The variable is defined as

An alternate definition of U1(R, ) is

U, it, r (136)

where
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(137)
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section 10

(162)

10.

(b) ( )f (175)

where U(R,t) is thf solution of the boundary value problem 4

(a) - V 1. U (I)-(165)

and is defined by the integral formula

(b) (() (166)

where *(R,R' ,t) is a unit source function expressed in a form corresponding to the symmetry

of f(R); otherwise, it is defined as

where

and X 1
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(163)

la. (184)

wheret11") ' P.;t-Y

and where U(IRt) Is defined either as the solution of the boundary value problem

-- , VV U, , (Rio). it

or by the integral formula

-O

where *(&,R',t) 'is a unit source function expressed in a form corresponding to the

symetry of fl(R); otherwise, it is defined as

where ," - x- )" - -e
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$ection 12

,(tea) -Xi,0 (204)

(b)t

(a) 1A (R,I L(,) - t 0 Ct
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(c) nC(R,Q).'t) (1,y) pR',A) (;o)

where y(Rt) is the solution of the problen

(a) 41 L z 3)0 g(R t) ~(t) (212)

where

in particular

U Not) 
(224)
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furthermore, a , aCR,t) satisfies the boundary value Problem omditios

?VI+.s 1 ()(bz)ato (222)

hen fl(R) is spherically symmetric Gaussim

f, (), -, no, OJ) 14 r_- r.xF '

then

with

The correspondins values of y(Il,t) ' n2 (R,t), *(r,t) and h(r,t) are found by using this

function of U(IL,t) in formulas for y(R,t), *(Rt) and h(R,t), respectively.

Section 13
) no r%% 0-s- n nCo) , Or()(24

(a)

(234)

(b)L V n W

OID

1. () 1)-, " f,. (go) q,- [,,., (235)o)- ' C

(c) f,* (Rr).,4,)u,*) (239)
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vhere y(R,t) is the solution of the boundary value problem

where
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4. OPTICA. PRO1ETIRS OF CMUIICAL ILISE

The value of an understanding of the optical behavior of planned experiments

has been discussed in previous reports. This phase represents a continuing effort for

the understanding of the several pertinent areas including resonance, chmuiluminescence

and particulate scattering. Some aspects of the case of resonance scattering have been

treated previously. However, in this quarter additional input to resonance scattering

has been generated and is given below along with brief references to some previously

reported material. The latter is included for continuity and completeness. In addi-

tion, chemiluminescence studies have been initiated; the current status of this effort

is indicated in this section. The cases of resonance scattering and chemiluminescance

are discussed in turn. The case of particulate scattering is left os a future effort.

A. Aesona!, ce Scattering

Optical properties of resonance clouds with diffusion has been discussed in some

detail in AFCRL 207; therefore, no details are given here. However, Tables 2a

through 2d reproduced here from AFCRL 207 serve as a convenient condensation of the

technical area covered. The Tables identify the physical problems investigated, the

corresponding defining equationa, the derived concentration functions, and the pertin-

ent solutions for the preceding cases. Tables 3a through 3d present a summary of the

techniques to employ for reducing and analyzing the data. For an extended theoretical

treatment see "Chemical Release Studies VII".

However, aside from theoretical approach, considerable paranoteriation was

accomplished in order to better appreciate some of the practical Implications of the

theory as to proper experimental design related to the determination of geophysical
4

constant and/or practical utility in systems. Only a few examples of this type of

parameterization are included here.

1. Parameterization

Table 4 gives the values of the parameters used as well as the governing equations.

In Figs. 1 and 2 are plotted the variation of isophote distance with time. Fig. 3 shows

the time required for an isophote to reach its maximm size and to collapse to zero.

The graphs shown are computed for the specific case of the release of 0.5 mole sodium

and then represent the behavior of the isophote corresponding to S w 1011 atoo/cU2 .

Note that the'%inulmm size cloud" refers to the case when the Initial contaminant

439
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TABLE 2a. DEUCRIPTION OF PHYSICAL NORLVf

Continuity Xquation
Type Initial Relese Function Concentration Function n(rt)

1. Spherically ra- "' hsn(,K)
Symestric Dif- iwL (- )
fuilon, Initial 

I,

Gaussian -.0
Release

II. perical of a
Rarefied Gag L
into a Vacuum , 'it_____V

Initial Delta
Gaussian
Release

III. Spherically n
Symestric Dif-
fusion with NConsumption, - ,Y k: l

Gaussian %iro A* # - j~

Release

IV. Spherically J __ __

Symetric Dif- on- 'i r____I_
fusion with I%
Production of Vfl1
Resonant y f.t
Species, Ini- 1..-3

tial Gaussian V1( )
Release ___________ _____________

V. Cylindrically cly V al hA/r j'Lr
Syetric Dif- 7 ir
fusion, Finite
Release initial lI4cyY 1.i~i) + k
G a u s s ia n f.,- ti c,

Releas
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SUIMY OF PALTER EVALUATION

TABLE 3d. RESONANCE CLOUD TYPE IV
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Withiml,2,3, k is the root of G(Ic)mO,
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TALU 4

USOIAAI CI3S M

FAIAMIUS UM IX ZSOM=01x AiMTSIS

Mnim Size Over Exlpmded

Cloud Cloa

(kia) (cm2/ec) / ISee) r0  ,,CA) r. ( ci,)

60 1.8 x 103 38 1.97 z 103 4.0 x 10
3

70 5.4 x 103 2.51 3.12 x 103 6.7 x 103

80 2.4 x 104 7.93 x 10-2 5.55 x 103 1.2 x 104

90 1.7 x 105 2.50 x 10
.3  9.84 x 10

3  2.1 x 104

100 1.4 x 106 5.88 x 10-
5  1.60 x 104 3.4 x 104

!1o 1.1 x 107 1.99 x 10,6  2.78 x 104 6.0 x 104

120 5.5 x 107 7.92 x 10"8 4.40 10l  9.5 x 104

200 3.5 x 109 8.46 x 10'11 1.80 x 105  3.9 x 105

300 2.3 x 1010 1.96 x 10'1
2  3.37 x 105 7.3 x 105

I
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ceenter-polt density equals the u adertur aebdient density whreas reference to the

"oeexped cloud" indicates that the initial contmnnt cater-point onisty Is taken

to be only one-tenth of the ambient. In most instances, this range probably brackets the

existing physical situation. In either case, the sensitivity to this parameter is indi-

cated.

The data displayed in Figures 1-3 illustrate the several uses of optical

obervations on resonance clouds. For example, these or related data can serve to yield

information on chemical yield, ionization yield (using resonant ions), diffusion, Magnetic

field alignment, chemical consumption rates, and many others discussed in AVCL 207 and

A7CRL 218.

An additional Interesting use of these techniques is in the employment of

resonant clouds for the determination of diffusion mechanisms; the following method my

be employed. The payload could be doped with predetermined amounts of, say, two (or more)

chemicals of widely different masses (which also posses different optical resonance excita-

tion levels) and released under twilight conditions so as to generate detectable character-

istic solar resonance radiations. Then, proper optical observations on the differential

diffusion as related to the mes diffarences could be correlated to the diffusion

mchanism. For example, in principle, it would be possible to compare the characteristic

'constant intensity contours" (or isophotes) growth rates for the various chemicals of

different masses and ascertain if any differences in the observed growths could be due

to molecular diffusion. Although no details are given here, reference is now made to a

specific example which has been investigated and reported in a note entitled "A Now on

the Use of Resonant Tracers for the Determination of Diffusion Mechanism.," WA Technical

Memo No. 61-1-APM.

The now examined the release of a payload which contained one mole each of Na

and Li. It was assumed that both the chemical consumption rate and the solar resonance

efficiency of lithium was one order of magnitude greater than those of sodium. Three

release altitudes were considered; nmly, 90, 110 and 200 km. For these cases, the time

behavior of the radius of a given isophote (d2) was investigated. These results are

given in Figures 4, 5 and 6, which make evident the care that must be exercied in

experiments of this kind. For example, the critical importance of understanding the roles

of chemical consumption, solar resonance efficiency and diffusion is made evident in the

figures. Finally, it should be noted that the resonance scattering work thus far deals

ft.,
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only with the cas of back-scatter. oneraliuation should be extmied to the cases of

where the phase angle differs from 180 ° . Further a more enact treatmeat using radia.

tive transfer techniques should be performed.

t
S. Chemiluminegeace

1. Introduction

Artificial chemtluminescent clouds, produced by releasing known amounts of

specific chemicals into the upper atmosphere, at prearranged helghts, to react with an

atmospheric in such a manner as to yield luminescence has been employed as an atmos-

pheric probe. in addition to experiments performed according to the original suggestion

of a sodium chemiluminescence reaction with atomic oxygen other chemiluminescent ex-

periments have included the reaction of released nitric oxide with ambient atomic oxygen

and of released ethylene with ambient atomic nitrogen. These initial exploratory 7

experiments served to indicate the feasibility of successfully using the technique

(of chemiluminescent clouds) for atmospheric experiments and also as an aid to under-

standing some current AF applied problems in missile trail technology. However, the

initial work also did serve to indicate severe Saps in the necessary ground work for

proper analysis of experiments of this design. Accordingly, some initial theoretical

effort has been directed toward alleviating this situation. The details of this phase

have been included in a recent AFCRL 201 Report entitled "Chemical Release Studies VI:

Optical Properties of Chemiluminescent Clouds for Two-Body Chemical Re&ctions Without

Diffusion". Several models are given in which the simplified concentration fields are

presented; the continuity equations employed are limited to two-body chemical reactions.

The initial conditions assumed are written in several terms of arbitrary initial release

geometries. The optical properties of these chemiluminescent cloud models are then

defined in terms of the density functions; these properties are (a) Fcc(r,t), the

photon flux per unit volume, (b) B(d,t), the brightness per unit area along a line of

sight through the cloud, and (c) 7,,(t), the total flux of the cloud. The model is

specified to be that arising from spherically symetric intermediate Gaussian releases

of the contaminant where the dilution of the contaminant, at the center-point of the

cloud, relative to the ambient density ( ).) is left general; and accordingly, the ratio

of the atmospheric reactant density to the ambient density (f.) is also left general.

Later the generality of the initial density of the contaminant and atmospheric

reactant is removed by assuming a symmetric Gaussian release; the formulas derived are

transferred over in detail with the specification that ) - 1 and f. - 1.
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Another phse of the work deals with the chemiluminescent cloud models of finite

extent (in one dimension, at least) and a finite homogeneous sphere to discuss"d. 1e1t

& spherical shell model with an umsixed core is discussed. Finally the properties of

a finite spherical cloud is Investigated for which tho~ initial releases of containant

are linear and parabolic, respectively. The details are not given in the present report

but the reader is given reference to AI(ZL 201.* However, it is appropriate here

to Include conly the base results of the work cited.

2. Results

Because of the voluminous nature of the study only final results will be presented

in a condensed form. Definitions of terms not previously mentioned are relegated to

the glossary given at the end of this section.

a. Optical Properties of Chemiluninescent Clouds; General Considerations

(1) Photon Flux F cc(r,t) per Unit Volume

F (r,t) - ki n (r,o)x(r,o) -nc~ro - I)2P 4
cc p2  C In c(r,o).p x(r~o) p 4

(2) Brightness per Unit Area, B(d,t)

Along a line of sight L, a perpendicular distance r-d from the origin

r-o of the cheniluninescent cloud, one can conpute the line integral

S(d,t) =JFcc(rt)dS (5)

to obtain B-B(d,t), the chemiluninescent brightness per cn2, at the distance d, at

times t > 0.

In terms of thte Initial concentration functions n,(r,o) and x(r,o)

and the chemical consumption and choniluwinescent rate k C2and k P2, respectively, at

the tine t J6 o, the forimula for the brightness, B'.B(d,t) per cm2 along L, takes the

imposing form

B(d,t) - 2k rn(r,o) x(r~o) In c(r,o)-x(r,o) 12 expt-k C2 (n c(r~o)-x(r,o))t)I r dr
P2 )d ln,(ro)x(ro)exp(-kc(n(ro)x(ro))t) 1 2-r3d2]1

(6)

(3) Total Flux, FT tM

The total photon flux, FT (t), from the luminescent cloud is expressed

by the volume Integral of F (r~t),
cc



or by the area integral of 2(d,t).

PTCt) - 21 I 3(r,t)dr()

Next are $Iven the results of evaluating the above for various physical cases.

b. Symtric intermediate Gaussian Release. Initial Center-Point Deasity of
the Contaminant Loe than Ambient

(1) Photon Flux per Voit Volume, 7 c (r,t)

The formula for the photon flux, 7 cc(r~t), par unit volume (cm )

for the present case takes the explicit form

F cc(r~t) -* f xn a 2 1(l-1 Ef(- ).))2xp[1 k 2na ( 'I-fx(l- 2))t

(9)

(2) Brightness per Unit Area, B(d,t)

The formula for W(,t) takes the explicit form

U(d,t) -2k, Ifen. 2 f~l 11)1 k~ a (LIf~ rdr

1 3 exp(-r 2 /r 2).
0

c. Symmetric Gaussian Release: Initial Center-Point Density of the Contaminant
Equal to the Ambient Density

The Iand f xfactors of b. In dealing with an intermediate Gaussian release,

are now mde equal to unity, so that the initial concentration of the contaminant is

defined as

n c(r,o) - n exp(-r 2/r 0 (11

(1) Photon Flux per Unit Volume, P c (r,t)

F cc (r~t) - kP2n a2 (1-1) (21l32ex -k c2  ( 1-1), (12

where

a xp- r22
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(2) Brightness per olt Area, D(d,t)

x(d,t) = 2kn J2 2 f .S-1(2.)*x kc2 na( 1 ti rdr (3

d. Homogeneous Finite Sphere Release

The contaminant is now assumed to be uniformly distributed Inside a spherical

region of radius rut at the Instant t-o, s0 that n c(r,o) - n c(o,o) n ,* frR The

atmospheric reactant has the Initial concentration x(r,o) - x(o,o) - x 0- umna~o'trt R

where n - la , olLI&l so that % a (l-X)n,, when o 4-< 1. Thus, now for

the homogeneous case the following apply.

(1) Photon Flux per Unit VolumeF(rt

bcc(Y~t) - kp na2 XI.)L2.Xb 2 2  2cn~ t (14)

[I -4bep kc~u( n -1(Z i

(2) Brightness per Unit Area, U(d,t)

B(d,t) - 2k p2 n 2 )(l-)) -l ( 2 _d2 )k 1ic2na k (2.1) (15)

(3) Total Flux, 7T(t)

FT(t) --A1I r F00  (16)
3 c

a. Homogeneous Spherical Shell Surrounding an Unmixed Ambient Spherical Core

The two-body chemical reaction is confined to a spherical shell region

R -r -Rt + T, of wall thickness T; the inner spherical core region, of radium R,

is impervious to the reaction.

Initially one has tho following concentration fields:

n c(r,o) n o->Xna ,R.r 6R +T

x(r,o) -x 0 na -no (1-;t)nm

for the spherical shell region and

n c(r~o) - o , o!.r 4 R

x(r,o) a na

for the spherical core region.



(1) photon Flux per Unit Volume

In the spherical shell we hae

1cc(rt) -k, 2 no 0 % ... 2x. p (7
G o-P KO

where

p p(r~t) - ezp l-kc ox~t

(2) Brightness per Unit Area, 3(d, t)

Case (a) o d 6.

B - (d,t) m 2 [1c+) 2d2J - t 2 -d2 ) F, 1(r.t0 (18)

Case (b) RSdS.R4T

For case (b) the isophote I n B(d,t) to defined by the forula

D n B(d,t) w 2 (W+) d1 F c (r,C) (19)

f. Additional Models

There have been evaluated additional chemtiluminescent clouds with different

configurations. These include a finite sphere with a linear decrease of the contsminant

and also the case of the parabolic Initial distribution. These are gIven in "Chemical

Release Studies Vill and for purposes of brevity will not be gIven here.

3. Parameterization

The evaluation of the various models has proceeded to the point of calculating

the various kinds of brightness profiles and flux per unit volume. To Indicate this,

os selected graphs are included (Figs. 7-10). They are self-explanatory when used In

conjunction with the text.
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GOAIy of son=U (NOT IUKYOUULY DMnM) "a INUIOC TD

11 Definition
03,3(d,t) brightness per unit area (cm2) along line of sight L. a distance rind

from origin taO, at tim t > 0

d isophote distance, diesce of line of sight L of brightness from origin

d(B,t) isophote distance

dtoo Isophote distance at time t-0

D diffusion coefficient

1 0 (t) total number of contaminant molecules at time, t

ix K~rOM / f% - (o]

8 parmter of length along line of sight, L

x component of 5 In x direction

X& constant (x,-,r,t)

kc kc2 /xa

k two-body consumption rate of contaminantkC
2

k P2  two-body cheniluminescent rate

2kP2 xa NI(O)4

na number density of ambient molecules in undisturbed environment

nc(r~t) coccngration or number density of molecules (atom) of contaminant
per cm

c (t) toa umber of molecules of contaminant at time t k 0

p, p(r~t) sxp C-kc2 (nc,(r,o) - x(r,o)t]

'td-J *x [-kc 2(nA, xO) td-J

Ptd-4 ezp [-k'2 (no x.) t ",gI

u(r,t) number density of contaminant or reactant being consumed at r 0, t > 0

x(r,o) or zo initial concentration of reactant at t-0

x(r,t) concentration or number density of atmospheric reactant of species x

within the cloud at r Z 0 and t & 0
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5. R3 IDPAGATION STWIUS

The usa of various RY equipments and experiments in the artificial electron

cloud program is wel known and requires no repetition here. It suffices to state that

the several ionospheric sounders, back, forward (and side) scatter radar and commnica-

tions experiments conducted during the Firefly programs have served, in consort with the

optical measurements, as indicators of the degree of success of the individual shots with

respect to cloud position, AF cross section, electron density contours, total electron

content, etc. Most previous theoretical models which hrfe been applied to the case of

RP propagation have tacitly assumed a constant total number of electrons as well as a

diffusion controlled model. It is therefore noteworthy that the initial math -stical

models indicated the need for additional sophistipation and more realistic models for

day, night and twilight release conditions. The solutions of some of the general mathe-

mtical models presented earlier in this report have been oriented toward the determina-

tion of the electron density (at the center point, any point and/or any shell) for

application to the RF problem, whereas other solutions have been directed for use in the

optical cases where the integrated path length is the usual parameter to be applied.

A. PJ Prooaation Models

The simplest electromagnetic model applied to the electron cloud is the reflective one;

this implies replacement of the cloud by a totally reflecting surface defined by the

critical radius at the RF wavelength of interest. A more realistic treatment should take

into account the refractive effects for more forward geometrics by introducing the

refractive beanding of the incident energy from the underdense electron concentrations

leading to greater values of cloud cross section and efficiency for propagation directions

other than those from simple backscatter. It is felt that a natural extension of these

electromagnetic models lies in the direction of a treatment of the problem by the techni-

ques of geometric optics such that ray tracing should be applied. Before any complex

analysis or indicated ray training can be employed, the requirement is for more realistic

cloud models as exemplified by Section 2. Thus, the next stage suggests itself in the

incorporation of geometric optics to the RP propagation case employing some of the models

in this report.

The results of the general day and night time models in terms of the center point

density normalised by the initial center point value are shown in Figures 11 through 14.
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Tables 5 and 6 indicate the paraters employed for the graphs. The '!minimam" and "over-

expanded" clouds have been defined in the section on Optical Properties. Here, P is the

attachment probably where I s a psuedo recombination coefficient utilized to replace the

non-linear t n2 term. D, C and r. are diffusion coefficient, chemical consumption rate

and initially uassian half width. With this information the Tables and Graphs are

sufficiently labeled to be self-explanatory. The curves are of specific interest for the

"F characteristics since if a reasonable, meaningful value of the initial center concen-

tration, n. (0,0) is chosen, then the figures depict the variation of the center point

electron density n, (0,t) with time. If the tacit assumption ts made that the critical

frequency of return is controlled by the center point density (since the spatial dimension

requirement is at most a few wavelengths), then these figures can similarly be interpreted

in terms of the C-3 results; i.e. critical frequency as a function of time for the several

altitudes considered. It is to be noted that since the only assumption which has been

made has been the assignment of a particular value to n, (0,0) and that the general forms

of the curves in Figures 11 through 14 do not change when viewed in terms of critical

frequency vs. time. From the above figures one can obtain knowledge of both the Gaussian

half width, ro, and the time variation of the total electron content, and can then calcu-

late the shell radius of any particular value of electron density and its time variation.

This in turn is simply convertible into cloud cross section as a function of time. In

other words, from the data which have been generated from the general models, the time and

altitude variations of both critical frequency and cloud efficiency or cross section nay

be obtained. Extension of the present work will proceed in the indicated direction.

B. RF Applications

Having discussed the physical processes and models involved in the technology of

artificial electron clouds it is of interest to summarize and review several aspects of

RIP propagation applications to existing military systems. In general the RP systems to

which the artificially generated environment is most simply and naturally applied are in

the areas of communications. Before discussing the above individually it is worthwhile stating

several characteristics of the technology with respect to general military system interest.

At frequencies above the MJF of the naturally existing F2 layer, comounications, for

example, is limited by tropospheric (i.e. low altitude, therefore restricted range),iono-

spheric, meteor, etc. scatter systems ground to ground or by simple line-of-sight. The
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TAlU 5

PANITEIM UD IN CUUrM-10]Xr EAWATION
IPO m Oim-nin C1M

DA-TU RILAMS OF WTI

(km.) (c 2 /Sec) (0m) (se 4 ) (-).1) n (oso)

60 1.10 x 103 4.0 x 103 38 5 x 10-3  2.0 z 1014

70 3.03 z 103 6.7 x 103 2.5 6 x 10-3 1.8 x 1013

80 1.32 z 104 1.2 x 104 a x 10-2 .015 3.2 x 1012

90 9.40 z I04 2.1 z 10 3.1 x 10-3  .010 5.6 x 1011

100 7.80 • 105 3.4 x 104 7.1 • 10.4 5 z 10-3  1.3 z 10l1

110 6.25 • 106  6.0 x 104 6.5 • 104 7 • 10-4 2.5 x 1010

120 3.16 z 107 9.5 x 104 6.5 • 10-4 5 z 10"5  6.3 x 109

200 2.04 x 109 3.9 x 105 6.5 x 10"4  2 x 10-
7  9.2 z 107

300 1.34 x 1010 7.3 x 105 6.5 •,10 -4  2 x 10-8 1.4 3 107

NIGU-TID RX'ASeS OF eLRCTIOtS

h D2  ro  Vt t
(ka) "/e) (cS) 7 sec) (/see) ne (0,0)

60 3.20 x 102 4.0 x 103 40 6 x 10"2 2.0 • 1011

70 6.5 x 102 6.7 x 103  3.5 5.4 z 10-3  1.8 x 1010

80 2.4 x 103 1.2 x 104  0.2 9.6 x 10-4 3.2 x 109

90 1.8 x 104 2.1 x 104 3.0 z 10-3  1.7 • 10-4 5.6 z 108

100 1.6 x 105  3.4 x 104 9.2 x 10-4  3.9 x 10-5  1.3 x 108

110 1.5 x 106 6.0 x 104 8.5 x 10-4 7.5 2 10-6  2.5 z 107

120 8.2 x 106 9.5 x 104 3.2 x 10-4  1.9 z 10-6 6.3 z 106

200 5.8 x 108 3.9 x 105  2.8 x 10-7  9.2 x 105

300 3.7 x 109 7.3 : 10 2.7 : 10-7  1.4 x0

a
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TANS 6

PAMUAMIIS USED IN CINTn-POINT IYrALUATIOKU
F1R A KNIUW MEK CL40

DAr-TM2 RIZAS OF NIflTRALS

h D TO c a

(ko) (c. 2 /8.c) (cm) (SOc "1 ) (Sec' 1  n(o, o)

70 3.03 x 103 3.12 x 103 2.51 .020 1.8 x 1014

80 1.32 x 104 5.55 x 103 8.0 x 10-2 .050 3.2 x 1013

90 9.4 x 104 9.84 x 103 3.15 x 10-3  .050 5.6 x 1012

100 7.8 x 105 1.60 x 104 7.09 x 10' 4  .010 1.3 x 1012

110 6.25 x 106 2.78 x 104 6.52 x 10-4  .001 2.5 x 1011

120 3.16 n 107 4.40 x 104 6.5 x 10- 4  10 4  6.3 x 1010

200 2.04 x 109 1.80 x 10 6.5 x 10- 4  5 x 10,7  9.2 x 108

300 1.34 x 1010 3.37 x 105 6.5 x 10-4 5 x 10-8  1.4 x 108

NIGHT-TDU RELEASE OF ELECTRONS

D r
(km) (cM2/Sec) (cm) (Sec"1 ) (Sec -1) ne(o,o)

70 6.5 x 102 3.12 x 103 3.5 5.4 x 10 - 2  1.8 x 1011

80 2.4 x 103 5.55 x 103 0.2 9.6 x 10-3  3.2 x 1010

90 1.8 x 104 9.84 x 103 3.0 x 10 - 3  1.7 x 10- 3  5.6 x 109

100 1.6 x 105 1.60 x 104 9.2 x 10- 4  3.9 x 10"4  1.3 x 109

110 1.5 x 106 2.78 x 104 8.5 x 10- 4  7.5 x 10-5  2.5 x 108

120 8.2 x 106 4.40 x 104 3.2 x 10-4 1.9 x 10- 5  6.3 x 107

200 5.8 x 108 1.80 x 105 2.8 x 10- 7  9.2 x 105

300 3.7 x 109 3.37:10 2.710 -  1.1 x 105

_La
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artificially generated ionosphere, however, offers a unique mode by establishing a novel

geometry which does not naturally exist. It is certainly to be noted that a current

proposal of interest, the 'Needles' concept, as well as satellites, balloons, etc. could

conceivably perform similar missions. Operationally, however, the fact that tnitiation

of transmission in the electron cloud system is determined 0,oth in time and spac) by the

user, makes enemy detection, countermeasure, etc. extremely difficult. Therefore, although

alternate technologies to the artificial cloud have been proposed which are frequently

simpler to impliment, cheeper, etc., most admit to the additional deficiency of easy enemy

countermeasure.

1. Conmunications

There are generally three situations wherein the cloud could be conceived as a

reflector in unique mode RF comunications. The first of these is in a tactical situation

where high reliability (i.e. high signal to noise operation), relatively high frequency

(e.g. VHF-UHF), secure (i.e. relatively difficult to Joe or countermeasure) comunications

is required. This may mean ground to ground, air to ground or ground to air is the

situation requires. One may think of the natural application to very long distance (i.e.

high altitude cloud generation) intercontinental links for this application. A second case

involved the re-establishment of comunications in a tactical situation, nuclear degraded

environment. From the Hardtack data it is known that there existed some degradation of

the normal RF propagation modes which varied as a function of the inverse square of the

frequency. There is some discrepancy as to the degradation time at HI but outage periods

on the order of a day seem appropriate. It is here that cloud communications could be

initiated at a carrier frequency which is no longer suffering degradation ( > HF). The

final application is somewhat analogous to the previous one in that it is realized that

during low sunspot activity periods the normal ionosphere does not support high HUF values.

To supplement this electron deficiuncy during these periods artiiicially would, in effect,

re-create a normal high sunspot ionosphere. Conceivably this could be performed on a

routine basis with very small payloads.

2. Other Applications

The several other applications may be somewhat loosely grouped in term of a

unique geometry class and a proposed interaction class. The discrimination application,

wherein a cloud is ginerated such that a decoy ensemble and warhead impinge the cloud upon

re-entry, fit into the latter category. It is expected that many interactions between the
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decoys and the artificial cloud will occur which vii aid in diacrimination.
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6. 81M0T

In this section is summarized the essential features of this report. For

untiformity the summry is mado to follow the format of the document. Accordingly, it is

presented in the following phases (1) Chelistry of Upper Atmosphere Releases, (2) Mathe-

matical Models for Chemical Releas. Studies, (3) Optical Properties of Chemical Releases,

and (4) 37 Propagation Studies Including Applications.

(1) Chemistry of Upper Atmosphere Releases

Chemicl releases are analyzed in term of two successive processes: first, formation

of the initial reaction products and second, evaluation of the non-equilibrium kinetic

processes during expansion. Application of various models and comparison with experl-

mental results provides the basis for recomendations for optimization for various types

of releases.

Initial reaction product compositions and flame temperatures can be calculated on the

basis of equilibrium processes with the aid of thermodynamical data. Details are given in

AFCRL Report No. 229 entitled "Chemical Release Studies IV: Chemistry of Upper Altitude

Reisases" by D. Golomb and A. W. Barger.

In the aluminum-alkali nitrate reaction maximum ionization is obtained with the

stoichionetric reactant ratio. However, this reaction is relatively slow and therefore

the reaction may be extinguished at burst of the canister, i.e. when the equilibrium

pressure above the reacting mixture reaches the burst pressure of the canister. It is

emphasized that it is probably difficult to assure reproducibility in a series of releases

based upon detonating mixtures, unless the packaging, grain size, canister strength, etc.

are completely equal. Furthermore, recombination losses of the ionized species (and neutral

atoms) is increased in a high pressure release.

Propellant-type constant pressure releases have been shown to have potentially greater

ionization efficiency than detonation system. The disadvantage inherent in constant

pressure (propellant-type) releases of having a long, narrow trail of relatively dilute

plasm may be overcome by using a cluster of nozzles, or a large number of nozzles mounted

on a spherical container (hedgehop bomb).

Concerning the problem of initial expansion, an accurate evaluation of the initial

stages of an explosion is very complicated. However, specific models may be set up to

aas
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approximate the expected yield of chemical species (primarily electrons) which survive the

reombination during expansion.

In one of the sore sophisticated treatmenta (cf. AFCRL 202), correlation was obtained

between the calculated number of electrons quenched in the cloud after expansion and the

al ground observations. Furthermore, the results suggest the following important conclu-

siona$

1. The final degree of ionization in the expanded cloud is a direct function of

initial energy and an inverse function of initial radius.

2. The initial expanded cloud distribution (neglecting turbulence) is non-homogeneous.

The electron density is expected to decrease monotonically from the center point to the

outer boundary.

3. The final degree of ionization is inversely proportional to the average specific

heat ratio of the expanding gas.

The present work also contains some brief coments concerning the "India" release in

which barium was not observed. It was shown that if thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained

up to a te sperature drop to 30000K, then practically all of the elementary barium is recom-

bined to BaO. Suggestions have been made for improvement of barium yield in future

experiments. Finally, some brief effort was applied toward the dete~aination of the

physical state of various liquid releases. Nithin the approximations made, it was found

that the several liquid releases considered were all feasible.

(2) Mathematical Models for Chemical Release Studies

In the systematic analysis of chemical releases an area of prime importance is the

generation and proper utilization of appropriate theoretical models to compare to the

experimental data.

The concentration field of the cloud, produced by the released contaminant can be used

to measure rates, provided one knows the initial and boundary conditions which are

associated with the continuity equations of the concentration fields of both the contam-

inant and any atmospheric reactant. The continuity equation for a particular substance

can be viewed as a specification of the physico-chemical processes, assumed to be in action,

controlling the time rate of change of density of the particular substance whereas the

initial and boundary conditions assumed for the substance specify the constraints on the

concentration field. In short, these specifications of continuity equation and initial
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and boundary conditions specify a modal for the artificial cloud. Additionally, for each

plausible artificial cloud model one can associate the experimental data with the parsm-

store of the model.

ho current effort has generated a numer of such models for a single substance

(AtTIL-222) and two substances (AJC&L-223) and has derived the concentration field equation

for each proposed model.

For the single substance treatment the most complicated model investigated (with

respect to the chel-physical processes assumed to be in action) is characterized by the

partial differential equation

On - D 2n - en2 
+ Pn + FRt) t > O

where the characteristic physical or chemical processes associated with the various terms

of Iquation (1) are raspectivelys (a) diffusion, DV 2 n; (b) recombination, O( n2 ;

(c) linaar growth (or decay), P n; and (d) som arbftrary generation (or decay) process

at point I in space for tt 0, 7(Rt).

For the case of two substances (coupled and/or utually coupled) an analagous treat-

sent has been generated with appropriate mathematical compromises in view of the me

complex physical situation. The details are treated extensively in AFMcL-222 and AIORL-223.

The most accurate summary is given by the appropriate Tables and Sumaries included in this

report in Section 3. Some specific plots were obtained to illustrate the utility of the

models to day, night and twilight releases. Further, they include some initial basic

models for the Seneration of theory applicable to particulate scattering, rasonance

scattering, cheniluminescence, radar propagation, etc. as associated with releasas. Tho

current theoretical models effort is better summarized by reference here to Summry

Sections AP ML 222 and 223.

(3) Optical Properties of Chemical Releaaes

The value of an understanding of the optical behavior of planned experiments has been

discussed. This phase represents a continuing effort for the understanding of the pertinent

areas of resonance scattering and cheiluminescence.

A. Resonance Scattering

Optical properties of resonance clouds with diffusion has been discussed in some

detail In AFM 207; therefore, no datails were included in the present report. However,
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Tables 2a through 2d reproduced here from ACIL 207 serve as a convenient condensation of

the technical area covered. The Tables identify the physical problem Investigated, the

corresponding defining equations, the derived concentration functions, and the pertinent

solutions for the preceding cases. Tables 3a through 3d present a snery of the techniques

to employ for reducing and analyzing the data.

However, aside from the theoretical approach, considerable parameterization was

accomplished in order to better appreciate some of the practical Implications of the

theory as to proper experimental design related to the determination of geophysical con-

stants and/or practfcal utility in system. A few examples of this type of parameterization

are sumarised in Table 4 and plotted in Figures 1, 2 and 3.

The data displayed in these Figures illustrate the several uses of optical

observations on resonance clouds. For example, those or related data can serve to yield

information on chemical yield, ionization yield (using resonant ions), diffusion, magnetic

field alinment, chemical consumption rates, and many others discussed In AFCRL 207 and

AICIL 218.

An additional Interesting use of these techniques is in the employment of

resonant clouds for the determination of diffusion mechanisms. For illustration, a

specific case has been investigated in which specified releases were made at 90, 110 and

200 km. These results are given in Figures 4, 5 and 6, which wake evident the care that

must be exercised in experiments of this kind. For example, the critical importance of

understanding the roles of chemical consumption, solar resonance efficiency and diffusion

is made evident in the figures.

Finally, it has been noted that the resonance scattering work thus far has dealt

only with the case of back-scatter. Generalization should be extended to the cases of

where the phase angle differs from 1800. Further, a more exact treatmant using radiative

transfer techniques should be performed.

3. Cheilulmisacence

Artificial chemiluinescent clouds, produced by releasing known amounts of

specific chemicals into the upper atmosphere, at prearranged heights, to react with an

atmospheric in such a maner as to yield luminescence can be employed for atmospheric

experiments and also as an aid to understanding soe current Al applied problem in missile

trail technology. However, the present need for technical groundwork is evident. To this
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end, the systematic study of chamiluminescenc has bew initiated. IEr, use In nsae of

some models generated in Section 3. 2hese have been extended to incorporate the appropriate

physics. In these, the initial conditions assumed are written in several ters of arbitrary

initial release geometries. The optical properties of these chemiluminescent cloud models

are then defined in terms of the density functions; these lroperties are (a) F c(r,t), the

photon flux per unit volume, (b) 3(d,t), the brightness per unit area along a line of sight

through the cloud, and (c) FT(t), the total flux of the cloud. Several geometric models

have been specified including spherically symmetric intermediate and total Gaussian

releases.

Other models deal with the chmailuninescent cloud models of finite extent (in one

dimension, at least) and a finite homogeneous sphere is discussed. Next, a spherical shell

model with an unmixed core is discussed. Finally, the properties of a finite spherical

cloud is investigated for which the initial releases of contaminant are linear and para-

bolic, respectively.

The evaluation of the various models has proceeded to the point of calculating the

various kinds of brightness profiles and flux per unit volume. To indicate this, some

selected graphs are included (Figs. 7-10). They are self-explanatory when used in con-

junction with the text.

(4) RI Propagation Studies Includins Applications

A. RI Prope.gation Models

The simplest electromagnetic model applied to the electron cloud is the reflective

one; this implies replacement of the cloud by a totally reflecting surface defined by the

cri.tical radius at the RI wavelength of interest. A more realistic treatmant should takG

into account the refractive effects for more forward geometric. by introducing the

refractive bending of :he incident energy from the underdanse electron concentrations

leading to greater values of cloud cross section and efficiency for propagation directions

other than those from simple backscatter. It is concluded that a fruitful extension of

these electromagnetic models lies in the direction of a treatment of the problem by the

techniques of geometric optics such that ray tracing should be applied. It is to this end

that some of the mathematical models of Section 3 have been generated. This extension is

left as a future effort. However, to demnstrate the utility of the R center-point models

some results are given here (in Figs. 11-14) of the general day and nighttime models in

term of the center-point density normalized by the initial center-point value.

t
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From the above figure one can obtain knowlodgs of both the Gaussan half-wridth,

r o, and the time variation of the total electron content, and can then calculate the @hll

radius of any particular value of electron density and Its time variation. This In turn to

simply conwirtible Into cloud cross section as a function of time. In other words, from.

the data which hove been generated from the general models, the tie and altitude varia-

tions of both critical frequency and cloud efficiency or cross section -ay be obtained.

3. BY Applications

In general, the IF systems to which the artificially generated environment is most

simply and naturally appiied are in the areas of communications. These have boon discussed

individually, stating several characteristics of the technology with respect to the

appropriate militery system interest. Some discussion has been given to specific applica-

tions to conmnication systems. Finally, several other applications were grouped in terms

of a unique geometry class and a proposed interaction class. The discrimination applica-

tion, wherein a cloud is generated such that a decoy ensemble and warhead impinge the cloud

upon re-entry, fit into the latter category. It is suggested that many interactions between

the decoys and the artificial cloud will occur which may aid in discrimination.

C. Optical Applications

Several applications to missile trail technology, geophysical measurements

(including diffusion, chemical rates, vin4s, shear, recombination, attachment, etc.) and

other AF systems have been suggested at various places throughout the document. They are

not well summarized out of context; thus, only reference is made here to their existence

in the main text.
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ROCKET MEASUREMENT OF CHARGE DENSITIES

Rita C. Sagalyn

Headquarters, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories,
.Air Force Research Division (ARDC), Geophysics Research
Directorate, L. G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, Massachusetts

Instruments have been designed and constructed for the rocket measurement of

positive and negative ion and electron densities and their energy distributions. Generating

voltmeters modified for the measurement of ambient electric fields in the ionosphere have

also been developed and successfully flown. The sensitivity range of these instruments is

great enough to measure electrical properties both in the undisturbed atmosphere and in

artificially produced ion or electron clouds.

In August 1960 during the field tests carried out under Project Firefly, a Nike

Asp rocket instrumented for the measurement of positively and negatively charged particles

was laWnched 10 seconds after another Nike Asp set for a chemical release at about 100 km.

Due to malfunction of the first Nike, the artificially produced cloud was not sampled,

however, valuable information on ionospheric charge density variations around sunset was

obtained from the instrumented rocket.

Data was obtained between 40 and ZI0 km. On the ascent the ionosphere was

sunlit above 80 km. A positive ion density peak of 1000 ions per cc was observed at

approximately 70 km. A sharp increase in charge density concentratious was found between

90 and 105 km with a second ionization maximum (105 ions per cc.) at 1Z5 km. A slight

depression in the distribution was observed at 140 km; the charge density concentration

then increased steadily with altitude to apogee at Z10 km. The concentration gradients

measured on this flight are about a factor of 5 lower than those observed with the sLIm

instrumentation on earlier flights launched around local noon.

Photocells mounted on the rocket showed that the ionosphere was not sunlit on the

descent below 150 km. The charge densities were at least a factor of 5 lower than on the

ascent between 150 and 80 km. Below 80 km the ascent and descent values were comparable.

There was also a significant decrease in the concentration gradients at the base of the E

region on the descent portion of this flight.
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The flight data is not yet completely analyzed, however, the results are being

applied to the interpretation of production and loss processes In the ionosphere near sunset.

After evaluating effective recombination and diffusion coefficients from this data, the results

will be examined to determine the specific collision processes which could account for the

observed values.
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J. L. Brown

Engineering Experiment Station
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia

Particle size analyses were made of the solar scatter materials used in the Firefly

experiments to determine if any relationship might exist between particle size and solar

scatter masurements.

The materials analyzed were alunmum oxides ss 1 (Frances), 8 2 (ily), 55 3 (Mvis))

cadmium sulphide (Bedy); and cobalt powder (Linda). The general particle size range was

sall enough to require electron microscopy.

The analytical procedures used are comon to the field of electron microscopy and

micromeritics and will not be dealt with in detnil here.

All the aluminum oxide samples seemed to possess bimodal* particle size distributions.

Sample SS 3 adhered most closely to the predicted size with a median size of 0.027 microns;

sample SS 1 had a median size of 0.35 microns while SS 2 was extremely bimodal with 95% of

the particles below 1 micron in size.

The cadmium sulphide contained a wide range of particle sizes with a median at 0.5

microns. Scme 1articles were as large as 5 microns. This material consisted of brownish-

orange transparent crystals as observed in an optical microscope. This property should be

taken into account in analysis of solar scatter by these particles.

The cobalt powder could not be dispersed sufficiently for a good particle count; how-

ever, the particles are acicular (needle-like) in shape and range from 0.5 to 3 microns in

length.

Particle size data are presented here in the form of size-frequency bar graphs. This

form is probably the most convenient to relate size and scattering effects.

Electron micrographs representing typical views of the materials are included with

this report.

A distribution lacking intermediate sizes; all particles either large or sall.
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